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Abstract

Software is taking an increasingly prominent role in all of the areas relevant to social

sustainability; e.g. by creating and enabling communities, facilitating connectedness

between groups of people, enforcing standards, rules, and laws over individuals’ and

business’ interactions. It enables the sharing of information and facilitate coopera-

tion.

Presently, there is no solution, framework, or method that supports software and

requirements engineers in accounting for social sustainability requirements during

software development. Most requirement engineers don’t even understand what

social sustainability is or what it may have to do with software.

Thus, the main aim of this thesis is to deliver a method that de-mystifies the notion

of social sustainability, and enables requirements engineers to integrate (otherwise

implicit) social sustainability requirements into a software systems specification.

This thesis tackles this issue by eliciting the structure of the social sustainability

concern, as reported within in the current scientific literature (systematic literature

review), and delivering a generic, repeatable approach through which each of the

identified sub-concerns could be operationalised into reusable requirements. The

proposed approach is instantiated for the equality concern, for which a value-based

pattern is derived (qualitative analysis), which is operationalised through templates.

An elicitation method is also derived using the pattern and usage guideline is pro-

posed.

Several targeted studies are designed to evaluate the developed pattern and method

with both requirements engineering experts and general software users. The studies

demonstrate the utility and (re-)usability of the method, pattern along with its

template and requirements.

This thesis reveals that the generic social sustainability requirements can be used

(but contextualised) across all countries and cultures. It also declares that each

social sustainability concern can be represented by a value pattern. For equality,

this pattern is related to equal support of: stakeholders variability, goal achievement

and access to services that will facilitate goal achievement.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter outlines the research subject of the thesis. Section 1.1 discusses the

context in which the thesis fits. In Section 1.2, the research problem is discussed and

the research objectives are described in Section 1.3. Then, Section 1.4 describes the

contributions of this thesis. The research method and the outline of the remaining

chapters of the thesis are presented in Section 1.5.

1.1 Research Context

As software increasingly becomes the central mediator in more and more spheres

of our lives - from business, communication, innovation, healthcare to education,

and even art - we must consider the impact it has on the well-being of humans and

society, i.e., on social sustainability.

Social sustainability is defined as “a positive and long-term condition within com-

munities and a process within communities that can achieve and maintain that

condition” [2, 3]. In a social sustainability literature review, Landorf concluded that
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“basic needs and equity are consistently evident as fundamental themes of social sus-

tainability. Both concepts are necessary for the physical and psychological survival

of individuals” [1]. In addition, social sustainability is related to access to services

and opportunities that promotes “longer life expectancies, less crime, stronger civic

engagement and more robust economic vitality” [1].

There is strong evidence that software does foster and maintain this “positive con-

dition” by, to name a few avenues, fuelling economic growth, easing education,

enabling contact between like-minded individuals and geographically distant family

members and friends. However, there is also substantial evidence of the negative

effects associated with software, such as cyber bullying [4], theft of intellectual prop-

erty [5] and financial assets, the spread of online child abuse [6] and loss of privacy

[7] to name a few. There are also indirect losses resulting from cybercrimes, such as

lost business opportunities due to banks inability to communicate with customers

via email [8]. Thus, in order to support social sustainability in the long run, we

must ensure that software is engineered in such a way that its negative effects are

countered, or, at least minimised. This, however, is an open challenge.

This thesis aims to demonstrate how social sustainability can be engineered into

software systems.

1.2 Research Problem

Because the functionality, constraints and properties of a software system are set

through requirements engineering (RE), RE is also the key stage for engineering sus-

tainability into software [9]. Nevertheless, requirements engineers have not yet in-

corporated social sustainability requirements into software systems engineering [10].

2
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One of the reasons for this is that requirements engineers do not have clear guide-

lines for what constitutes a “positive impact on communities”, and how it can be

identified, modelled, or measured [10] (except when the functionality of the software

is aimed explicitly at supporting the disadvantaged users, e.g., speech synthesising

software to support those with severe speech impediments [11]).

The problem of software’s impact on its user communities has been faced primarily

within the organisational context, for a long time [12–16] and has, to some degree,

been addressed via such techniques as value-based design [17–19], participatory de-

sign [20–22], user experience evaluation [23–25], and even iterative agile development

[26]. Essentially, all of these techniques allow for explicit [18] or implicit [20, 26] in-

corporation of user values into the intended software systems. In this thesis we

maintain that the positive contribution of software systems to “user communities”

(i.e., its positive contribution to organisational and social structure) manifests when

the given software system supports and promotes the social values of the given user

community.

However, all of the previously noted techniques [17–26] set out to discover ‘from

scratch’ the values and their respective requirements that would improve software

acceptance in a community or organisation, or would increase user satisfaction with

it. While we agree that each organisation and sub-community will have its own di-

verse cultural and traditional values with respective requirements, we also note that

there are certain central values (such as equality, security and freedom) that are

recognised as fundamental to modern societal well-being. These remain relatively

stable, although they may have a distinctive flavour in various types of communi-

ties (e.g., gender equality in Western society vs. Eastern one). Such values are

often universally recognised (e.g., the Human Rights Convention [27, 28]) and even

standardised (e.g., International Standard on Social Accountability [29]). In this
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thesis we propose that such fundamental values should become the starting point

for engineering social sustainability requirements for software.

Previous work on RE [30] has demonstrated that incomplete and hidden require-

ments are one of the main causes of failure in software projects, which is often

exasperated by a lack of experience and/or domain knowledge within the RE team

[31]. To help with both of these issues, the software engineering community has

long observed the utility of extracting empirically proven “good practice” and ex-

pert knowledge into reusable patterns [32–37]. Thus, this thesis aims to develop

a method to support the integration of social sustainability requirements into the

software system requirements specification such that it supports the following char-

acteristics:

1. The method will support operationalisation of the notion of social sustainabil-

ity into software requirements;

2. It will facilitate reuse of requirements without necessitating full-scale user en-

gagement for “from scratch” elicitation of the social sustainability concerns for

each new project;

3. It will be suitable for use by both novice and experienced requirements engi-

neers;

4. It will be usable with different RE practices and processes, without imposing

a specific RE process (e.g., from waterfall to agile).

1.3 Research Objectives

The goal of this research is to develop a method for integrating social sustainability

concerns into software development in a way that helps software engineers to derive
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the software’s social sustainability requirements. It takes into consideration the

commonly shared societal values that frame social sustainability. The motivation is

that achieving social sustainability should be an ongoing process that starts from

the early stages of the software; i.e. requirements engineering.

The work proposed in this thesis guides software practitioners in their approach

to social sustainability. The objective of this work is to develop a method that

enables requirements engineers to integrate (otherwise implicit) social sustainability

requirements into software systems specification. In order to support the ongoing

RE practices within the various software engineering organisations, this method

should be easy to integrate with an arbitrary RE practices, facilitate reusability and

be amenable to use by both novice and experienced practitioners. In addition, the

proposed method needs to be applicable to various social sustainability aspects.

1.4 Thesis Contributions

The key contributions of this thesis are in:

1. Presenting a generic requirements identification methodology that is based on

core societal values and, thus, is clearly directed towards a social sustainability

objective. This methodology is abstract and can be instantiated to support

social sustainability requirements in various domains.

2. Demonstrating an instantiation of this methodology to support equality-related

requirements. In doing so, this thesis has delivered:

(a) a pattern for equality concern representation, as well as for its require-

ments identification and elicitation;
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(b) a requirements elicitation template that supports use of the equality pat-

tern;

(c) an elicitation method using the equality value pattern.

(d) a detailed guideline on the usage of the elicitation method.

(e) a set of evaluation studies that reflect on the utility and usefulness of the

proposed pattern and method.

1.5 Research Method and Outline

The methodology for social sustainability requirements identification proposed by

this thesis is depicted in Figure 1.1.

1. It starts by applying qualitative data analysis of the social sustainability litera-

ture for a particular social sustainability aspect (e.g. equality, health, security,

and others, as discussed in Chapter 4) (marked as social value literature in

Figure 1.1) to understand the underlying meaning of a social value and re-

late it to software. This helps to understand the components or sub-values

that contribute to the social value. This can then be presented in a value

pattern. The value pattern is then associated with a template(s) that allows

instantiation of the pattern in several software cases (marked as social value

pattern and template in Figure 1.1). By the end of this step, a value pattern

and template(s) is produced. This step operationalises the social sustainabil-

ity concepts into software requirements. The current thesis demonstrates this

process for the equality aspect of social sustainability, as discussed in Chapter

4. The value pattern and templates for social sustainability requirements is

exemplified by an instantiation for the equality requirements domain. They

are domain-independent patterns.
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2. Then, an elicitation method is developed based on the equality pattern as well

as usage guidelines in Chapter 5.

3. Next, the value pattern and templates are validated against several software

specifications documents (marked as requirements documentations in Figure

1.1) to test its applicability and to identify common social sustainability re-

quirements contributing to the value under investigation. Thus, the value

patterns are related to a number of specific requirements, reusable across var-

ious application domains. We demonstrate this process for the equality value

pattern in Chapter 6.

4. Then, the resulting value pattern and templates as well as the requirements

(marked as social requirements in Figure 1.1) are evaluated. Evaluation in-

volves software users as well as pattern and templates users. This allows

the generalisability of the specific social sustainability aspects to be checked

across software user and developer communities. For instance, in this thesis

we demonstrate that the derived equality requirements are meaningful across

user communities world-wide (as discussed in Chapter 7), to the requirements

engineering professionals (as discussed in Chapter 8).

The thesis is structured into 9 chapters as follows (also see Figure 1.2):

Chapter 2 presents a literature review of social sustainability. The chapter begins

with a literature review with the focus on sustainability models and frameworks in

ICT. The challenge addressed in this chapter is the lack of generic, operationalisable

and reusable view of social sustainability. To address this challenge, a systematic

literature review was conducted. The key contribution of this chapter is in the 12

social sustainability indicators i.e. employment, health, equality, education, security,

social cohesion, services and facilities, resilience, human rights, social acceptance.

cultural and political factors.
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Chapter 3 presents a literature review of value research as the resulted indicators

in the previous chapter correspond to human values. The review confirmed that

there is lack of generic, operationalisable and reusable view of social sustainability.

Chapter 4 introduces the proposed social sustainability requirements identification

method and the resulting pattern and template. This contribution is a result of

a qualitative analysis that was conducted to address the lack of a social sustain-

ability requirements identification method. This is demonstrated as part A of the

proposed methodology in Figure 1.1. The chapter details the value pattern con-

struction method conducted and the resulting pattern and templates.

Chapter 5 presents an equality requirements identification method and guideline to

assist in using the method. In addition, a relationship model depicting dependencies

between equality and software quality attributes is discussed as well as a model for

stakeholders role in equality. This chapter is an element in part A of the proposed

methodology in Figure 1.1.

Chapter 6 presents the implementation of the equality requirements elicitation

method (using the value pattern) on seven case examples and discusses the lessons

that have been learned. The chapter addressed the challenge of the utility, re-

usability and applicability of the identification method with existing RE practices

and domains. Additionally, the chapter presents experts evaluation of the resulting

requirements using a small scale survey. The results reveals the usefulness of the

elicitation method in identifying social sustainability (i.e equality) requirements.

Furthermore, the chapter presents the application of the value pattern and tem-

plates in Agile software engineering1. This chapter presents part B of the proposed

methodology in Figure 1.1

1This study is a independent study by Monica Bahl [234].
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Chapter 7 details the evaluation of the requirements resulting from the value pat-

tern. The challenge in this chapter was to prove the generalisability of the specific

social sustainability aspects (i.e. equality) across software’s user communities. The

challenge is addressed by a user survey. 155 responses were analysed using frequency

and inferential statistical analysis. The results indicate that there is an agreement

(albeit not unanimous) among the respondents on equality supporting requirements.

This chapter presents part C of the proposed methodology in Figure 1.1.

Chapter 8 demonstrates the requirements experts’ evaluation of the social sus-

tainability value pattern by using it in verbal protocol activity. There were 13

participants with academic and industrial backgrounds. The verbal protocols were

analysed using qualitative analysis. The equality pattern and template were found

useful and assist in identifying equality requirements. In this chapter, the challenge

of the usability of the identification method regardless of practitioners expertise was

addressed. This chapter presents part C of the proposed methodology in Figure 1.1.

Chapter 9 reviews the work presented in this thesis, discusses the conclusions drawn

from the research as well as the relevant future work considerations and suggestions.

Figure 1.1: Social sustainability integration methodology
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Figure 1.2: Thesis contents
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Chapter 2

Literature Review on Social

Sustainability

As the present work aims to provide support for engineering social sustainability

requirements into software, we first turn to the current work on social sustainability

within Requirements Engineering (RE). This reviwe consists of two parts: a review

of the way that social sustainability is reported upon the RE/SE literature, followed

by a detailed systematic study of the way that social sustainability concerns are

structured and measured.

Section 2.1 presents a survey on the available sustainability models and frameworks

in ICT against a set of criteria to evaluate their ability to establish a general, holistic

and reusable way of integrating social sustainability concerns into software require-

ments. This is done using traditional literature review were the author searched

through literature published in most related areas and venues [38] (such as confer-

ences, journals, and workshops on requirements, systems, and software engineering).
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In addition, using the snowballing technique, citations of the initially identified rel-

evant papers were examined to identify further references to relevant publications

[39].

As discussed in Section 2.1 below, we note that all studies so far have failed to estab-

lish a general, holistic and reusable framework for treatment of social sustainability

concerns, instead each has taken a particular, incomplete view on it, and often deliv-

ered solutions targeted to a single community or problem solution. This motivated

our work of integrating social sustainability issues into software requirements using

patterns and templates.

The results provoked the need to undertake a systematic literature review to define a

clear structure for social sustainability concerns. This study is presented in Section

2.2.

2.1 Social Sustainability

Social sustainability was defined as:

• Maintaining social capital (investments and services). Maintaining the social

capital reduces “the cost of working together and facilitates cooperation” [40].

Goodland remarked on the importance of having shared rules, laws and infor-

mation to promote social sustainability [40].

• “A positive and long-term condition within communities and a process within

communities that can achieve and maintain that condition” [2, 3]. Willis,

Mckenzie and Harris in [2, 3] highlighted several features of social sustainabil-

ity. The features include equity in access to essential services such as health,
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diversity and disparate culture integration within communities, citizens’ po-

litical participation, fulfilling community needs by community action and/or

political mechanisms (e.g. laws), “mechanisms for a community to identify col-

lectively its strengths and needs”, equity between generations (future vs cur-

rent generations), social sustainability awareness systems to ensure awareness

transmission between generations and “a sense of community responsibility for

maintaining that system of transmission” [2, 3].

To support social sustainability, any proposed technique or methodology needs to

meet several characteristics. The following are characteristics of the solution that

we consider to be relevant for a methodology on social sustainability requirements

engineering. These characteristics are: support for social sustainability requirements

operationalisation and re-usability, present a generic view of a social sustainability

aspect, usability irrespective of the practitioners experience and with different RE

practices.

1. C1: The approach assists operationalisation of the concept of social sustain-

ability and its aspects into software requirements. Requirements are functional

and non-functional requirements. A functional requirement is a statement that

decribes a system’s functions, features or actions [36, 41]. A non-functional

requirement is a statement that describes a constraint or a property that may

affect software acceptance such as performance and security [36, 41]. In many

ocations, non-functional requirements are viewed in the lights of the ISO/IEC

25010 standard [42]. The standard addresses software quality models in use as

well as in product quality [42]. Quality in use model identified characteristics

of effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction, freedom from risk and context coverage

[42]. The product quality characteristics includes functional suitability, perfor-

mance efficiency, compatibility, usability, reliability, security, maintainability
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and portability. Each characteristic represents non-functional requirements.

Sommerville classified non-functional requirements into product requirements

(such as efficiency, dependability and security), organizational requirements

(such as environmental, development and operational) and external require-

ments (such as regulatory and ethical) [41].

The criteria for the operationalisation of the social sustainability concern

is motivated by the fact that that incomplete operationalisation (i.e., incom-

plete representation of the relevant notions that make up social sustainability

within the requirements for a given system) will lead to missing requirements

which, in turn, will either result in an unacceptable solution, or necessitate

additional changes and unnecessary re-work, leading to extra monetary and

time costs.

It was reported that incomplete and/or hidden requirements are problems

in RE that are relevant to project failure [30]. The problem can also affect

customer satisfaction and product acceptance [30].

Here we use three levels of evaluation: full, partially and no (when social

is not viewed as contributing to technical requirements). For sustainability

definitions, please refer to Appendix A.

2. C2: The approach facilitates re-usability by all/or some of its parts. The

reusability requirement is motivated by time and effort saving through

reuse (simply by not repeating the task which has been completed once), as well

as by the increased quality, reliability and understandability of the reusable

components, because each time they are reused, they are likely to be checked

and as where errors are discovered, corrected.

Liu, Li and Peng reported the results of a survey conducted in China involving

RE practitioners [31]. The survey reported that the third-most common re-

quirements elicitation technique used is by referring to similar existing systems
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[31]. Also, time restrictions imposed on the RE practitioner can be a cause of

project failure [31].

According to Zave [43], RE represents an aspect of software engineering that

focusses on ‘real-word goals’ to identify the functions and constraints of soft-

ware systems. It also focusses on the relationship between the functions and

constraints associated with software behaviour, and “their evolution over time

and across software families” [43]. Due to the evolution of software, RE activ-

ities need to be reusable when developing similar systems [43].

Nuseibeh and Easterbrook have pointed that Zave’s definition of RE marked

the “changing world and the need to reuse partial specifications, as engineers

often do in other branches of engineering” [44].

This provides an insight into the importance of having reusable requirements

and requirements elicitation techniques that can be tailored to fit different

software systems.

Three levels of evaluation are used here; full, partial and no. Full support can

be achieved by producing reusable components (i.e. standards/common prac-

tice guidelines, patterns, templates). Partial support refers to using reusable

components. No re-usability is when the approach does not produce or use

standards/common practice guidelines or patterns or templates. Full support

of re-usability implies that less effort is needed for operationalisation. It will

also imply that only the part of operationalisation is repeated per project and

not the process of discovering what a sustainability aspect might mean.

3. C3: The approach provide a generic and comprehensive view of a social sus-

tainability aspect. This is facilitated by representing a view of a single social

aspect (learned from the sustainability literature). In turn, this allows unified

instantiation of the operationalisation part of the approach per software. The

generic view supports the instantiation and elicitation of social sustainability
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requirements across different software project. This criteria is borrowed from

the pattern development process (see Appendix A) which requires building a

full and intensive view of the issue under investigation and the solution to it.

In addition, studies reported one of the challenges in sustainable development

is resulting from the inconsistent sustainability perceptions held by design-

ers [45]. Thus, the study recommended introducing sustainability concepts to

build a “common understanding and definition of sustainability” prior to the

commence of sustainable design process [45]. According to Shapira, Ketchie,

and Nehe, sustainability concepts will also highlight requirements of sustain-

ability without restricting creativity and freedom [45]. This provides an insight

to the importance of the generic view criteria in sustainability frameworks

and models. This criteria has two levels of evaluation. Yes, is used when a def-

inition/model is provided to describe and present the issue and it can be used

during operationalisation of social sustainability into software requirements.

Else, no is used as the other evaluation level.

4. C4: Used by software engineers and practitioners regardless of their level of

expertise or way of approximating social sustainability [46]. Usability of

the solutions irrespective of the experience of the requirements engineer

ensures that even novice engineers will be able to adequately address social

sustainability concerns. As noted in related work [30, 31, 47], a lack of expe-

rience has been shown to lead to poor quality work products, where the work

process is found to be difficult for the novices. It was reported that lack of

experience and the weak qualifications of the RE team are among the common

causes of RE problems [30].

Here, two levels of evaluation are used, yes (for different skills levels support)

and no (when some specific skills are required/can restrict usage).

5. C5: Used with different RE practices [46].
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This is motivated by the current landscape of RE within software engineering,

where some organisations use formal and heavyweight RE processes (such as

waterfall) and others integrate RE into the development process, with hardly

any distinguishable “RE stage” (such as agile processes). As social sustain-

ability is a key issue for software success, all of these diverse practices should

be able to tackle it through the proposed generic methodology, irrespective of

their own engineering practices differences.

The importance of integrating new requirements models/methods with the

current RE practices was discussed as an important factor of the acceptance

and usage of a newly proposed methods/models [47–50]. In [49], the restricted

time and budget were discussed as factors hindering organisations from adopt-

ing new methods as they prefer to use what is already know to them. Morris,

Masera and Wilikens reported that one of the reasons behind new requirements

engineering methods adoption problems is the integration of the new method

within the business practice [48]. RE practitioners mentioned that adopting

new methods could bring issues of the need of new ways of thinking, working

and communicating [48]. This in turn affects the willingness to embrace the

new methods [48].

Here, two levels of evaluation are used, yes (for usability with different RE

practices) and no (when some restrictions are imposed).

Section 2.1.1 presents the analysis of sustainability models using the five mentioned

characteristics.
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2.1.1 Sustainability Models and Frameworks in ICT

Dick, Naumann and Kuhn [51] proposed a model for “Green and Sustainable Soft-

ware Engineering”. This model comprised a process/lifecycle model and guideli-

nes/checklists. The process and lifecycle points to the impacts of software product

usage in each of its life cycle phases on sustainability. This is done by looking at the

activities in each phase and how they affect sustainability. For example, reflection

and assessment meetings between the members of the development team are part of

the development phase. Those activities are viewed in terms of the related environ-

mental impacts. As a consequence, the team decides to avoid business trips for the

team meetings to increase resources efficiency.

The guidelines and checklist part “provide[s] tips and helpful hints on how to de-

velop, use, provide, and maintain software products in a sustainable way. Therefore,

the guidelines and checklists are aligned to the activities and product scenarios of the

lifecycle model”. An example of how the model contributed to social sustainability

was explained by considering end users and recommending the use of the “Generat-

ing User-specific Interactive Documents (GUIDO)” system. GUIDO is a document

database in which all documents or forms (governmental) are kept in one repository

[52]. The documents are displayed to a user based on their preferences as well as

their capabilities. This is achieved by having user profiles that are used to define the

suitable display for a user [52]. Doing so is expected to support impaired people who

are allowed to participate in the process of society related decision making process

without requiring assistance [51]. This model emerged later to the GREENSOFT

Model in [53].

Naumann and colleagues defined a sustainable software as a software that is built

to meet sustainability objectives [53]. Moreover, sustainable software is a software

with curtailed negative usage effects; i.e. social and environmental “(first order
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effects)” (See Appendix A for order effects). Additionally, a sustainable software

is a software that reflects sustainable development in its functionalities “or at least

has no negative impacts on the society or environment (second-order and systemic

effects)” [53]. Naumann and colleagues [53, 54] propose a GREENSOFT Model that

catalogues sustainable software and sustainable software engineering. The model

took advantage of the life cycle assessment (LCA) and built the model with this

insight [54]. The four components of the reference model include the life cycle

of software development, sustainable criteria and metrics, procedure models and

recommendations and tools.

The life cycle component looks into the software product phases from development to

disposal and recycling [54]. For each phase, ecological, social, human, and economic

compatibility are assessed [54]. The results of the assessments are used to optimise

the product or compare it to other competing products [54]. For example, at the

end of life (deactivation) phase, an organisation’s economic sustainability can be

affected by the ability to access data that is stored in an old format that should be

converted easily [54].

The sustainable criteria and metrics component comprises measures of software qual-

ity and sustainability criteria and metrics classified as directlty and indirectly related

[54]. For example, ‘usability’ is a criteria for the usage phase and the ‘project’s

footprint’ (as “natural resources and environmental impact used during software

development” [55]) is related to the development phase [54]. The procedure mod-

els component looks into four software procedures; develope, purchase, administer,

and use [54]. In a sustainable software purchasing procedure, for example, select-

ing bidders can be done based on their commitment to social and environmental

responsibilities [54]. Another example would be selecting the software product to be

acquired based on energy consumption [54]. The administrate procedure is related
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to software configuration, installation and maintenance [54]. To ensure a sustain-

able administrate procedure, an organisation’s IT team needs to continually evaluate

energy consumption and resource consumption. The use procedure is related to soft-

ware users where they reflect on the effects of their usage on sustainability. This

will allow them to look for possible mitigation measures and guidelines.

The recommendations and tools component supports software stakeholders in ap-

plying green or sustainable techniques. An examples of a recommendations for de-

velopers is the energy-efficient software guidlines [56]. An example of a tool available

to users is the green tracker [57].

Additionally, a quality model for sustainable software was presented in [53]. The

model suggests common criteria for sustainable software (component of the reference

model). The common criteria are based on ISO/IEC 25000:2005. Social aspects were

categorised as criteria directly related to sustainability. The social criteria relates to

accessibility, usability and organisation conditions. Naumann et al. [53] said that:

Accessibility indicates whether the software product can be used by as

many people as possible without any restrictions. Usability covers the

understandability, learnability and operability of a software product, i.e.

if the software usage is user-friendly and easily learned. The aspect

Organization Sustainability covers the social situation in the software

company including working conditions, for example.

Although the model suggested accessibility, usability and organisation sustainabil-

ity, the GREENSOFT model is a general model that provides general references

to possible concepts such as accessibility. It does not help with specifically identi-

fying software requirements and features that supports social sustainability. More

evaluation points are illustrated in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Evaluation Characteristics in Sustainability (Naumann et al)

Literature Characteristics Category Why?

Naumann et al. [53],
[54]

C1: Oper-
ationalised
requirements

Partially The model translated social sustain-
ability into accessibility and usability
as general concepts. Yet, what func-
tions or features are to be implemented
in software system is not given.

C2: Re-usable Partial Encourage using available recommen-
dations such as energy-efficient soft-
ware guidelines

C3: Generalis-
able concepts

No No definition provided that can be used
in operationalisation

C4: Expertise Yes The model is supposed to be used
by different stakeholders with different
skills levels. As social sustainability is
approximated to general requirements
concepts, this suggests that software
practitioners will be able to tailor those
concepts to their level of expertise.

C5: Used with
different RE
practices

Yes As it is a conceptual model that pro-
vided abstract meaning of social sus-
tainability (accessibility and usability),
then we say it will be usable with any
RE practice.

Penzenstadler, Mehrabi and Richardson [58] contemplated sustainability effects on

requirements engineering processes using a requirements engineering approach for

sustainability RE4S [59]. The approach integrates sustainability concerns into the

available requirements engineering approaches and methods [59]. As part of this

approach, the stakeholder model, goal model, a system vision and a usage model

are prepared. Although Penzenstadler, Mehrabi and Richardson stated that social

sustainability was indirectly tackled, they mentioned that “[a] decrease in the need

to drive to the doctor’s office will reduce traffic on the roads, allowing other drivers

to get to destinations more quickly (2nd order effect)” [58]. In addition, Penzen-

stadler, Mehrabi and Richardson identified the technical sustainability of the system

as its compatibility with different platforms and devices. However, providing a list

of non-functional requirements (in the technical report [60]) Penzenstadler, Mehrabi

and Richardson propose that sustainability requirements are non-functional require-

ments. This raises a question on regarding whether we could find functions or
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features relating to sustainability. More analysis details are available in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Evaluation Characteristics in Sustainability (Penzenstadler, Mehrabi and
Richardson

Literature Characteristics Category Why?

Penzenstadler,
Mehrabi and

Richardson [58]

C1: Oper-
ationalised
requirements

Partially Only non-functional requirements.
Also, technical sustainability is not
related to social sustainability.

C2: Re-usable No No patterns, templates or standards.
C3: Generic
concepts

No No definition was provided.

C4: Expertise No Engineers should be familiar with
stakeholder model, goal model, system
vision and a usage models

C5: Used with
different RE
practices

Yes No restrictions imposed by the model

Lago et al. [61] proposed a framework for sustainability software-quality require-

ments. The framework focused on environmental sustainability and its relationship

to the other sustainability dimensions. In the the framework:

Social sustainability focuses on ensuring current and future generations

have the same or greater access to social resources by pursuing genera-

tional equity. For software-intensive systems, it encompasses the direct

support of social communities in any domain, as well as activities or

processes that indirectly create benefits for social communities. [61]

The framework was applied to two case studies, one of which was a paper-mill con-

trol system. Two social quality requirements were found to be related: employment

and education. For each requirement, evaluation criteria were also incorporated. For

employment, the number of highly specialised employees, the total number employ-

ees, total number of indirectly engaged employees, level of engagement in production

and level of engagement in sustainability were identified as evaluation criteria. Spe-

cialised competencies, education programmes, the calculated education gap and level

of engagement with education institutes were the evaluation criteria associated with
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education. The other case study was a car-sharing platform and two social quality

requirements were identified: public acceptance of service and car sharing commu-

nity acceptance. Evaluation criteria for the first quality were the number of users,

number of cars, average usage/users and average usage/car. For car sharing com-

munity acceptance, customer satisfaction and customer surveys were found to be

related. The framework enabled relationships to be found between qualities in the

same domain or even in different domains such as car sharing community acceptance

(social) and profits from users (economic) [61]. The framework provides a basis for

sustainability metrics [61]. However, those metrics are related to the project and not

identifying the software’s functions/features that contribute to sustainability. More

analysis can be found in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3: Evaluation Characteristics in Sustainability (Lago et al.)

Literature Characteristics Category Why?

Lago et al. [61]

C1: Oper-
ationalised
requirements

No Technical requirements (software) were
viewed as a separate dimension. This
is similar to Penzenstadler and Femmer
[62, 63]. Thus, social requirements are
not specific to be implemented in the
software/more of the environment sur-
rounding the software system.

C2: Re-usable Full The model is extension of ISO/IEC
42030 Architecture Evaluation 1

C3: Generic
concepts

No No general definition relating social
sustainability to software requirements.

C4: Expertise Yes No specific RE expertise is imposed.
C5: Used with
different RE
practices

Yes It is an assessment framework.

Roher and Richardson suggested the use of sustainability requirements patterns

(SRPs) to guide software engineers when writing environmental sustainability re-

quirements [64]. Their work was based on Withall’s software requirement patterns

[65]. According to Roher and Richardson, “[s]ustainability requirements may be

used to specify system behavior (e.g. requirements that will reduce a systems en-

ergy consumption) as well as to influence the users behavio[u]r (e.g. the system
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incentivi[s]es sustainable actions)” [64]. The proposed SRPs are presented in a tem-

plate that includes summary, applicability, content, archetype, examples, discussion

and related patterns sections. An example of the identifed environmental SRPs is

called “Incentivi[s]ing Minimal Resource Consumption”. A resulting requirement

from this pattern is, for example:“[t]he system shall display the average and min-

imum amounts for each type of resource consumed by previous users” [64]. This

requirement is derived from a generalised requirement: “[t]he system shall commu-

nicate to the user as much information about resource consumption as possible”,

which is used as a template to derive specific requirements for the system under

study.

Roher and Richardson’s suggested patterns are based on requirements documenta-

tions of the same software application; i.e. a hotel system in which environmental

sustainability was a concern. However, this means that the environmental sustain-

ability issues were based on the view of requirements engineers. This view might

be limited to the requirements engineers’ understanding of environmental sustain-

ability and their ability to identify the applicability of the environmental concerns

in the software domain. In addition, the suggested patterns are limited to hotel

management applications. This could limit the generalisability of the addressed sus-

tainability concepts. Further analysis is available in Table 2.4. The SRPs were then

used in a recommender system for eliciting software sustainability requirements [66].

Mahaux, Heymans and Saval [67] were interested in “how to discover requirements

that help minimi[s]e the negative environmental impacts of (the activities supported

by) the software under construction”. Mahaux et al. also aimed to explore how

the currently existing tools supports the discovery of possible minimisation of the

negative environmental impacts. The focus in this paper was on environmental sus-

tainability and how it is affected by the software. First, Mahaux et al. started
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Table 2.4: Evaluation Characteristics in Sustainability (Roher and Richardson)

Literature Characteristics Category Why?

Roher and
Richardson [64]

C1: Oper-
ationalised
requirements

Partial Templates facilitated operationalsing
environmental sustainability into soft-
ware requirements. The given exam-
ples are functional requirements.

C2: Re-usable Full Produced patterns
C3: Generic
concepts

No The patterns were build on existing
requirements documentations of hotel
system only. No sustainability litera-
ture was used. It might have missed
the underlying meanings of sustainabil-
ity from the sustainability side.

C4: Expertise Yes No restrictions imposed.
C65: Used with
different RE
practices

Yes No restrictions imposed.

with stakeholders identification and noted the need for environmental specialist to

be part of the discovering process. Then they moved to soft scoping and context

discovery to get a rich picture on the software. This was followed with harder scop-

ing which included the use of case analysis and misuse cases analysis to highlight

environmental risks and mitigation. This resulted in a set of requirements. To pri-

oritise the resulting concerns, they used a generic environmental sustainability goal

taxonomy (to prioritise concerns and refinements) that is independent of the case

study and can be reused. The goal taxonomy is based on the idea of Cabot et. al

in [68] (see A.6). Authors identified “sustainability-related system functionalities”

[67]. As they progressed in the study, Mahaux, Heymans and Saval felt that there

was no need to have a specific technique for sustainability requirements and instead

tailoring the existing ones would be sufficient [67]. Mahaux et al. also added that:

“it would be necessary for requirements engineers to acquire a minimum of expertise

in environmental analysis, and probably that some toolkit could help the require-

ments engineer take sustainability-related decisions” [67]. The question is what if

we don’t have sustainability officers (social, environmental or economic) as part of

the requirements engineering teams? What if the available requirements engineers

have limited knowledge of sustainability? Will this process be easy for them? More
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details are available in Table 2.5.

Table 2.5: Evaluation Characteristics in Sustainability (Mahaux, Heymans and Saval)

Literature Characteristics Category Why?

Mahaux, Heymans
and Saval

[67]

C1: Oper-
ationalised
requirements

Partial Environmental sustainability concerns
were translated to software functional-
ities.

C2: Re-usable Partial Goal taxonomy used for prioritising re-
quirements can facilitate re-usability

C3: Generic
concepts

No No definition was provided.

C4: Expertise No Prioritization through goal modelling
be restriction. Also using use cases and
misuse-cases.

C5: Used with
different RE
practices

No Prioritization through goal modelling
might be restriction. Also using use
cases and misuse-cases.

Albertao et al. [55] discussed sustainability performance metrics for software devel-

opment projects. The metrics covered the three sustainability domains; economic,

environment and social. A set of process-, usage- and development-related attributes

(e.g. usability, accessibility, efficiency and others) are to be analysed. They believe

that each of these attributes contribute to economic, environment and social im-

provements and, in turn, to sustainability. An example of metrics related to acces-

sibility is internationalisation and localisation support. Analysis of this work based

on the characteristics in 2.1 is illustrated in Table 2.6.

Table 2.6: Evaluation Characteristics in Sustainability (Albertao et al.)

Literature Characteristics Category Why?

Albertao et al.
[55]

C1: Oper-
ationalised
requirements

Partially The metrics and quality properties pro-
vides insights on non-functional re-
quirements.

C2: Re-usable Full Extended the list of quality attributes
by adding how attribute improvement
contribute to sustainability.

C3: Generic
concepts

No No definition to be used in operational-
isation.

C4: Expertise NA it is mainly assessment after software
release

C5: Used with
different RE
practices

Yes Assessment does not require specific
RE practises
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Penzenstadler and Femmer presented a generic sustainability model that can be

employed for the analysis and assessment of environmental sustainability [62, 63].

The model incorporated sustainability concerns with goal modelling and human

values. The model has three sub-levels: the meta model (M0 level), the reference

model (M1 level) and the instances (M2 level).

In the meta model, the goal has aspect(s) represented as dimension(s). A di-

mension is represented by value(s). Activity elements contribute to values and

indicators. Indicators are either quantitative or qualitative metrics that approxi-

mate values. Regulation, optional element, supports values and affects indicators.

The reference model (M1 level) has three levels. The top level incorporates the goal

and its associated dimensions, whilst the middle level includes the values, indicators

and regulations. The lower level consists of activities. Sustainability is the goal and

its dimensions are represented as the dimensions in the reference model.

Penzenstadler and Femmer illustrated the social dimension of the model through

community, tolerance, trust, fairness, peace and culture values which are further de-

composed into sub-values. For example, the fairness value is represented by justice

and equality sub-values. The equality value is supported by the activity of provid-

ing for equal chances. In turn, this activity is supported by another activity; i.e.

conducting appraisal interviews.

Instantiation of the model (M2 level) is carried out during the requirements engi-

neering process. At this stage, the model is tailored to fit a specific software project.

Conejero et al. [69] used the approach of Penzenstadler and Femmer to create

sustainability model for an organisation aiming to utilise unmanned aerial vehicles

(UAVs) to achieve sustainability goals; i.e. environmental, social, economic and

technical. Conejero and colleagues found it to be a useful approach.
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Penzenstadler and Femmer’s model directly links sustainability with values. How-

ever, instantiation of the operationalisation of social values into software require-

ments/features is not clear. Further analysis is illustrated in Table 2.7.

Table 2.7: Evaluation Characteristics in Sustainability (Penzenstadler and Femmer)

Literature Characteristics Category Why?

Penzenstadler
and Femmer

[62, 63]

C1: Oper-
ationalised
requirements

No The generic model provides general ac-
tivities. But it does not say how to
operationalise it. For example, the
generic model of social sustainability
listed the activity of “provid[ing] for
equal chances”. This is due to the view
on dimensions of sustainability where
technical requirements are not related
to social sustainability.

C2: Re-usable Full The generic model is reused with in-
stantiated per project.

C3: Generic
concepts

No No definition to guide operationalisa-
tion

C4: Expertise Yes No restrictions imposed.
C5: Used with
different RE
practices

Yes No restrictions imposed.

Barn et al.’s model also linked sustainability to values. They inspected how software

engineering practice can take the role of “agent of change” for societal sustainability

through the manifestation of value sensitive concerns” [70]. Barn et al. proposed

a conceptual model that integrates values into the software engineering process.

The model includes co-design workshops that bring stakeholders together to create

the design features and specifications. Co-design workshops are part of the co-

design space of the conceptual model. The model is based on the work in [71]

and was applied on a research project named “Mobile Apps for Youth Offending

Teams MAYOT”. Upon application in the project, the value identified was privacy

and autonomy that led to “design and specification of features/functions” such as

the exclusion zone feature which “is a function that is available on the MAYOT

application that allows a case worker to define a geographic region from which a

young person is prohibited”. The exclusion zone feature represents the prompts in
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the conceptual model. The model tied values to social sustainability and expressed

a way of involving values in software engineering practices. For analysis, please see

Table 2.8.

Table 2.8: Evaluation Characteristics in Sustainability (Barn et al.)

Literature Characteristics Category Why?

Barn et al. [70]

C1: Oper-
ationalised
requirements

Partial Only features

C2: Re-usability Yes Conceptual model to handle values
C3: Generic
concepts

No No definition to guide instantiation of
operationalisation

C4: Expertise No Need for experts to run and analyse Co-
design activities results.

C5: Used with
different RE
practices

No Co-design activities are specified as
part of the model.

Table 2.9 presents the overall analysis of the studies discussed above. It shows that

there is a lack of generic, operationalisable, reusable view of social sustainability. In

order to define software’s social sustainability requirements, we need to have clear

representation of what social sustainability is. Thus, we demonstrate a structured

literature review next.

2.2 Systematic Literature Review

The objective of this study2 is to understand what social sustainability is, how it

is measured today, and what has been published with regards to the evaluation of

software’s social sustainability effects. By looking at what is considered to be an

indicator of social sustainability and what is considered to be relevant for measuring

and reporting on, we aim to uncover the structure of social sustainability concern,

as reported in the reviewed scientific literature.

2This study was presented at the 3rd International Workshop on Requirements Engineering for
Sustainable Systems in 2014 [72]
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Table 2.9: Overall Analysis

Literature Operationalistion Re-
usability

Generic view Expertise RE prac-
tices

Naumann et al.
[53]

Partial Partial No Yes Yes

Penzenstadler,
Mehrabi and

Richardson [58]
Partial No No No Yes

Lago et al. [61] No Full No Yes Yes
Roher and

Richardson [64]
Partial Full No Yes Yes

Mahaux,
Heymans
and Saval

[67]

Partial Partial No No No

Albertao et al.
[55]

Partial Full No NA Yes

Penzenstadler
and Femmer

[62, 63]
No Full No Yes Yes

Barn et al. [70] Partial Yes No No No

2.2.1 Literature Review Design

To investigate these issues, we formulated the following set of research questions:

RQ 1. What metrics are used for measuring social sustainability and how are

they constructed?

This question aims to explore how social sustainability has been evalu-

ated and which specific metrics are used to measure social sustainability.

With this question, we aim to explore the broader literature relating to

social sustainability issues, regardless of the area of application and ir-

respective of whether or not it is related to software development. This

question also aims to review how social sustainability metrics are built

and what their bases are.

RQ 2. What are social sustainability indicators?

This question aims to study the finer-grained constituents on which so-

cial sustainability metrics are built and the ways that these constituents
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are quantified. Furthermore, we will identify what are the common as-

pects of social sustainability are in each area. We will identify common

dimensions/constituents used in various domains and how they are cus-

tomised to adapt to a specific context or domain.

RQ 3. What is the role of software in social sustainability?

The intention here is to establish what the relationship is and use of soft-

ware applications within the social sustainability domain. This question

will be used to look at a set of issues including: What social sustain-

ability areas of life and activities does software support and how? Why

(if any) challenges related to social sustainability could be expected to

be addressed via software?

RQ 4. What are the indicators of software’s social sustainability?

The objective here is to study how software’s social sustainability is assessed. We are

interested in establishing the indicators related specifically to software applications.

We are also looking at how similar or different these indicators are to indicators

in other domains (e.g., agriculture, etc.). The reason for looking at indicators and

metrics is to revel what is considered to be relevant and how it is operationalised

into measurable (and so more detailed and specific) characteristics.

As sources for the structured literature review we used a number of digital libraries,

namely ACM, IEEE, Scopus, Springer Link, Web of Science and the Applied Social

Sciences Index & Abstracts (ASSIA). These libraries were chosen based on their

subject coverage of both computer science and social sciences. ACM and IEEE cover

computer science and engineering. Social sciences and engineering are covered by the

Scopus and Springer link libraries. Web of science and ASSIA cover social sciences

to obtain content on (computer-science domain independent) social sustainability.
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To select the articles from the digital libraries, we used a combined search string

extracted from the above discussed research questions to ensure that we obtain

relevant results [73]. Although the combined search string (which we arrived at after

an initial piloting of several search strings) was customised to each digital library,

it always covered the topics of “Social Sustainability” AND (metrics OR indicators

OR software). The results of the search and the initial screening for this study are

shown in Table 2.10. Papers were excluded if there was no access to abstracts, they

were not available in English or they were found to not be relevant to the research

questions (i.e., did not address the topic of social sustainability or had no relation to

indicators/metrics for social sustainability). One hundred fifty five (155) of accepted

papers have then been studied. The screening process is depicted in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Screening Process

The following data were extracted from each studied article:

• General administration details (i.e.,: title, author(s), source, year)

• Social sustainability indicator
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Table 2.10: Screening Results

Digital Li-
brary

No of
results
returned

No. of ac-
cepted

No. of du-
plicate re-
moved

No. of
papers in-
cluded

No. of
papers not
included

IEEE
Xplorer

63 45 0 28 17

Scopus 137 115 9 62 44
ASSIA 1 1 0 1 0
Web of Sci-
ence

79 68 29 9 30

ACM 3 2 0 2 0
Springer
Link

832 310 7 53 250

Total 1115 541 45 155 341

• Social sustainability metric

• How social sustainability is supported

• Type of study (e.g. case study, rigorous analysis, prototype)

• Context of study/domain

2.2.2 Literature Review Results

We have observed that the general set of indicators, metrics and domains has now

been well stabilised. In other words, review of additional articles does not tend to

significantly change/add to the current set of results. Thus, the review has reached

data saturation and stopped at a total of 155 studies (See Appendix B for the full

list). The current findings that address the stated research questions are presented

below:
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2.2.2.1 Construction of Metrics Used for Measuring Social Sustainabil-

ity (RQ1)

Assessment Frameworks for Social Sustainability

The most commonly used framework for assessing social sustainability is the life

cycle assessment (LCA). This is a “cradle-to-grave” method of evaluating the inputs,

outputs and environmental impacts of a product during all phases of its life cycle

[74]. An example includes land consumption and environmental emissions in the

case of municipal waste management [75]. The LCA has been adapted to include

such social concerns as labour force, communities’ living standards, cultural heritage,

freedom, health and safety, equity and poverty prevention [75–84]. A Social Impact

Indicator (SII) has previously been applied in [85]. SII is based on LCA and is used to

calculate social effects such as human resources and stakeholders’ participation [85].

In [84], the LCA is merged with the Economic Input and Output analysis method

(EIO) to form an economic input/output- based life cycle assessment (EIO-LCA).

The EIO-LCA is used to quantify the direct and indirect sustainability impacts of

U.S construction industries (e.g. indirect work injuries) [84].

Vulnerability assessment techniques (VATs) have been used [86] to assess the social

impacts resulting from urban redevelopment projects. This was achieved by iden-

tifying the most vulnerable people and then assessing the social negative impacts

affecting them [86]. This approach provides insights for policy makers into areas to

consider reducing the negative social effect of the project [86]. Doloi presented a

framework for social performance assessment of infrastructure projects based on So-

cial Network Analysis (SNA) [87]. SNA was utilised to identify groups of stakehold-

ers affected by the project (actors), their degree of influence (relationships between

actors) and their specific social needs [87]. Then the groups’ satisfaction of needs

was measured and the project’s social performance was derived [87].
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It was proposed that Maslows Hierarchy of Needs should be combined with LCA to

develop a social sustainability measure for organisational decisions [88]. Organisa-

tions can use a specified need to derive a social indicator from it [88]. For example,

taking into account health as a basic need, an organisation considers improvments in

the quality of food and health insurance policies as social indicators [88]. Companies

aiming at morebetter social sustainability shouldl focus on meeting their employees’s

higher order needs (e.g. equity) while others will focus on satisfying the lower order

needs such as food [88].

Metrics Construction Process

Based on the reviewed literature, we observe that the common way of constructing

metrics or a methodology to assess social sustainability starts with the identification

of general or domain-specific sustainability assessment guidelines that have already

been published. For example, in [89], the researchers investigated the available

higher education and campus sustainability assessments frameworks as a starting

point for evaluating Malaysian campuses. Guidelines can be local or international.

For instance, in [90] the researchers based their assessment on the International

Hydropower Association (IHA) Sustainability Guidelines to evaluate the sustain-

ability of a hydropower project in China. Moreover, established indexes/indicators

of assessments (such as the Human development index and Wellbeing Index [91],

Vanclay’s definitional list of “social impacts” [83], Oregon Benchmarks [92] and Eu-

ropean Commission indicators [93]) could be used as the basis to build assessment

variables or to compare the assessment results against them3.

Once the general guidelines have been chosen and complemented with domain-

specific policies, the assessment methodology is then customised to fit a specific

3Although we cannot use the same methods directly, as these are constructed on bases of ex-
tensive country-wide surveys of such indicators as life expectancy at birth, mean years of schooling
or gross national income per capita.
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domain and case study. In order to do that, academics’ and stakeholders’ contri-

butions are often involved. This is done through interviews, questionnaires or focus

groups [77, 79, 86, 89, 91, 92, 94–104]. Stakeholders’ participation also forms part

of evaluating a project’s sustainability [90]. In [102], for instance, the experts who

took part in a customisation phase were selected based on their contribution to the

research on future development of dairy farming. In [103, 104], stakeholders were

involved in selecting or designing indicators for social themes because the available

scientific information was limited or non-existent.

Once the indicators have been selected, metrics are constructed for them. For exam-

ple, in [75] the social sustainability of municipal solid waste management system was

evaluated by two indicators: damage to human health and income-based commu-

nity well-being [75]. The damage to human health was calculated by summing the

“factors for mortality (measured as years of life lost-YOLL), severe morbidity and

morbidity (measured as years lived disabled-YLD)” [75]. The income-based well-

being indicator was calculated using the potential employment opportunities for ith

level (labour hrs/tonne), the rate of wages ($/hour) of ith level, the value of income

generated from indirect activities ($/tonne) and the cost of living ($/person).

Another clearly emerging threat from the literature review is the current lack of trust

towards the sustainability assessment metrics and methodologies. This, we believe,

is caused by the relative immaturity of the field. Some publications propose to

tackling this issue by “developing case study banks to translate experiences of using

an indicator” [105]. This work also notes that such banks will help in “increasing

criteria confidence and value usefulness to potential users . . . through case studies

validation checks which can also assist with improving the indicators to meet a

satisfactory degree of ‘accuracy’, and ‘credibility’ ” [105]. This approach has, in

fact, been used by a number of other researchers [85, 99, 103].
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2.2.2.2 Social Sustainability Indicators (RQ2)

Social sustainability indicators should be relevant to the case under investigation. In

[103], it was expressed that sustainability indicators need to satisfy certain criteria

such as causality and sensitivity. These criteria are to ensure that the indicators are

related to the monitored case and they respond to changes in the studied case [103].

Looking at the list of indicators and using the keywords and classifications that

the authors provided, commonly used indicators were identified (regardless of the

domain). The aggregated categories are:

1. Employment indicator: inspects a project’s/product’s impact on employment

opportunities and job conditions. It comprises several sub-indicators related

to employment statistics and job conditions [102]. Examples of measures used

for this category are: (a) the number of employed women/ share of women in

leading positions [96, 100, 106], (b) the number of full time/part time workers

[107], (c) the utilisation of different working time arrangement [107], (d) com-

pensation [108] and (e) job opportunities created [100].

2. Health indicator: covers the quality of health services provided to the people

[100], health problems reported to authorities [108, 109], health risks [99] and

health practices [108] in the community. Health indicators could be assessed

by: (a) availability and access to drinking water [98], (b) child mortality rate

[110], (c) percentage of workers with health benefits [81] and (d) voluntary

health measures taken [100].

3. Equality (equality, equity, fairness) indicator: assesses the impact on the

equal/fair treatment of people and opportunities. Examples include: (a) in-

come/wealth distribution [90, 111], (b) social inclusion [1, 103], (c) diversity
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of housing infrastructure [1], (d) provisions for basic needs of the disabled,

elderly or children with proper access [95] and (e) fair competition [77].

4. Education indicator: evaluates impact on educational and knowledge oppor-

tunities and improvements. This can include: (a) the number of persons with

higher education than secondary school/number of persons aged between 20-64

years [112], (b) employees educational level/literacy levels [1, 91, 99], (c) of-

fered areas of employee training [100], (d) number of students per teacher [113]

and (e) supporting educational Institutions [108] .

5. Security indicator: evaluates criminal conditions/status in a community. Ex-

amples include: (a) personal and property crime [1], (b) overall crime [92,

97], (c) vandalism [97, 114] and (d) juvenile arrests [92]

6. Social cohesion indicator: assess social ties and networks in the community.

Some examples are: citizens’ ability to walk to places in the local area such as

shops and community facilities [104, 115], citizens empowerment by allowing

initiations of community activities and voluntary work [1, 115] or decision-

making [103, 109], networks [1, 103, 116, 117] and knowledge sharing [77, 99,

100, 118, 119], visible minorities, tolerance, identity [1, 103] and accountability

and transparent decision-making processes [1].

7. Services and facilities indicator: focuses on the available services and facilities

in communities such as schools [95, 115], health care services [95, 97, 115],

sports facilities [95, 115], child care and housing [1].

8. Resilience indicator: analyses the community’s ability to change after a disas-

ter or conflict [1, 86, 95, 120].

9. Human rights indicator: inspects the impact on human rights against vio-

lations. Human rights can be related, for example, to discrimination, child

labour or forced labour [77, 116].
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10. Social acceptance of technology indicator: focuses on people’s readiness to

accept new technologies or projects. This can be observed through knowledge,

perception and fear indicators [83]. Knowledge estimates what the level of

public knowledge is about the technology, while perception will assesses what

they think about it (positive or negative). Fear evaluates what issues/worries

the community has about the technology [83].

11. Cultural indicator: looks into the preservation of cultural values and heritage.

This can include respect of cultural heritage and local wisdom [77], respect-

ing the customary rights of indigenous people [77], local heritage and listed

buildings [116] and the protection of cultural heritage [90].

12. Political indicator: focuses on the level of respect for governmental and organ-

isational laws as well as the trust in those laws [91].

To depict the relations between social sustainability metrics and indicators, we rep-

resent it using Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Social Sustainability Metrics and Indicators, examples are from [1]
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Figure 2.3 depicts the twelve groups of indicators that reflect the structure of social

sustainability. They integrate the reported relevant indicators from the reviewed

literature.

Figure 2.3: Social Sustainability Indicators

Although we have summarised the social indicators into 12 cohesive categories, we

must also note that the social sustainability indicators do not in fact always ad-

here to such a simple, flat hierarchy. In truth, they are often interchangeable and

overlapping. We attribute this to the customisation during the metrics and method-

ology adaptation process (see Section 2.2.2.1) to suite the domain and the level of

granularity relevant to a given case study. For example, employment can be used

as an indicator by itself but can also be used as a sub-indicator for a community’s

equality.
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Social indicators can also vary based on external and internal views of an organisa-

tion [85, 103, 108, 109, 121]. For instance, looking at a farm’s social sustainability

internally means relating social concerns to its employees and workers [103, 121].

External social sustainability involves assessing the community affected by the farm

or the consumers of the farm’s products. Meul et al. related animal welfare and

health and landscape management to external sustainability [103].

By re-examining the 12 indicators in Figure 2.3, we recognise that indicators can be

regrouped as two main categories; Community and Culture and Governance [72].

Community category (see Figure 2.4) is related to individuals and groups within a

given society, their health, education, equality, etc [72]. This group of indicators can

be categorised into human rights and community attribute indicators. Under human

rights, equality, security and services and facilities (employment, health, education)

indicators are grouped. The community attributes category includes social cohesion,

social acceptance and resilience indicators. Culture and Governance indicators are

concerned with cultural and political issues of a given society [72].

2.2.2.3 Role of Software in Social Sustainability (RQ3)

The articles related to the role of software in social sustainability suggest that soft-

ware is often used to:

1. Promote social sustainability:

For instance, in [122] a prototype of communication software is presented which

is to be used as a communication enabler between virtual teams and a virtual

organisation. The software is used to support social sustainability by enhanc-

ing the social networks.
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Figure 2.4: Social Sustainability Indicators-Revised

2. Design for social sustainability:

For instance, in [100] software is utilised to provide guidance and reminders to

researchers and managers when modelling a biotechnological product. The pro-

vided knowledge is about social sustainability issues to be taken into account

when designing the product. This will help to support the decision-making

process.

3. Educate about social sustainability:

For instance, an educational game is used in a study to educate students about

sustainability and social responsibility [117].

4. Assess social sustainability:

For instance, Assefa and Frostel outlined a tool for assessing the ecological and

economic sustainability of energy technologies [83]. They discuss the social

indicators to be included in the tool.
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We observe that our search on software and “social sustainability” resulted in fewer

articles than expected. This is particularly surprising as we are well aware of a large

body of research conducted in the area of human-computer interaction that focuses

on various topics of social sustainability (such as stress, usability, loneliness etc.

[123]). This issue indicates that although a concentrated effort has been underway

for some time in the HCI community to address particular human-computer inter-

action issues, that work has not yet been consolidated under the umbrella of “social

sustainability”.

2.2.2.4 Indicators of Software’s Social Sustainability (RQ4)

As for any other product, the social sustainability of software can be considered in

its production, use, maintenance, and disposal stages. Below are the findings from

the current study literature review on this topic:

1. Social sustainability at the production process is considered in [124], where it is

suggested to use the “country of origin of a material and the manner in which

it was produced (for example through child labour)” as a social sustainability

indicator.

2. For software use, response time and scalability were used to evaluate software

prototype that supports social networks and knowledge sharing between vir-

tual teams [122]. This work also mentions that evaluating the prototype’s

performance includes evaluating “the degree of network congestion, the load

on servers, the number of 3D objects to manage, and the complexity of the

submitted query” [122]. They added that the database will support data avail-

ability in different contexts and data stability.

Another work [119] provides “a theoretical basis for a multi-actor system as

a simulation tool for social sustainability”. Here software agents and humans
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simulate a social sustainability model [119]. For this the software agents must

be “equipped with functions of perception, mobility, learning, communication,

and coordination” [119]. The agents were proposed to simulate human in-

dividuals’ and groups’ behaviour related to knowledge generation, knowledge

communication and knowledge use [119]. Knowledge, perception, learning,

communication and coordination functions are all social sustainability indica-

tors (discussed in Section 2.2.2.2)

At present we have not yet identified any work concerning the social sustainability

of software maintenance and disposal. Similar to the comment in the preceding

sub-section, we have observed that there are considerably fewer social sustainability

indicators discussed for the software domain, compared to other domains (such as

agriculture and supply chain management). This can be attributed to two factors:

i) On the one hand, the software effects on social sustainability are likely to have

been studied for individual social sustainability characteristics (such as access

to learning or other electronic resources, connectedness etc.), without aggre-

gating these characteristics under the overall umbrella of social sustainability.

ii) On the other hand, the social effects of software products, once in use, are often

indirect, take a long time to surface, and are difficult to discern. These effects

are the so-called third-order impacts of ICT which “are long term indirect

effects on the environment that result from ICT usage, like changing life styles

that promote faster economic growth and, at worst, outweigh the formerly

achieved savings (rebound effects)” [54].
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2.2.3 Systematic Literature Review Remarks

This systematic literature review (commenced in Section 2.2) presents the social

sustainability indicators and metrics and their relation to software. So far we have

distilled a general social sustainability assessment framework and aggregated social

sustainability indicators into 12 cohesive groups. A surprise finding of the review is

that, in the 155 reviewed papers - taken from 6 digital libraries, software has been

given hardly any consideration in relation to the concept of social sustainability.

However, we are aware of significant work (most particularly in the HCI community)

that has addressed a number of social sustainability features (such as usability,

loneliness, etc.). This review has not been able to identify such relevant work because

it is not explicitly related to the concept of social sustainability explicitly.

2.3 Threats to Validity

2.3.1 Construct Validity

Social sustainability is a new concept and term in Software and Requirements En-

gineering. Thus, past of this work is contributing to the better understanding of

it. Our study purposefully did not restrict the paper search to requirements or soft-

ware engineering domains, as the notion of social sustainability must be infused by

concerns emerging from social and related sciences. However, this could lead to the

treat of the emergent constructs not entirely relevant to the software domain. Fur-

thermore, the granularity of the areas emerging from our study is somewhat uneven,

for instance the cultural and political areas of the social sustainability are at rather

high level, as the set of selected papers did not address these topics in detail.
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The coding process could also have been impacted by the researcher’s interpretations

[125]. To enable critique, we submitted the initial version of the review for comments

to a peer-reviewed workshop, which provided peer critique and validation feedback.

Additionally, we conducted a cross validation of a sample of the coded work by a

second reviewer (supervisor), with differences discussed and aligned before the full

study was completed. However, calculation of Kappa test of inter-rater reliability

[126] is not possible.

2.3.2 Internal Validity

Since the systematic literature review was conducted by a single coder, thereat to

the internal validity is raised due to the possibility of researcher bias. To mitigate

the internal validity of the study, we broadly followed Kitchenham’s guidelines for

systematic literature reviews [127], ensuring that a clear protocol was designed and

applied, that exclusion and inclusion criteria for the paper selection were clearly

stated and recorded. To provide a degree of validation, the protocol was initially

piloted with a small number of papers, which resulted in a set of new categories

defined, as well as inclusion/exclusion criteria update. In addition, a second reviewer

periodically randomly sampled and cross-validated the coded work, ensuring that

the process was consistently applied.

Nevertheless, because of the large number of papers the whole set was not second-

checked, errors could have resulted due to the researcher’s fatigue and absence of full

cross-validation. Furthermore, as calculation of inter-rater reliability is not possible,

internal validity cannot be clearly measured.
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2.3.3 External Validity

External Validity could be threatened as the searches were limited to a set of

databases, and no snowballing was conducted. However, the databases we used are

commonly considered the main sources, particularly for the software/requirements

engineering communities. Thus, the conclusions drawn here may not be generalis-

able to other areas. Additionally, as we terminated the review process as we reached

saturation in the coding process, a number of potentially relevant papers were not

reviewed. Thus, though our sample was saturated, it is possible that some very

relevant concerns remain unobserved due to this. Moreover, the very recent work on

social sustainability will also be missed from this study, as the search and analysis

was carried out in 2016.

2.4 Summary

This chapter has presented two literature reviews on social sustainability. The first

review presented the evaluation of sustainability frameworks, models and assessment

in software. The second part of the literature presented a social sustainability sys-

tematic literature review. We observe that social sustainability indicators (RQ2 in

Section 2.2.2.2) are closely aligned to social values. Thus, in the next chapter, we

will discuss the value research.
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Literature Review on Values

First, this chapter presents the analyses of value research. In Section 3.1, a general

overview of value research is demonstrated. This is followed by a specific literature

review on values in ICT domain in Section 3.2. Similar to the review in section 2.1

of Chapter 2, this review is a traditional literature review of value research papers

that contributes to the ICT field. The relevant studies were evaluated against the

five characteristics discussed earlier in Chapter 2, Section 2.1. The results of the

analysis (discussed below) confirmed the need of a general, holistic and reusable

approach of treatment of social sustainability concerns (as values) in requirements

engineering.

Then, we present how social sustainability indicators are mapping to values in Sec-

tion 3.3. Next, equality value (social concept) is discussed in Section 3.4.

3.1 Value Research

Locke defined values as “what people want or consider beneficial to their wel-

fare” [128]. In an attempt to form a values definition, Cheng and Fleischmann
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[129] summarised seven previous studies [130–136] to come up with a comprehen-

sive definition that incorporates previous work. Additionally, and with the aim of

establishing a meta-inventory, Cheng and Fleischmann inspected twelve value in-

ventories [130, 131, 136–142], (Crace & Brown, 1995; Scott, 1965; Bernthal, 1962;

cited in [129]). As a consequence of this effort, value is defined as the “ guiding prin-

ciples of what people consider important in life”. The result of comparing twelve

value inventories composed a meta-inventory of human values with 48 value con-

cepts/categories. Out of the 48 concepts, 16 of the concepts existed in at least 5

value inventories. The categories are freedom, helpfulness, accomplishment, hon-

esty, self-respect, intelligence, broad-mindedness, creativity, equality, responsibility,

social order, wealth, competence, justice, security and spirituality [129]. Due to

the resemblance of concepts, equality, freedom from bias and fair treatment/fair

competition were grouped under equality [129].

Schwartz and Bilsky [131, 143, 144] acknowledged five features that mark val-

ues: 1) belief, 2) desirable end states or modes of conduct, 3) “transcends specific

situations”, 4) selection or evaluation (behaviour, people and events) guidelines,

and 5) ordered values reflecting priorities. Those features were incorporated in the

values definition given by Schwartz [131]:

I define values as desirable transsituational goals, varying in importance,

that serve as guiding principles in the life of a person or other social

entity. Implicit in this definition of values as goals is that[:] (1) they

serve the interests of some social entity, (2) they can motivate action-

giving it direction and emotional intensity, (3) they function as standards

for judging and justifying action, and (4) they are acquired both through

sociali[s]ation to dominant group values and through the unique learning

experiences of individuals.
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Ten values were identified: power, achievement, hedonism, stimulation, self-direction,

universalism, benevolence, tradition, conformity and security [131]. These were

joined to form four main value types: openness to change, self-transcendence, self-

enhancement and conservation. For instance, values of universalism and benevolence

are grouped under the self-transcendence value type [131].

The World Value Survey (WVS) is an international survey conducted since 1981

that studies possible impacts of values on social and political aspects [145]. The

survey covers around 100 countries and is used in different areas such as in assessing

happiness and wellbeing. In [146], Vinson and Ericson [146] studied Australians’

happiness and life satisfaction (known as subjective wellbeing [147]). The data

were extracted from the WVS. The study defined values as a predicting variable.

The variable included social class, left-right (political preference), human rights

(individual’s perspective) and choices in life that reflects autonomy. In addition,

the values variable included self-set goals, the meaning of life, and religious identity.

Moreover, the trust variable was also a predictor variable in the study that included

trust in people, trust in the family and the fairness of people. Almost all were found

to be related to happiness and satisfaction (some only related, others with strong

associations such as choice of life) except for the self-set goals. According to Vinson

and Ericson, the study’s results imply that “human service providers should engage

with clients. Assistance should be rendered with an emphasis on maintaining and

strengthening people’s management of their lives” [146].

The Public Interest Research Centre [148] stated that values such as equality, tradi-

tion, wealth and creativity represent an abstract model of guiding forces that frame

individuals’ thoughts and actions. Understanding values will lead to better solutions

of today’s social problems such as poverty [148]. Understanding values allows the

discovery of connections between different concerns such as community welfare and
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sustainability [148]. Sustaining and improving the values of a population is viewed

as the way to achieve social sustainability [149].

Since values are universally recognised and used and because they also have influ-

ence on software design and usage, it is essential to incorporate them into software

requirements.

Monetary values are beyond the scope of this thesis. They are mainly addressed in

the value-based software engineering (VBSE). VBSE combines software engineering

principles with stakeholders value concerns [150]. The VBSE is concerned with

financial values gained by the software such as sales, costs, return-on-investment,

and market share [150]. Those values are recommended to be used as evaluation

criteria for decision-making purposes during the RE process.

Next, in Section 3.2, we analyse the frameworks for values. For the analysis, the

same characteristics discussed earlier (Chapter 2, Section 2.1) are used.

3.2 Values and ICT

Friedman and colleagues define value sensitive design (VSD) as “a theoretically

grounded approach to the design of technology that accounts for human values in

a principled and comprehensive manner throughout the design process.” [17, 136].

Human computer interaction domain (HCI) has the lion’s share of the application of

this design approach [151]. “Value Sensitive Design builds on an iterative method-

ology that integrates conceptual, empirical, and technical investigations” [17, 136].

• Conceptual investigation involves clarifying values, the values to be considered

in the project, how to support the values within the design, how to deal with
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values’ trade-offs as well as conceptualising how direct and indirect stakehold-

ers could be affected by the design [17, 136].

• Empirical investigation includes studying the usefulness of the proposed de-

sign in a “human context” using qualitative or quantitative methods such as

“observations, interviews, surveys, experimental manipulations, [the] collec-

tion of relevant documents, and measurements of user behavior and human

physiology” [17, 136].

• Technical investigations can be performed in two different forms. One is to

“focus on how existing technological properties and underlying mechanisms

support or hinder human values”. The other is to “involve the proactive design

of systems to support values identified in the conceptual investigation.” [17,

136].

Friedman and colleagues discussed the application of the VSD in three projects.

The first project was ‘Cookies and Informed Consent in Web Browsers’. During the

conceptual investigation, values such as disclosure, comprehension, voluntariness,

competence, and agreement were identified as being relevant. Next, a retrospective

analysis was operated to find the various ways in which the cookie and web browser

technology had changed using Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer [17, 136].

Their conclusion was that there were improvements over time but some problems

remained. As a consequence, the Mozilla browser was redesigned with three new

mechanisms; i.e. peripheral awareness of cookies, just-in-time information about

individual cookies and cookies in general, and just-in-time management of cook-

ies [17, 136]. Periodicl assessments of the designed technology were conducted as

part of an empirical investigation [17].

The second project discussed was ‘Office Window of the Future’ [17] later called

‘Room with a View: Using Plasma Displays in Interior Offices’ [136] which concerned
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replacing the direct view of nature with technology using a plasma window. The

conceptual investigation in this lead to three related values; i.e. physical health,

emotional well-being and creativity [136]. In addition, the investigation identified

indirect stakeholders; i.e. individuals in public spaces who should be considered

and their desired values such as privacy [17]. For the empirical investigation, a

survey of 750 participants and 30 interviews on privacy were conducted targeting

the indirect stakeholders in addition to the empirically collected data from users

[17]. Additional empirical investigations were undertaken to assess the usefulness of

the plasma window on peoples’ welfare using “physiological and performance data,

as well as data regarding the users’ conscious perceptions” [17]. Those measures

were:

physiological data (heart rate), . . . performance data (on cognitive and

creativity tasks) . . . video data that captured each subjects eye gaze on

a second-by- second level, and time synchronized with the physiological

equipment, so that analysis can determine whether physiological benefits

accrued immediately following an eye gaze onto the plasma screen, and

. . . social-cognitive data (based on a 50-minute interview with each

subject at the conclusion of the experimental condition wherein they

garnered each subjects reasoned perspective on the experience)[136]

The third project explained is ‘UrbanSim; the Integrated Land Use, Transportation,

and Environmental Simulation’ [152]. During the conceptual investigation, it was

discovered that there are various values desired by the diverse stakeholders and it

is necessary to decide which to include. Fairness, specifically freedom from bias,

accountability and democracy were the selected values to be embedded in the simu-

lator system. “Most of the technical choices in the design of the UrbanSim software

are in response to the need to generate indicators and other evaluation measures that
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respond to different strongly-held stakeholder values”[17, 136]. For example, having

walking as a mode of transportation in the design supports fairness and democracy.

Additional technical choice is to write simulation results in SQL database which will

make the production of new indicators easier. Furthermore, the project develop-

ment is decided to be more of an agile development process. Moreover, a prototype

of the interface was developed based on the idea of helping “stakeholders charac-

teri[s]e their underlying values, and agree upon the indicators to be computed by

the simulation to help them evaluate the outcomes in light of those values.”

Friedman et al. [136] provided a list of values that are most relevant to systems design

as “a heuristic for suggesting values that should be considered in the investigation”.

The list comprises values of human welfare, ownership and property, privacy, freedom

from bias, universal usability, trust, autonomy, informed consent, accountability,

courtesy, identity, almness and environmental sustainability [136]. Further analysis

is demonstrated in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Evaluation Criteria in Value Research (Friedman et al.)

Literature Criteria Category Why?

Friedman et al.
[17, 136]

C1: Oper-
ationalised
requirements

Full This results into design criteria and re-
quirements.

C2: Re-usability Full List of values produced
C3: Generic
view

No No generic view is provided that can
be used while operationalising the con-
cepts.

C4: Expertise Yes No restrictions on how to carry out the
investigations.

C5: Used with
different RE
practices

Yes No restrictions on how carry out the
investigations.

Thew and Sutcliffe proposed the values, motivations and emotions (VMEs) elicita-

tion method [46]. VME’s are viewed as reasons behind software acceptance and use

[46]. The method comes in two versions: one to support experts and the other to

support novice requirements analysts [46, 47]. The method is combined with VME’s

taxonomies that resulted from literature survey and is used during the analysis.
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The values taxonomy lists 8 value categories, of which 6 are considered to be gen-

eral concepts of trust, collaboration, morals/ethics, creativity/inovation, aesthetics

and security [46]. Personal characteristics value is also part of the value taxonomy.

The taxonomy also includes beliefs and attitudes as a value that changes rapidly

compared the the other values which are considered to be more stable value [46].

For each value, related terms are provided, potential sources that analysts could

investigate to find the desired value, and implications on requirements engineering

practices. For example, collaboration value can be related to terms of cooperation,

friendship, sympathy and altruism. Collaboration value can be explored through

stakeholders’ relationships with others. This value implies that there is a need for

improved team cooperation during the project. The VME’s taxonomies are used

to build a website to support analysts. The website provides VME’s that can be

explored each in a page. Each page provides the value, possible interview questions

that help to explore the value, scenarios which represent examples to the analysts

on how a value can affect software development projects, and possible implications

on project development or design.

The method starts with initial analysis of the project to anticipate possible ‘hunches’

(relevant VME’s) based on analysts’ previous projects and knowledge [47]. The

related VME’s are then further investigated in interviews or other investigations.

Taxonomy categories are used to annotate the interviews’ textual records. Then

VME’s are recorded and the taxonomies are modified after each investigation cy-

cle. Then the VMEs’ taxonomies and the annotated interviews, observations, meet-

ings and other investigation records are reviewed to present lists of functional and

non-functional requirements, recommendations for organisations, user procedures,

functional allocation and work design [46].

Although taxonomies are used within the method, it still suggests re-investigating

the values for each software to be developed. More analysis is depicted in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Evaluation Criteria in Values Research (Thew and Sutcliffe)

Literature Criteria Category Why?

Thew and Sutcliffe
[46]

C1: Oper-
ationalised
requirements

NA The method supports eliciting VME’s
from the requirements.

C2: Re-usable Full Taxonomy and website tool
C3: Generic
view

NA The method supports eliciting VME’s
from the requirements.

C4: Expertise Yes Method presented with two versions to
be used by novice and experts.

C5: Used with
different RE
practices

Yes No restrictions imposed. Validation
found the method useful with different
practices such as interviews, workshops
and prototyping.

Ferrario et al. [153] proposed the concept of value-first software engineering which

suggests a relationship between values and software engineering (SE) decisions. Ac-

cording to Ferrario et al., “values-First SE explicitly uses human-values as a reference

framework for decisions making at key stages of software development” [153]. The

concept is constructed on an empirical basis with a participatory nature (as other

value research works) [153]. However, Ferrario et al. claim that complex issues such

as sustainability are to be addressed as ‘soft-goals’ and not functional requirements

[153]. This is similar to other studies [62, 63, 68]. The approach maps users’ re-

quirement to values. In the case study provided, user requirements and development

team principles were mapped to “Self- enhancement and Conservation for the users;

Self-transcendence and Openness to change for the research team” [153]. Those

values were then used to identify system qualities:

Intentionality, the system must afford control to its users including inten-

tional interactions, not only passive automated sensing; Personalisation,

the system needs to adapt to unique users’ needs; Data Transparency,

the system affords end-user data ownership, transparent data capture,

storage, and curation; Openness, the system must access and can be ac-

cessed by other services; Modularity, system functionalities can be easily
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added or removed; Reusability, the system can be easily re-purposed for

other domains.

Ferrario et al. have notified that the values mapping can be done manually or

automatically using thematic extraction [153]. However, these skills are mainly

found in software engineering researchers. The novice practitioners might be limited

in terms of these skills and also project time constraints can prevent them from

using the value-first SE framework. Detailed analysis is available in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Evaluation Criteria in Value Research (Ferrario et al.)

Literature Criteria Category Why?

Ferrario et al. [153]

C1: Oper-
ationalised
requirements

Partial Only non-functional.

C2: Re-usability Partial In mapping requirements to values,
they used [148] which is based on
Schwartz values

C3: Generalis-
able concepts

No No definition that can guide instantia-
tion in operationalisation

C4: Expertise No Mapping skills might not be common
with novice practitioners

C5: Used with
different RE
practices

Yes No restrictions imposed.

Greef et al. [154] proposed a sCEthics design methodology that couples value sen-

sitive design (VSD) with the situated cognitive engineering (sCE) methodology to

incorporate values. The sCE comprises three stages: generation, evaluation and

refinement. According to Greef et al., the proposed methodology should include

guidance in ethical values and ways to reach consensus among stakeholders on val-

ues. In addition, it should include legislative documents and policy guidelines to

help define restrictions and constraints in addition to extracting requirements from

ethical values. To explain how values are translated into requirements, an extended

scenario system should form part of the sCEThics. The suggested scenario system

is the Benyon’s layered scenario-based design method [155]. The system includes

the use of a scenarios layer, conceptual scenarios layer, concrete scenarios layer and
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use-cases layer. Additionally, design patterns are to be used to show what the im-

plementation of requirements look like. Moreover, an overview of the design process

elements is to be provided to show the connections between the elements such as

the requirements and the use-cases using matrix overview and radial visualisation.

sCEThics was evaluated by eleven participants, all of whom had a basic knowledge

of user-centred design. The evaluation revealed that having the scenario system is

not useful because it requires extra effort and offers no remarkable benefits (relative

to the extra work required). Analysis of the study is illustrated in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Evaluation Criteria in Value Research (Greef et al.)

Literature Criteria Category Why?

Greef et al.
[154]

C1: Oper-
ationalised
requirements

Full Combining VSD and sCE allowed this
using scenario system.

C2: Re-usability Partial Design patterns are used within the
method

C3: Generic
view

No No generic concept is specified and to
be re-used in different projects.

C4: Expertise No Specific knowledge with scenario sys-
tem is required

C5: Used with
different RE
practices

No Use of scenario system is a restriction.

Studies have discussed how diversified values originating from different stakeholders

can be opposed and do cause conflicts (sometimes called value tensions) [131, 151,

153]. As values are related to requirements, this is discussed in Appendix A.5.

Table 3.5 presents the overall analysis of the studies discussed above. It confirms that

there is a lack of generic, operationalisable, reusable view of social sustainability. In

order to define software’s social sustainability requirements, we need to have clear

representation of what social sustainability is.
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Table 3.5: Overall Analysis- Value Research

Literature Operationalistion Re-
usability

Generic View Expertise RE prac-
tices

Friedman et al.
[17, 136]

Full Full No Yes Yes

Thew and
Sutcliffe [46]

Full Yes NA Yes Yes

Ferrario et al.
[153]

Partial Partial No No Yes

Greef et al.
[154]

Full Partial No No No

3.3 Core Social Sustainability Indicators Mapping

to Values

In Table 3.6 below we show how our 12 social indicators map to the values inventory

compiled by Cheng and Fleischmann (i.e. freedom, helpfulness, accomplishment,

honesty, self-respect, intelligence, broad-mindedness, creativity, equality, responsi-

bility, social order, wealth, competence, justice, security and spirituality) [129]. This

value inventory is an aggregation of 12 value inventories (see Section 3.1).

Our social sustainability indicators mapped to 14 out of the 16 value categories of

Cheng and Fleischmann’s values. The remaining unmatched categories are spiri-

tuality and wealth. Wealth could be related to equality if we are to consider the

economic benefits. Spirituality could also be viewed as part of cultural indicator.

Given that our common indicators mainly came from projects assessments, they are

primarily based on tangible aspects that can be evaluated. This might be a reason

for not finding a match for spirituality. Nevertheless, addressing social sustainability

through values is a legitimate path.

We observe that values are related to social sustainability in previous work from

several domains. For instance, values are used for social construct evaluations (e.g.

happiness and well-being [146], poverty [148], and sustainability [149]). There are
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also some pieces of research that directly link social sustainability and values. For

examples, employment as a social sustainability value was investigated in the prod-

uct - service system, where the product is a building, while service is a “social value”

employment [156]. Factors contributing to a sustainable product-service system were

researched in [157]. It was observed that changing customers’ behaviour contributes

to social sustainability [157]. To foster such improved social sustainability, it is sug-

gested that it is important to educate the customers and allow them to participate

in product design and similar processes [157] (in accordance with our social sustain-

ability structure, shown in Figure 2.3, participation falls under the social cohesion

in the social indicators).

Others [158] conducted a survey on sustainability documentation (such as the Mil-

lennium Declaration [159]) and reported that values can be mentioned directly (e.g.,

Millennial Declaration), appear as principles (e.g. in the Earth Charter), or “be

inferred from adopted goals, targets, or even indicators”. However, “values are al-

ways abstract ideals that define or direct us to goals and provide standards against

which the behavio[u]r of individuals and societies can be judged” [158]. Indeed, the

“positive and long-term condition within communities” (i.e., social sustainability)

[2, 3] occurs when the “behavio[u]r of individuals and societies” [158] is judged (by

other individuals within these societies, and societies themselves) to be in line with

the “value standards” for such a “positive condition”. Therefore, we conclude that

our 12 sub-categories of the social sustainability concerns are indeed the

representative aggregated “behaviour standards” motivated by values.

We have identified the structure of the social sustainability concern as consisting of

(at least) 12 areas as per our literature review (Chapter 2), and possibly 16. However

many, each area is considered to be a value. In order to address social sustainability

concerns, all (12 or 16) areas need to be addressed. We illustrate how these areas

can be addressed by treating Equality - one of the key areas of social sustainability.
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We start with a targeted literature review on the topic, as presented in Chapter 4,

then modelling of pattern/template (Chapter 4), and its evaluation (Chapters 6–8).

But next, we present equality as a social value.

Table 3.6: Social Indicators Mapping to Values

Social Indicators Cheng and Fleischmann’s values
Employment Accomplishment, helpfulness
Health Helpfulness
Equality Equality, Justice
Education Accomplishment, competence
Security Security
Social cohesion Broad-mindedness, honesty, creativity, responsi-

bility/accountability
Services and facilities Competence
Resilience Security (as survival)
Human rights Freedom
Social acceptance of tech-
nology

Although this indicator is related to technolo-
gy/project, if we thought of it in terms of human,
it will map to self-respect and broad-mindedness.

Cultural Helpfulness, Broad-mindedness, intelligence/wis-
dom

Political Social order

3.4 Equality

O’Brien [160] looked into social justice as the structure framing social workers’ prac-

tices. Social workers were asked to define social justice and give an example of a

social justice case they had experienced and how they acted either to maximise

justice or minimise injustice. Social workers have linked social justice to equality

and/or fairness1. The results showed that equality has a broad definition (see Figure

3.1). One definition was related to equal treatment and equal access. This defini-

tion relates to fairness because not treating everyone equally causes complaints of

1Fairness is defined as “the quality of treating people equally or in a way that is right or rea-
sonable”. Cambridge Dictionary. https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/
fairness
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unfairness [160]. The other definition which is considered by the author as “radical”

suggests that equality means providing different treatments to accommodate the

diversified groups and individuals. “At this end of the spectrum, failing to provide

different treatment is itself unequal because of the unequal social and economic posi-

tion of different groups. . . . in this position, diversity enhances equality by ensuring

that unequals are treated differently and unequally” [160]. Participants also trans-

lated equality into different sets of practices such as equal treatment, equal access,

equal rights, equal opportunity and varied programmes and services to achieve equal

outcomes. Additional equality concerns were related to polices against inequality

and the redistribution of resources and power. The author concluded that:

Some of the practitioners have quite explicitly defined equality and fair-

ness as requiring different treatment, policies and programmes while oth-

ers have emphasized sameness. Arguments for differential approaches, re-

flecting differences in economic, cultural, ableness and gender locations

make arguments for identical treatment difficult to sustain, reflected in

expressions such as ‘one size doesn’t fit all’. At the same time, difference

alone is insufficient unless it is linked with and built on a base of equality.

Figure 3.1: O’Brien’s Justice concept

Eckhoff addressed equality as a principle of justice [161]. Objective equality is dis-

tributing the same amount of value/resource/benefit, etc. to each person [161].

Another view of this equality is distributing the same kind of value/resource/bene-

fit, etc [161]. Here, recipients’ characteristics are not a concern [161].
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Subjective equality takes into consideration the needs of the recipients of value/re-

source/benefit, etc. as well as what they want or deserve (reward/punishment) to

achieve [161]. Relative equality is satisfied by having the same ratio for everyone

[161]. The ratio is between the distributed value/resource/benefit, etc. and recipi-

ents’ characteristics or performance [161]. In this equality, recipients’ fitness criteria

and what they need or deserve (reward/punishment) is taken into consideration

[161]. Fitness criteria refers to recipients’ ability to “utili[s]e or take care” of what

they receive [161]. Alternatively, it may be related to their ability to learn from

what they receive or the ability to handle the imposed burden by the receiver, etc

[161]. Relative equality reflects equity where the ratio between inputs/outputs is

the same for all [162]. Rank order equality ensures that the distribution of val-

ue/resource/benefit, etc. are based on the condition of consecutive order (e.g. rank,

worthiness, seniority, position in a queue, etc.) [161]. For example, eldest recipients

first and then the youngest [161]. Equal opportunity is about recipients having equal

chances to get an indivisible value/resource/benefit, etc. by chance (e.g. “drawing

lots”) [161]. In this form of equal opportunity, no consideration is given to recipients’

characteristics [161]. The other form of equality of opportunities is related to the

recipients getting an indivisible resource based on their efforts, needs or fitness [161].

An example given for this type of equality regarding the government’s allocation of

educational services: “everyone has the same opportunity of developing himself”

[161]. This category can come in two forms; one form takes into consideration the

needs of the recipients and their fitness criteria [161]. Eckhoff noted that recipi-

ents, characteristics can be combined in some cases and there are no clear divisions

between them [161]. Eckhoff’s view of justice is depicted in Figure 3.2.

Cook and Hegtvedt studied justice in terms of equity and distributive justice [163].

A common equity definition is the fair exchange of valued resources between parties

where the benefits (relatively evaluated as the outcome/input ratio) received by each
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Figure 3.2: Eckhoff’s Justice concept

party are equal [163]. Cook and Hegtvedt also defined distributive justice as fair

allocation (by an allocator) of valued resources, rewards, rights, etc. (to different

recipients). Procedural justice looks into the fairness of the procedures/processes of

exchange and allocation. Cook and Hegtvedt also defined retributive justice as fair

compensation in terms of punishments and victims’ compensation. Incorporating

the different justice concepts (equity, distributive justice, procedural justice, retribu-

tive justice) is known as multiple justice principles or the distribution rule which was

explained using Eckhoff’s framework of justice (through different equalitiy classifi-

cations) [161]. Using Eckhoff’s framework, Cook and Hegtvedt classified justice into

two levels: dependent and independent on recipients’ features. Thir work has shown

that equality points out justice, fairness and equity terms [163] (see Figure 3.3).

All those studies [160, 161, 163] have revealed that the equality is a concept with

different explanations. Thus, equality is a term that encompass equity and fairness.

In addition, equality serves the bigger goal of justice. The idea of equality is depicted

using the dependancy graph in Figure 3.4. This is a summarised view based on

the previously discussed studies [160, 161, 163]. This view is utilised in Chapter
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Figure 3.3: Cook and Hegtvedt Justice concept

4 to build the equality value pattern. This emphasises the need for a model that

allows software practitioners to address equality and tailor it to the software under

consideration.

Figure 3.4: Equality concept
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3.4.1 Equality and Standards

According to the Equality and Human Rights Commission [164]:

Equality is about ensuring that every individual has an equal opportu-

nity to make the most of their lives and talents, and believing that no

one should have poorer life chances because of where, what or whom they

were born, what they believe, or whether they have a disability. Equal-

ity recognises that historically, certain groups of people with particular

characteristics e.g. race, disability, sex and sexuality, have experienced

discrimination.

Equality Act 2010 aims at reducing soci-economic inequalities [165]. The act high-

lights important points that should be followed by employers and service providers

to support equality. The act identifies protected characteristics: age, disability, gen-

der reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race

(colour, nationality, ethnic or national origins), religion or belief, sex and sexual

orientation. People with protected characteristics shall be prevented from possible

inequalities and prohibited conducts. Prohibited conducts include discrimination,

harassment and victimisation [165].

Al Hinai and Chitchyan [166] summarised ISO 26000:2010 [167] and SA8000:2014

[29] and how the standards embed equality issues2. ISO 26000:2010 [167] is an inter-

national standard guideline that provides guidance to organisations to allow them

to work in a socially responsible manner [166, 167]. This standard’s principles cover

equality issues such as gender equality in areas of recruitment, training, payment

and community health and safety [166, 167]. In addition, underrepresented groups

(e.g. women, girls, people with disabilities, children, indigenous people, elderly,

2This was presented in the Fourth International Conference on ICT for Sustainability 2016
[166].
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poor, etc.) should be considered and provided fair treatment and opportunities so

as to achieve higher positions in an organisation [166, 167]. ISO 26000 also mentions

labour practices to “ensure equal opportunities for all workers and not discriminate

either directly or indirectly in any labour practice and eliminate any arbitrary or

discriminatory dismissal practices” [167]. In addition, organisations should “provide

equal pay for work of equal value” [167]. Furthermore, workers should have access to

skills and career development opportunities without discrimination [166, 167]. The

guidelines also note that organisations should undertake fair operating practices

that include supporting fair competition between value chain members, respecting

property rights, and paying fair compensation to the owner of any acquired or used

property [166, 167].

Social Accountability Standard 8000 (SA8000: 2014) [29] provides organisations with

guidelines regarding child labour, forced or compulsory labour, health and safety,

freedom of association and collective bargaining, discrimination, disciplinary prac-

tices, working hours, remuneration and management systems [29, 166]. In terms of

discrimination, the standard suggests that organisations shall not be part of any dis-

criminatiory activity whether in terms of “hiring, remuneration, access to training,

promotion, termination . . . any other condition that could give rise to discrimina-

tion” [29, 166]. Additionally, organisations are to ensure that workers do not face

discrimination if they are “union members, representatives of workers and any per-

sonnel engaged in organising workers” [29]. Furthermore, the organisation should

allow workers to meet their needs related to “race, national or social origin, religion,

disability, gender, sexual orientation, family responsibilities, union membership, po-

litical opinions or any other condition that could give rise to discrimination” [29].

Being an internationally accepted and advocated concept suggests that equality is

a recurrent and universal concern and that is applicable (reusable and repeatable)

across domains.
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3.5 Threats to Validity

3.5.1 Construct Validity

The analysis conducted in this Chapter was performed by the author which raises

a threat to validity. The calculation of Kappa test of inter-rater reliability [126] is

unattainable as this review is a traditional review.

The subjective nature of the analysis could introduce misinterpretation as well as

under representation of studies.

To reduce the threats, the analysis of the reviewed text was based on the character-

istics C1-C5 described in Chapter 2, Section 2.1. The characteristics were defined

and decided on prior to the current study.

3.5.2 Internal Validity

Selection of studies using snowballing procedure could have resulted in missing key

references. To mitigate this threat, we broadly followed Webster’s and Watson’s

guidelines [168]. This was done by identifying value related studies using digital

libraries such as IEEE that are commonly considered the main sources, particularly

for ICT communities. Once we came across a relevant study, its reference list was

investigated to further identify possibly relevant research studies to be included in

the current review. In addition, forward review of studies that cited the initially

selected studies was also considered.
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3.6 Thesis Agenda

We have seen in this chapter and in the previous chapter (Tables 3.5, 2.9) that there

is a need for a methodology for operationalising the notion of social sustainability

(values) into software requirements. In addition, this methodology will facilitate

reuse of requirements. Additionally, it will be usable by novice and experienced

requirements engineers and with different RE practices and processes.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, we demonstrated the related work in value and ICT domain. We

also clarified the mapping of social sustainability indicators to values. Then, we

presented the equality value as one of the social sustainability values. We selected

this value to instantiate the methodology proposed by this thesis.
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Equality Value Pattern

Development

Once social sustainability core values were identified as detailed in Chapter 2, the

need to relate social sustainability to software requirements in a practical way be-

came clear.

To operationalise sustainability, all its constituent parts (listed in Figure 2.3) would

need to be treated. As each of these constituent topics is a large area on its own,

we start with a single topic, aiming to demonstrate how the similar process could

be applied to the other constituent topics.

While each of the topic areas (as per Figure 2.3) could have served as an opera-

tionalisation demonstrator, one topic had to be selected. We opted to work with

equality, which is not only a key characteristic for social sustainability, but is also

relatively poorly addressed in Software Engineering domain.

Thus, using the example of equality concern, in this chapter we present a process

through which the previously identified topic areas of social sustainability could be
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transformed into distinguishable patterns and operationalised into practically usable

(and reusable) requirements for software systems.

To accomplish the above, we rely on deriving generic patterns, into which social

values coalesce. These patterns are identified from an in-depth review of the related

literature. The patterns are then operationalised into templates that facilitate rele-

vant requirements identification and documentation. In other words, in this chapter

we demonstrate the method used to develop social sustainability pattern i.e. equal-

ity.

The aim is to supply software practitioners with guidance to allow them to embed

social sustainability concerns in software requirements specification1.

4.1 Study Overview

This study follows the commonly used practices of pattern development (see Back-

round Concepts in Appendix A, Section A.4).

Starting with the sub-set of papers from the structured literature review (see Section

2.2) that treats equality, we undertake a more in-depth analysis of the equality

concern.

This study was conducted to reflect on the notion of equality and gain a clear per-

spective of the way that the key contributing notions to this concern inter-relate. Ac-

cording to Miles, Huberman and Saldaña [169], in qualitative data analysis: “[c]odes

. . . detect recurring patterns”. Additionally, because the aim of this research is to

observe the “regularly repeated arrangement” [170] of the values (which, as further

1This study was presented at the 4th International Conference on ICT for Sustainability in 2016
[166]
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discussed in Chapter 6, apply to various domains and are commonly accepted), these

values are referred to as value patterns.

Section 4.1.1 is a demonstration of the first step of pattern development were docu-

ments are analysed with the aim of finding recurrent issues (as discussed in Appendix

A, Section A.4). Next step is to build an understanding of the issue under study

and solutions (in our study it is about equality) is demonstrated in Section 4.1.2.

Pattern representation is illustrated in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 as the third step in

equality pattern development. Pattern application stage is explained in Chapter 6

and pattern evaluation is in Chapters 7 and 8.

4.1.1 Study Data Sources and Method

To undertake this study we used a number of qualitative text analysis [171] tech-

niques that were applied through two rounds.

In round 1 an initial sub-set of 11 papers [1, 172–181] was selected from the pre-

viously reviewed literature on social sustainability (as detailed in Chapter 2). For

this we chose the papers that, in accordance with our previous indicators and met-

rics analysis, had flagged equality as a concern (this includes the equality notions

discussed in Chapter 3, Figure 3.4) .

We then undertook in-depth content analysis. Starting with the set of codes re-

lated to the indicators, we used a mixed approach of inductive and deductive coding

[169]. Where the codes were available from the previous analysis exercise (i.e., the

indicators categories collected, as per Chapter 2), they were utilised. However, the

availability of these categories did not restrict us in inductively defining new codes

that described the concepts that were deemed relevant to equality and their inter-

relationships, for which emergent coding (or open coding as per grounded theory)

was used [182, 183].
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The initial coding was conducted by the researcher for this thesis, which was then

discussed and validated by the thesis supervisor. Where disagreements occurred,

the text was re-coded and discussions continued until a consensus was achieved.

The codes were then aggregated into initial value categories and a draft value pattern

was derived.

In round 2 Here we used the summative content analysis [171] technique. Whereas

in the first round we looked in-depth at the whole of the papers’ contents, the focus

with summative content analysis was on targeted reading of the text with respect to

specific search words i.e. equality, fairness, equity, and justice (Figure 3.4) and their

usage in the text [171]. The analysis was conducted to understand the underlying

(latent) meaning of these words and their content [171, 184, 185].

Using our four search terms, additional 26 studies were identified and examined.

The data sources used in the analysis are listed in Table 4.1. The analysis sought to

understand the meaning of equality and to reflect on how equality could possibly be

related to software requirements. In addition, memos were used to record any ideas

and notes during the coding process.

The resultant codes were grouped into three main categories (as per Table 4.2).

Here, the main categories are suggested sub-values that contribute to the equality

value.

We have used two methods to report the coding results: a) narrative description

presented in Section 4.1.2; and b) visual representation of the results in Section 4.2.
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Table 4.1: Data sources for qualitative data analysis

Source Articles

Scopus [1, 78–80, 85, 86, 97, 99, 114, 116, 173, 176–178,

186–188]

Springer [77, 172, 175, 179–181, 189–196]

IEEE [94, 105, 119, 174, 197]

Web of science [101]

4.1.2 Study Results

Upon completion, three main categories have emerged: equality with stakeholder

variability, fairness to stakeholders goals and equality with access to services and

facilities. These categories summarise what equality means and facilitates the idea

of relating social sustainability to software requirements. The categories and their

definitions are detailed in Table 4.2 and examples of coded text under each category

is in Tables 4.3, 4.4. 4.5.

To apply the ideas in this section, we will use the statement “a restaurant should

provide food to all customers” as a sample.

The equality with stakeholder variability category refers to factors that cause

differentiation between stakeholders. Factors of differentiation can originate from

human factors such as age, gender, race, religion and disability or materialistic

factors such as income. It can also be attributed to knowledge level and the type of

technology used by stakeholders. Applying this category to our sample restaurant

statement, we consider customer variability to include gender: male and female, age:

young and old, religion (Muslim, Christian, ... etc). Examples of coded text under

this category are in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.2: Categories definitions

Category Definition Coding rules Sources References

Equality with stakeholders

variability

Refer to variability factors

between stakeholders that

can be a reason for in-

equality. Codes under this

category includes gender,

class, disability, literacy and

skills, location, race, reli-

gion, power, economic level,

age, caste, citizenship.

Point to variability factor

or/and equality related to

variability

27 125

Fairness in the selection of

stakeholders goals

Refers to stakeholders goals

that if met, will improve

equality between commu-

nity members. They will

feel that they are part of

the community and not be-

ing marginalized or ignored.

Codes under this category

includes distribution of in-

formation, equal opportuni-

ties, fair competition, fair

distribution of benefits, fair

practices, social benefits,

social justice and overcome

variability.

Point to stakeholders goals

that they would like to

achieve. Usually refers to

achieving benefits or reduc-

ing/avoiding risks. Nega-

tive goals that needs to be

reversed to achieve equality

are also part of this cate-

gory.

38 254

Equality with services and

facilities

Refers to the services that

stakeholders needs to access

in order to achieve their

goals. Codes under this cat-

egory includes access to in-

formation and access to ser-

vices, resources, and assets.

Point to a service that if

accessed, a stakeholder will

achieved his/her goal from

the application

19 86
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Table 4.3: Coded Text Sample for Stakeholder variability category

Categories Source

The stakeholder variability

“higher castes (social power), the middlemen (economic power), and males (gender power) . . . to

those groups with less power.”

[174]

“knowledge of technology, literacy level, and skill capacity of users” [174]

“elder teachers . . . younger users” [174]

“personal disability” [1]

“discrimination on the grounds of gender, religion, or race” [177]

“opportunities for the very poor, women, young people, the disabled, families” [189]

“local and international enterprises” [80]

Table 4.4: Coded Text Sample for Fairness to stakeholders goal category

Categories Source

The fairness to stakeholders’ goals

“prompt information dissemination to relief agencies and affected communities” [174]

“Fair competition” [172]

“appropriate resource allocation and priority determination” [175]

“Economic participation and opportunity” [175]

“fair distribution of benefits among relevant stakeholders” [178]

“fair operating practices” [179]

“women’s power increases at all levels” [189]

“community participation” [193]

Table 4.5: Coded Text Sample for Equality for access to services and facilities category

Categories Source

The equality for access to services and facilities

“Tourist accommodation facilities such as homestay facilities, resorts and luxury hotels” [178]

“access to material resource” [172]

“access to information” [174]

“access to economic-enhancing resources and livelihood assets” [174]

“improved telecommunication and transportation facilities” [181]

“women’s access to adequate water supply, health care, and employment”, “access to credit ” [189]

“access to jobs and affordable housing”, “convenience shopping”, “primary healthcare” [97]
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Considering stakeholders’ differences is important when equality in a community is

to be attained. Failing to do so usually leads to inequality. As discussed in Chapter

3, according to the Equality Act 2010, the stakeholders’ differences are called “pro-

tected characteristics” that specify diversified citizens and how to avoid inequality

to those groups [165]. Citizens protected against inequality (or discrimination as

used in the act) are those with differences in terms of age, disability, gender reas-

signment, marriage and civil partnerships, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion

or beliefs, sex or sexual orientation [165]. This shows how the concept of stakeholder

variability is an important part of achieving equality.

Other studies identify stakeholders differences as social factors such as age and gen-

der [198]. The study has also discussed how age and gender produces different

demand for and usage of ICT [198]. Similarly, in addressing disabled, elderly and

low-skilled citizens’ needs, accessing e-voting software was considered an important

aspect of “equity of access” [199]. According to the study: “[a]ll eligible citizens

should be able to use and access e-voting systems, including low-skilled, elderly

and/or disabled citizens.” [199]. The study in [200] referred to the disability as a

concept of functional diversity that needs to be considered in software development

and implementation.

The fairness to stakeholders’ goals category introduces the connection between

equality and satisfaction of stakeholders’ goals. It suggests that being treated equally

is related to considering stakeholders’ goals and making it possible to happen (for

examples of coded text under this category refer to Table 4.4). However, with the

number of stakeholders it is not feasible in terms of time, cost and resources avail-

ability to work on all of the requested goals. Additionally, goals from different

stakeholders can be conflicting and it is impossible to satisfy all groups. For that

reason, fair goals selections between the desired goals (also summarised in Appendix

A.5) is essential. Requirements engineers can use different requirements negotiation
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techniques to resolve the conflict such as [201–203]. One of the possible negotia-

tion techniques is WinWin [204]. The negotiation approach itself implys equality

by involving stakeholders in the negotiation [205]. Evaluation of WinWin in [205]

suggests that the approach promotes “equalized participants”.

Whichever technique is used for negotiation, it is essential to arrive to agreed upon

set of requirements, else some stakeholders/groups will be inadequately supported

by the resultant software system.

Although detailing the possible fair selection processes and negotiation techniques

between the stakeholders’ goals is beyond the scope of this study, it is important to

remark that the interests of the weak stakeholder groups may be overpowered by

stronger groups if their interests are not represented in a balanced way during the

requirements negotiation process.

Applying this category to our sample restaurant statement, we observe that the

customer variability drives additional consideration where all goals of the customers

is to have a meal. To support these goals the restaurant will need to, for instance:

provide children’s menu for age differentiation (young), provide halal/kosher food

for religious variability.

The equality for access to services and facilities category presents the im-

portance of providing services and facilities to stakeholders in order to allow equal

opportunities to achieve a specific goal. For example, stakeholders willing to obtain

information from a system should be able to view information on a screen. Here, it

is recognised that stakeholders’ variability requires modification of the display func-

tion. For a normal viewer, information is displayed on screen in a textual format

with normal font size. For a visually impaired viewer, text information is displayed

with a customisation option to adjust the font size and colour. Furthermore, dif-

ferent display formats can also be utilised in the system to accommodate visually
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impaired users by displaying information in audio or video format. Applying this

to our sample statement, a restaurant should provide food to all customers, we ob-

serve that in order to support achieving a meal to all customers, it may need to

provide high chair seats for young customers and wheelchair accessible seating areas

for disabled customers. Examples of these are further discussed in Chapter 6.

In [206], equity was discussed in terms of “equality of choices and equality of uti-

lization” of health and educational services (public services).

The three categories contribute into answering sustainability questions suggested

by (J. Tainter 2014) cited in [207]. The question addressed here are Sustain what?

and For whom?. The first question answer is to sustain equality within software

community. The second question is answered by the value of stakeholder and their

variability. The Equality value pattern also answer another question (not from

Tainter) which is how will the equality be sustained. This is answered by the values

of fairness to stakeholders goals and the equality for access to services and facilities.

4.2 Results Visualisation

In order to visualise equality, the values underneath and the relations between the

values, the generic sustainability model by [62, 63] (described in Chapter 2) was

utilised. Figure 4.1 depicts the equality value pattern showing the relations be-

tween each sub-value and how they contribute to equality and, in turn, to social

sustainability.

Magis and Shinn said that the imature sustainability topic is enlighted by the exist-

ing well established knowledge on social well-being [208]. As discussed in Chapter

3, values are used in the research area of communities welfare and well-being. In
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addition, PIRC noted that understanding values allows descovering connection be-

tween different concers such as community welfare and sustainability [148]. Thus, we

choose to depict the value pattern using the this model, i.e. the generic sustainability

model by [62, 63], as it maps sustainability into values.

NFR framework [209, 210] could have been used to represent equality but in that

case, we will be assuming that equality initialy results only in non-functional/quality

requirements. This is not the case as we demonstrate in Chapter 6 that religion

variability introduced a new functionality of providing religious verification (e.g.

halal food) in the Health Watchers example. This was also noted by Huber, Hilty

and Glinz [211]. They found that considering sustainability concerns in eliciting

software requirements can impose new constraints, increase importance of existing

ones and introduce new functional requirements [211].

We built the value pattern on this model to:

(a) simplify social sustainability concerns into practical patterns which can fit to

any development process (not only where goal modelling is used) and

(b) represent social sustainability requirements regardless of the resulting require-

ments type.

4.2.1 Equality Value Pattern Semantics

According to Penzenstadler and Femmer [62, 63], a dimension is an aspect that con-

tributes to the overall goal (i.e. sustainability) [62, 63]. A goal can have one or many

dimensions [62, 63]. “A dimension is represented by a set of values that express the

abstract objectives of the dimension” [62, 63]. Additionally, a value can have sub-

values [62, 63]. As the equality value pattern is depicted using Penzenstadler and
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Figure 4.1: Equality Value Pattern

Femmer [62, 63] sustainability model, the equality value pattern semantics follows

the semantics imposed by the meta model of the generic sustainability model (dis-

cussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.1). As we can see in Figure 4.1, the main goal is

sustainability. Social sustainability is an aspect of sustainability. The social aspect

is represented by the equality value which is composed of sub-values of equality with

stakeholders variability, fairness to stakeholders and equality for access to services.

From our practice (next in Chapter 6), we noticed that the stakeholder variability

value can impose refinement on the resulting requirements of another value (i.e.

fairness to stakeholders and access to services). For example, identifying visual

impairment as a variability associated to a user imposes refinement of the print-

ing services (from equality for access to services value) in an application to include

access to Braille printing facilities.
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As we are aiming at a simplified method of identifying social sustainability require-

ments (rather than instantiating Penzenstadler’s and Femmer’s generic model of

sustainability) some parts of the model are omitted.

4.3 Requirements Templates

With the idea of providing software engineers with an effortless and rapid social

sustainability requirements elicitation technique and to put the pattern into the

context of use, requirements templates are used alongside the equality value pattern.

The templates are simple way of eliciting and structuring requirements, as shown in

textual and tabular forms below:

• Textual. The template is �Stakeholder� �with variability�

should get �function/services/resources� to accomplish �goal�.

• Tabular as in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6: Equality Templates

Stakeholder Variability Software func-

tion/services/re-

sources needed to

achieve a goal

Goal

e.g. Citizen e.g. Language e.g. Select pre-

ferred language

e.g. customize ap-

plication language

We used a set of questions to help operationalise the value pattern into equality

templates (see Appendix A.3). Operationalising goals into requirements is a com-

mon practice in Goal-oriented methods [212, 213] (see Appendix A.1). In addition,
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responding to the questions starts pattern instantiation that allow pattern reuse in

different domains as discussed in Appendix A.3.

For the equality with stakeholder variability value, two questions need to be

answered;

a) Who are the stakeholders?

b) What are the differences between the stakeholders?

Despite stakeholder identification being common practice in requirements engineer-

ing [44], variabilities among each group of stakeholders are less addressed. Identify-

ing the eligible stakeholders will help software developers in making trade-off deci-

sions between the different sustainability domains requirements as noted by Lago,

Koçak, Crnkovic and Penzenstadler [61]. As the proposed value pattern depicts

that variabilities could refine or add goals and service, this is an important aspect

of equality that cannot be neglected.

As this work comes under the umbrella of sustainability and values the creation and

maintenance of good conditions in the community now and over the long-term [2, 3],

it is important to not only consider direct and current stakeholders but also look

at the big picture. This includes examining the systemic social effects of software.

Moreover, consideration is given to: (a) the complete set of stakeholders whether

they are weak or strong entities (with direct, indirect, intentional and unintentional

use), (b) the long-term uses of software because many of social issues only arise after

frequent use and (c) the widespread use of software that raises issues associated with

the increase in the numbers of users [214–216].

For complete requirements, stakheloder identification is important [217] and exam-

ining all possible variability issues will help in identify a more comprehensive set of

requirements.
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We must note that the identified stakeholders need to correspond to the scope of

the software project. In real situations, the identified list should be checked by the

development team and project managers to decide eligible stakeholders to ensure

completing the project within the allocated time and budget. Additionally, conflicts

between sustainability dimensions might affect the final stakeholders list. This will

depend on which dimension is more valued and pursued by the project managers,

project development teams or even the project sponsors.

In this work, the onion model of stakeholders [218] (described in Appendix A) is

also utilised during this stage.

The responses to those two questions can be represented by the template [stake-

holder] has a [difference/variability of..].

In order to instantiate fairness to the stakeholders’ goals value, two questions

must be answered:

(a) What are the stakeholders’ goals when using the software?

(b) Which goals are (directly, indirectly) affected by the use of software?

Allowing stakeholders to achieve their goals is bounded by the positive and negative

effects as well as the scope of the software application.

In order to instantiate equality with services and facilities, the following question

must be answered:

(a) What are the system’s functions/services and facilities needed for the stake-

holders’ to achieve their goals?

The response forms a requirement that can be presented through a template stating:

[stakeholder] should get [service] to accomplish [goal]. This template combines the
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responses to stakeholders’ goals and the services required to achieve the goals. A

similar idea was discussed by Dalpiaz, Souza and Mylopoulos [212]: “The association

of a function to a goal is called operationalization in the sense that the function

specifies how a goal can be made operational” (italicised in the original). In addition,

operationalising goals helps in defining concepts in a measurable manner [212]. The

following Figure (4.2) summarises the used questions to operationalise the values

into requirements. This Figure is also incorporated in the next Chapter as part of

the usage guidelines of the equality requirements elicitation method in Section 5.3.

The equality value pattern and templates are means of ‘operationalism’.

Figure 4.2: Operationalism of Equality Value Pattern

The textual templates can also be represented in tabular format. Liu and colleagues

in [31] reported that the third top requirements representation (after non-UML and

UML diagrams) is the tabular format representation.

Note that equality is not only achieved by considering stakeholders with variability

factors and allowing them to achieve their desired goals. Equality is also achieved by

equally allowing all relevant stakeholders (in accordance with the agreed software

scope) to achieve their goals through the software. Thus, variability factor is an

important aspect of equality but its not the only important as achieving goals (fairly

selected) is also important.
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Use of the requirements templates makes it possible to move social sustainability

from the abstract soft-goal notion to concrete requirements based on a set of sta-

bilised societal values. These can later be used as the basis for social sustainability

measurement and assessments in software. This will be of considerable help to the

requirements engineers who are unfamiliar with social sustainability.

4.4 Discussion

In this work, equality is considered at the requirements level. As it was explained

above, the equality requirements are derived from equality values that are impor-

tant for social sustainability. Thus, the identified requirements are categorised under

value-based requirements. As we have mentioned earlier, the equality value pattern

was built by reviewing and analysing literature on equality, equity, justice and fair-

ness (see Section 4.1.1). So the backbone of the equality value pattern is composed of

those concepts. With the equality value pattern, equity is met when different stake-

holders with variability factors are considered during requirements identification.

Fairness is met by recommending the use of fair means of selecting stakeholders

goals to be implemented and supported in the software application. Equality as

equal treatments is suggested by ensuring equal access to software services required.

Previous studies have revealed that variabilities among stakeholders can affect the

designed software. The study in [198] revealed how gender and age affect stakehold-

ers demand from ICT. For example, young women want to have software that allows

them to organise their leisure time, manage their contact, manage their availability

and share emotions.

Similarly, initiatives such as the Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) [219] confirm

the importance of considering variability factors.
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As for the future, similar steps can be re-taken and applied with other social sus-

tainability values such as social cohesion to understand and identify the software

requirements needed to support the value.

In the value pattern, the aim is to provide access to services for those who need to

achieve a goal and at the same time we want to remove any constraints that can

prevent stakeholders from enjoying the benefits of using the software. Thus, the

suggested value pattern is viewed as a bridging tool between early software develop-

ment stages and the final usage stage because we are striving to avoid sustainability

failure during use by considering sustainability issues at an early stage.

Furthermore, the pattern and template are viewed as a tool for ensuring equality

among different stakeholder groups (specifically by the fairness among stakeholders’

goals) as well as within similar groups of stakeholders (through variability among

similar groups). This tallies with the idea in [220]:

The incorporation of diverse concerns and perspectives of all stakeholders

into the design process is central to PD [participatory design]. Wrapped

up in these beliefs is an assumption of equality between stakeholders -

not just between designers, developers, and end users, but also within

these groupings.

Moreover, in our view, this study presents a form of positive action [165, 221] that

moves us closer to socially sustainable software. Positive action initiatives are per-

mitted when people with variability factors (protected characteristics) face disadvan-

tages due to the factors, have different needs than those who do not have such factors

or participate less in activities due to the factors [165]. The positive action initiative

is to help them in reducing the disadvantages, meeting their needs or encaurage par-

ticipation [165]. Examples of such initiatives includes involving black, Asian, and

minority ethnic BAME [222] individuals in the workplace [223, 224] and involving
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women in higher education under the Athena SWAN initiative [225]. There is an

argument that positive action initiatives can raise issues of reverse discrimination

[226] also called positive discrimination [227]. Positive discrimination results from

favouring individuals who have erlier suffered from discrimination [228] and reverse

discrimination [229] is an equivalent term used. Reverse (or positive) discrimination

implies that discrimination is against the majority and dominant group rather than

the minority previously suffered from inequality [227, 230].

This work is a proactive attempt to better represent stakeholders and their variabil-

ities in software requirements (early stages of software life cycle). At the same time,

possible positive/reverse discrimination is avoided by also integrating stakeholders

goals into requirements whether they poses variability factor or not. This will result

in software products that accommodate and encourage more stakeholders to use and

benefit from these products.

4.5 Threats to Validity

4.5.1 Construct Validity

In this study, a possible threat to validity could be raised by the coding as this is a

subjective activity. For this reason, evaluations in Chapters 7 and 8 were carried out

to check the trustworthiness of the findings. In addition, and as previously mentioned

in Section 4.1.1, the initial coding was discussed and validated by a second coder

(supervisor).

Confirmation bias [231] could also be a possible threat as the analysis was done in

two rounds. It could be that the identified pattern is built on what the researcher

thought to be right from the first round. To mitigate the confirmation bias threat,
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the coding did not only rely on the pre-defines codes but it also allowed new codes

to emerge inductively as described in Section 4.1.1.

Another threat could be related to reporting the results [232] (using the generic

sustainability model by [62, 63]) which is relatively new. To mitigate this threat in

Chapter 5, Section 5.1, we will use a widely known and common representation of a

requirements pattern to present our results.

4.5.2 External Validity

External validity could be threatened by the method of paper selection. Papers

were selected and limited to the results of the literature review (Chapter 2) which

were about social sustainability and not about equality per se. So, we could have

missed key references on equality. In future, this study can be altered to include

snowballing procedures where the selected set of papers are further investigated to

a) examine the reference lists to identify additional and relevant equality papers to

be included in the study and b) find additional equality papers that have citied the

selected set of papers using Google Scholar. Then, the additional set of papers are

analysed in the same way done in round 2 of the study (summative content analysis,

Section 4.1.1).

4.6 Summary

This chapter presented the approach followed to build the equality value pattern.

The approach comprised qualitative analysis of a set of 37 social sustainability papers

derived from the structured literature review (Chapter 2).
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As a result of the chosen approach, an equality value pattern and templates were

built. These could be used by software practitioners for social sustainability require-

ments identification.

The equality value pattern is perceived as a stepping stone towards exploring social

sustainability and its effects on software domain.
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Equality Requirements Elicitation

Method

Chapter 4 described the development method of equality value pattern. The pattern

was a result of an in-depth review of existing literature to identify equality values.

Those values are then operationalised into equality requirements templates.

In this Chapter, we first present the equality value pattern (discussed in Chapter 4)

using insights from the anatomy of a requirement pattern discussed by Withall [33]

in Section 5.1. Then in Section 5.2 we suggest a method of equality requirements

elicitation using the equality value pattern. This is followed by usage guidelines

(Section 5.3) to assist requirements engineers in identifying and writing equality re-

quirements. Next, discussion on possible work to be build upon the equality value

pattern is presented. A possible integration model between equality and its con-

stituents values and software quality attributes is discussed in Section 5.4.1. Then,

we present a possible strategic dependency model depicting the role of stakeholders

in achieving equality in Section 5.4.2.
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5.1 The Anatomy of Equality Value Pattern

The equality value pattern is a requirement pattern. It contains:

1. Pattern Name: Equality value pattern

2. Applicability: Use the equality value pattern to specify equality supporting

requirements. This is used as a supplementary materiel to the equality value

pattern diagram (see Figure 4.1).

3. Content: An equality requirement contains the following:

(a) Stakeholder: represents an entity that is interested in a software or

that exert an influence on it [36]. It is important to identify related

stakeholders as this will allow equally considering all/majority of them

while designing the software and producing a software that supports social

sustainability. Stakeholders identifications models are to be used for this

e.g, the onion model of stakeholders [218] (see Table 5.1).

(b) Variability(s): represents natural/human factors (e.g. disability, age,

gender, etc.) as well as material factors (e.g. income) that could differen-

tiate stakeholders. Neglecting these factors during software development

could result in inequality of stakeholders that have such factors. Vari-

ability check-list (Table 5.2) is suggested to be used to identify related

variability factors and to ensure completeness.

(c) Goal(s): describe each stakeholder’s desired benefits. Goals/benefits are

achieved from the software usage (directly or indirectly).

(d) Services and facilities describes how the software will facilitate the

accomplishment of the previously identified goals.
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4. Templates: �Stakeholder� �with variability�

should get �function/services/resources� to accomplish �goal�

5. Examples:

(a) Investors (users) with low investment management knowledge should get

access to on screen hints/tips to accomplish the goal of using the appli-

cation regardless of knowledge level.

(b) Viewers with visual impairment should get access to alternative informa-

tion views (text, audio, video, etc.) to accomplish the goal of supporting

disabled users.

(c) Instructor should get access to the records of training activities to accom-

plish the goal of following up trainees’ progress.

As other requirements templates [33], the equality value pattern and as described

above does not force a specific RE process (i.e. traditional or agile). It can be used

with any RE process already in use. The equality pattern and at any point where

RE process does stakeholder identification, asks what is the possible variability?

For each variability as any requirement is defined, the pattern asks: how can this

variability be supported in achieving the goal that the given requirement supports

and what additional services would be needed?

All else is handled as per the used RE method. We do not make any demands on

how conflicts will be identified, or resolved, or how cost will be managed. All these

are part of the used RE process and not part of the pattern.
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5.2 A Method for Eliciting Equality Requirements

Our equality requirements elicitation method is built on the equality value pattern

(in Section 5.1). The method here is to expand the ongoing RE activity in place by

asking additional questions at set points, and writing up answers into a template

form. The method is comprised of four activities (depicted in Figure 5.1). The

method activities are explained next.

Figure 5.1: Equality requirements elicitation method

1. First, become familiar with the equality value pattern (including the pattern

diagram in Figure 4.1). Understand what needs to be said (pattern content)

and how (pattern templates). This is denoted as familiarisation with the equal-

ity value pattern activity in Figure 5.1.

2. Next, analyse the software under investigation. This includes studying soft-

ware documentations or relevant descriptions. At this stage, use the equality

pattern to identify existing equality requirements or recommend new. Its rec-

ommended to utilise Alexander’s onion stakeholders taxonomy [218] (see Table

5.1). Also, variability check-list is recommended (see Table 5.2). This is indi-

cated as analysis of software activity in Figure 5.1.
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3. Then, use the templates in the equality value pattern to guide you in writing

equality requirements.

4. Negotiation of conflicting requirements and issues (such as eligible stakeholders

to be considered, conflicts with other sustainability requirements, etc.) is a

recommended activity. This activity is done by using a negotiation technique

chosen by the requirements engineers. The aim is to achieve an agreement

on a set of equality requirements. Note that this step is out of the scope of

this research, thus, it is indicated using dashed line rectangle (see Figure 5.1).

The output will be an approved list of equality requirements prepared by the

requirements engineer and to be used during design and implementation of the

intended software product.

Table 5.1: Stakeholders List

Type of Stakeholder Description

Normal Operator Do routine commands, entering and monitoring output of product. Communicate with the maintenance operator

and operational support as well as functional beneficiaries (e.g. providing them with processed information, and

receiving instructions from them).

Maintenance Operator Product maintenance ( hardware, product faults)

Operational Support Help desk, trainers (help and training normal operators)

Functional Beneficiary This type benefits from the output/result created by the product. They contact the operators.

Interfacing System This represent other systems that interface with the product.

Purchaser Product manager on behalf of consumers or procurement.

Product Champion (aka Sponsor) The product champion is critical from before the start of a development, and remains important throughout.

The role does not necessarily or even desirably contribute to product requirements: it functions mainly at a

political rather than a technical level.

Negative Stakeholder Anything/one that can be harmed by the product (financially, physically, etc.) and they can harm the system.

E.g. householders living close to the route of a planned railway.

Hostile Agent (type of negative

stakeholders)

Any role that actively seeks to hinder or harm the development and operation of the System. ’Actively’ means

using some degree of intelligence and creativity to oppose the System. Examples include military enemies,

political and commercial spies, hackers, spammers, virus writers, thieves, fraudsters. Clearly the degree of harm

intended by such agents varies from complete destruction through malicious pleasure to unauthorised acquisition

of assets (with essentially unintended harm as a side-effect).

Political Beneficiary Any role in public office or private business that can benefit in terms of power, influence and prestige through

the success of the Product.

Financial Beneficiary This type gets financial gains from the product success.

Regulator Governmental or other regulators, e.g. ISO

Developer Develop the system or undertake maintenance role in maintenance contract.

Consultant From outside the development organization.

Supplier Responsible for components of the products.

Source (I. Alexander, “A Taxonomy of Stakeholders. Human Roles in System Development ”, 2005)
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Table 5.2: Stakeholders Check-List

Stakeholders Variability Check-List

Below is the check-list of variability factors that can assist you in identifying

relevant equality requirements. Please check if any of following variability

factor(s) affect stakeholders identified earlier.

Variability list:

1. Age

2. Current/potential stakeholder

3. Disability

4. Education/Knowledge level

5. Gender

6. Income status

7. Language

8. Location

9. Position/status

10. Race

11. Religion

12. Technical literacy level

13. Technology used

14. Others

5.3 Usage Guidelines for The Equality Require-

ments Elicitation Method

The following instructions are intended to guide requirements engineers for easy elic-

itation of equality requirements. This is a guideline to allow users start utilising the

elicitation method (using the pattern). However, requirements engineers repetitive
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usage of the method and their previous experience in using requirements patterns

can form new/updated way of usage [34].

1. Familiarise yourself with the equality value pattern. You will need to under-

stand what is it about, what are the specific elements needed in the pattern

and how will you use the templates to write the requirements.

2. Study the stakeholders list (Table 5.1). Understand the different categories of

stakeholders.

3. Study the variability factors list (Table 5.2).

4. Go through software documentations. Identify the existing stakeholders. Think

of any missing stakeholder that can be added to ensure that equality is achieved

(use the stakeholders list in Table 5.1). Ensure that different stakeholders types

are represented. For example, in dispute management software, all dispute par-

ties need to be part of the software application. Another example could be

indirect stakeholders who will be indirectly affected by the system. For ex-

ample, in a game application, the parents of a player are indirect stakeholders

who are affected by their child’s addiction to the game. Engineers need to

consult the development team and sponsors to identify and reconcile conflicts.

5. For each stakeholder, look for existing variability factors. Also, look for missing

factors to be suggested. Variabilities can be identified by the definition of

persona (role profiles) in agile framework [234]. In software documentations,

this can be found (explicitly or implicitly mentioned) in the non-functional

requirements. Use the check-list in Table 5.2.

6. Based on identified stakeholders and their associated variability factors, look

for existing equality requirements. If equality requirements are not existing,

look for goals to be achieved by the stakeholders (existing or suggest new).
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Ensure that whether stakeholders possess variability factors or not, goals need

to be identified. Goals can be directly or indirectly affected by the use of

the software. A direct goal would be to safely travel using a travel applica-

tion. An indirect goal can be related to the importance of maintaining social

relationships with a game player to the game’s player family.

7. Based on the identified goals, identify how the stakeholders achieve the goals

through the software’s services, functions and facilities. Are those services,

functions and facilities existing? Do you need to add new ones?

8. Rethink. Does any variability factor affects exiting goals and software’s ser-

vices, functions and facilities. For example, a user’s visual impairment implies

the need for alternatives to information display (e.g. audio).

9. Rethink. Does the variability factor of one stakeholder affects the services

related to another stakeholder? For example, in a training application and

because of trainers different languages, online tutorials prepared/uploaded by

trainers and help desk staff need to be customised and displayed in different

languages.

10. Use the equality requirements templates to write the identified equality re-

quirements.

11. Consult the development team and project sponsors on the equality require-

ments and conflicts. Negotiate to arrive to an agreement on equality require-

ments.

12. Prepare an approved equality requirements list to be included in the software

specification document and then to be used for design and implementation.
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5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Equality and Software Quality Attributes

In this section, we discuss and illustrate a possible integration between equality

and its related values (as a sustainability issue, see Figure 4.1) and software quality

attributes (ISO/IEC 25010 [42]). Nevertheless, this is not an easy or a clear-cut

task. This is due to the fact that in the equality value pattern and its templates,

we use the three equality sub-values in writing an equality requirement (see Section

5.1.)

In the proposed integration model, we used the i* notation to depict dependencies.

Similar to Cabot et al. [68], the proposed dependencies model in Figure 5.2 is domain

independent. We also treat sustainability and equality values as softgoals.

The integration model suggests that to ensure that the diversified software stakehold-

ers are supported and their differences are respected, a software application needs to

be usable, portable and compatible. Additionally, allowing software’s stakeholders

to be fairly considered by allowing them to achieve their goals (agreed on) can be

achieved by developing a software that supports functional stability, performance

efficiency and security. A software is functionally stable when it “provides functions

that meet stated and implied needs when used under specified conditions“ [42]. Do-

ing so to all eligible stakeholders helps them in achieving their goals (fairly selected

and agreed on by negotiation as discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.2) as well as

accessing the facilities to achieve their goals. A software with security issues could

hinder stakeholders from achieving their goals (if this happens, some affected stake-

holders will not achieve what they want while others can still achieve their goals).

For example, an insecure banking application could stop some of the bank customers

from successfully paying utility bills while others can still manage. Even worst, it
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could lead to cyber crimes or frauds (negative goals that stakeholders want to elim-

inate rather than achieve). Reliable and maintainable software applications ensures

that stakeholders are able to access the needed software resources [42]. Doing so will

support all users access the software.

5.4.2 Stakeholders Role in Equality

In this section, we model social sustainability (i.e. equality) and illustrate possible

relationships between stakeholders (Table 5.1) in light of equality. This is done with

the inspiration from the strategic dependency model (i* framework) [233]. This

strategic model in Figure 5.3 is an abstract model that can be used with different

software projects. It can be used to highlight the roles of software stakeholders in

achieving equality supportive software.

Starting with the operator, he/she depends on the developer to build a software

that supports equality. After having a software that supports equality, an operator

depends on maintenance personnel to keep the software functioning as desired (i.e.

supporting equality). An operator will also depend on operational support staff to

ensure that training materials are customised to fit equality (i.e considering opera-

tor’s variability factors). A developer needs a supplier to provide equality supporting

equipments (e.g. Braille printer). Additionally, a developer needs a regulator to en-

force equality by laws and regulations. This standardise the ways of addressing

equality. A regulator depends on a developer to produce software products com-

plying with equality regulations. Functional beneficiary depends on operators on

equally accessing services and information they need to achieve their goals (which

were already fairly selected).
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Chapter 5. Equality Requirements Elicitation Method

5.5 Summary

In this Chapter, the equality value pattern was presented using requirements pat-

tern anatomy. Then, we proposed a method of elicitation of equality requirements

and provided a usage guideline. We also discussed a possible relationship model

depicting dependencies between equality and software quality attributes. Finally,

the potential role of stakeholders in supporting equality was introduced. All the

proposed and discussed artefacts are to assist software engineers in their responsi-

bility of integrating social sustainability concerns in software domain and identifying

equality requirements.
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Chapter 6

Equality Value Pattern

Application

Having elicited the value pattern in Chapter 4 and proposed an elicitation method

in Chapter 5, this chapter demonstrates the capability of the proposed elicitation

method in integrating social sustainability in software through operationalising the

social concerns into software requirements. In this chapter, the applicability of the

equality requirements elicitation method is provided through seven examples. The

study is outlined in Section 6.1 and the application of the equality the requirements

elicitation method is presented in Section 6.2. A small scale survey is presented in

Section 6.3 followed by common equality requirements in Section 6.4. Additionally,

a discussion on how the pattern fits within the agile software development method-

ology is demonstrated in Section 6.5. Finally, threats to validity are presented in

Section 6.6.
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6.1 Study Outline

The proposed method was applied to

1. a set of examples for which software documentations are freely available and

open for validation.

2. agile software engineering (in Section 6.51).

Because software is embedded in many aspects of life, applicability of the value

pattern (and the associated elicitation method) in diverse domains implies that the

pattern and the method are reusable and domain-independent.

The examples were studied by the researcher. The researcher then applied the

elicitation method to identify the equality requirements for all the examples.

In addition, the equality value pattern was shared with another researcher [234] who

worked on integrating the equality value pattern and templates in a process model

for agile requirements management.

The questions addressed in this study are as follows:

RQ1 : Does the use of the equality requirements elicitation method facilitates equal-

ity requirement identification?

RQ2 : Are the identified requirements relevant to equality and in turn social sus-

tainability?

RQ3 : Is the equality pattern usable with current RE practices?

1This study is a independent study by Monica Bahl [234] built on the equality value pattern
and templates
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6.2 Application to Existing Requirements Docu-

mentations

6.2.1 Selection Criteria

The software documentations were selected based on the following criteria:

1. Written in English. English is one of the most spoken languages in the world.

2. Sourced from a reputable research or software practitioner organisations.

3. Representative of the RE documentations (e.g. textual documentation, use

cases).

4. Prepared by practitioners independently from our study.

5. Originating from different domains such as health, travel, etc.

6.2.2 Study Method

The application of the value pattern and templates includes

• Selecting a corpus of studies, following the criteria discussed in Section 6.2.1.

• Applying the equality requirements elicitation method and the guidelines pre-

sented in Chapter 5.

• Conducting a small-scale survey with experts that integrates findings from the

Smart Garden example.
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The selected examples for this study are the Health Watcher (HW)[235], Virtual

Art Viewer (AV)[236], Travel App (TA)[237], Campbell Prediction System (CP)

[238], Arcade Game Maker (AGM)[239], Personal Investment Management System

(PIMS) [240] and Smart Garden (SG)[241]. The examples are summarised in Section

6.2.3 and in Table 6.1.

6.2.3 Subject Software Systems

Health Watcher (HW) is a system developed to allow citizens to register health

complaints against organisations such as restaurants [235, 242]. In turn, health insti-

tutions are to use the system to investigate such complaints as well as to disseminate

health-related information to the population. [235, 242].

Virtual Art Viewer (AV) is an application that allows people to explore a wide

range of paintings and find information about any piece of art listed on it [236].

According to the project description, system administrators create, edit and store

digital representations of paintings and information about these paintings [236].

Interested users can search for the listed paintings, view them and print the ones

they like [236].

Travel App (TA) is an application in which travellers act as information agents and

share their travel experiences [237]. Such experience reporting helps other travellers

to structure their trips, connect with other travellers, and helps to enhance public

services [237].

Campbell Prediction System (CP) is a training tool and decision support sys-

tem based on the Campbell Prediction System methods [238]. The aim is “to

compute, project and visuali[s]e the potential fire behaviour, trigger points and

alignments-of-forces on the fire-ground.” [238].
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Table 6.1: Subject Software Systems

Example No of functional
Requirements

No of non-
functional
requirements

Domain

Health Watcher
(HW)

9 use cases 9 Health

Art Viewer (AV) 11 19 Art
Travel App (TA) 11 - 5 use cases 7 Travel
Campbell Pre-
diction System
(CP)

not complete
document but
with context
data flow dia-
gram 2 use cases
diagrams

4 Fire force
training

Arcade Game
Maker (AGM)

12 use cases 4 Educational
game

Personal Invest-
ment Manage-
ment System
(PIMS)

21 use cases 6 Investment
manage-
ment

Smart Garden
(SG)

11 8 (quality re-
quirements)

Gardening

Arcade Game Maker (AGM) is a set of single player games [239]. These games

are designed to assist with the learning and application of the software product lines

method [239].

Personal Investment Management System (PIMS) is a single user application

that allows investors to manage their investments in different institutions [240]. It

is mainly a bookkeeping application [240].

Smart garden (SG) is a software application for home gardeners [241]. The ap-

plication is designed to control water consumption [241].
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6.2.4 Results of Application

The results presented in this section2 address the first research question:

RQ1 : Does the use of the equality requirements elicitation method facilitates equal-

ity requirement identification?

As the researcher is already familiar with the equality value pattern, the second step

of the elicitation method (fourth point in the guidelines) commenced. Here, the

onion model [218] (Table 5.1) is utilised. In addition, the full set of weak and strong

stakeholders (direct, indirect, intentional and unintentional use), the long-term use

of software as well as the widespread use of software [214–216], were considered

while identifying the stakeholders [166]. This resulted in identifying a wide set of

stakeholders including new previously omitted ones [166].

For example, in the Health Watcher system, food standard agency, animal protection

agency, environmental agency and local businesses such as restaurants were identified

(see Table 6.2). Stalker, help desk and trainer are examples of additionally identi-

fied stakeholders in Travel App (see Table 6.2). For Campbell Prediction System,

training organisation, and an instructor’s family/friends are examples of additional

stakeholders (see Table 6.2). Similarly, for the Arcade Game Maker, examples of

the additional stakeholders include player’s family/friends (see Table 6.2). Artist,

thief, gallery administrator and help desk and trainers are examples of those missing

in the Virtual Art Viewer (see Table 6.2). In the Personal Investment Management

System, trainers, investor’s family/friends and hacker are additional stakeholders

who were found to be relevant (see Table 6.2). In the Smart Garden, plantation au-

thorities and pesticide control authorities are examples of relevant stakeholders (see

Table 6.2). The full list of stakeholders (provided in the documentation or newly

identified) is in Table 6.2.

2This part was partially presented at the 4th International Conference on ICT for Sustainability
in 2016 [166]
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An interesting finding was that even with simple stand-alone software with a sin-

gle user such as the Personal Investment Management System, there are indirectly

affected stakeholders such as the investors family and friends.

Equality requires that all interested and affected stakeholders are identi-

fied. This leads to equally considering them while eliciting the software

requirements.

Next the related variability characteristics were elicited (in Table 6.3). The listed

factors are the most relevant ones to case under investigation. Practitioners are

advised to use the variability check-list (Table 5.2) at this stage to assist them in

identifying possible variability factors (as per point 5 in the usage guidelines in

Chapter 5). In real word situation, the relevant factors will be investigated and

confirmed from actual stakeholders.

Interestingly, although equality or social sustainability were not explicitly discussed

in the documentations under study, existing services embedded consideration of

variability factors. For example, the multilingual interface to accommodate language

differences among country partners who will replicate Travel App [237] is related to

the language variability factor (see Table 6.4). Another example is the service of the

help function and short tutorial guide in the Virtual Art Viewer system [236] which

relates to the level of technical literacy (see Table 6.4). In addition, running the

system on different platforms (UNIX and Windows) [240] relates to the technology

variability in Personal Investment Management System (see Table 6.4).

Equality is achieved by defining variability factors that differentiate

stakeholders groups. This will lead to identifying refinements or ad-

ditions of goals and services to accommodate their variability factors.
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Table 6.2: Stakeholders in Subject Software Systems

Example Stakeholder Provided in documentation Newly Identified

Health Watchers

Citizen 2�
Staff 2�
Local business 2�
Trainers and help desk 2�
Tourism department 2�
SSVS (Interfacing System
that will communicate with
the health system)

2�

City Hall 2�
Company X (consultant) 2�
Developer 2�
Maintenance 2�
Environmental agency 2�
Financial institution 2�
Animal protection agency 2�
Food standard agency 2�

Virtual Art Viewer

Website Admin. 2�
Viewer 2�
Apogee Arts (sponsor) 2�
Paragon Software (mainte-
nance comp.)

2�

Help desk and trainer 2�
Gallery administrator 2�
Art exhibition organizer 2�
Thieves 2�
Artist 2�
Consultant 2�

Travel App

Traveller 2�
City planner 2�
Marketing agency 2�
Help desk, trainers 2�
European Commission 2�
Replication partners 2�
Stalker 2�

Campbell Prediction

Trainee 2�
Instructor 2�
Community planner 2�
Domain Expert 2�
Training organization 2�
Trainee’s family/friends 2�
Instructor’s family/ friends 2�

Arcade Game Maker
Player 2�
Sponsoring company 2�
Administrator 2�
Players family/friends 2�

Personal Investment

Investors 2�
Trainers and help desk 2�
Investors family/friend 2�
Thief/hacker 2�

Smart Garden

Plant nursery (as garden
vendor)

2�

Gardner/user 2�
Equipment supplier 2�
Pesticide control authority
(for home gardens)

2�

Plantation authority 2�
Water and irrigation
authority/ministry/depart-
ment of water resource

2�

Environmental charity/au-
thority/ministry/green or-
ganisation

2�
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Once the stakeholders and the variability factors were identified, we moved to the

next point of the guidelines, identifying stakeholders goals. At this point, we at-

tempted to address the goals behind/for using the software or/and the goals (direct-

ly/indirectly) affected by the use of the software.

We noted that variability factors can result in refinement of existing goals/services.

For example, impaired visual ability of a citizen in Health Watcher system will result

in a service of displaying information in different formats (audio,video, etc.). We

view this as an added service that cause refinement of the services that are already

available in the system (see Table 6.4).

On the other hand, variability factors can introduce new goals/services. For example,

in Travel App, a traveller with age variability (i.e. child) requires having a service

of auto-delay for movement information posting for children’s accounts in order to

ensure their safe movement around the area (see Table 6.4). Other instances include

the Health Watcher system where citizens’ religion variability introduced a service

of food certifications and in the Travel App system it introduced religious filters

for locations and events to allow travellers to plan religious travel (see Table 6.4).

Similarly, in the Smart Garden system, age was identified as a variability factor for

gardeners. Consequently, a goal to support customisation of the display fonts was

defined to allow improved readability (see Table 6.4).

We identified a set of goals from the requirements documentations. Some goals

were elicited from the software functionalities, others from the software quality fea-

tures (non-functional requirements) and others from the provided general descrip-

tion. Where new stakeholders were identified that were not previously discussed in

the requirements documentation, goals related to these stakeholders’ key interests

were also listed. This is the case, for instance, with the goal of mass training within
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Table 6.3: Stakeholders Variability in Subject Software Systems

Example Variability Provided in documentation Newly Identified

Health Watchers

Technology used 2�
Religion 2�
Disability 2�
Language 2�
Age 2�
Gender 2�
Information media 2�
Storage medium 2�

Virtual Art Viewer
Technical literacy
level (Novice user )

2�

Language 2�
Technology used 2�
Disability 2�

Travel App

Technology used 2�
Disability 2�
Information media 2�
Age (child) 2�
Language 2�
Religion 2�

Campbell Prediction Technology used 2�

Arcade Game Maker
Technology used 2�
Language 2�

Personal Investment
Technology used 2�
Investment Man-
agement knowledge
level

2�

Technical literacy
level (expert user)

2�

Smart Garden
Age 2�
Language 2�
Technology used 2�
Current/Potential
stakeholder

2�

less time and effort for help desk and trainers stakeholders in the Travel App sys-

tem. Similarly, the goal of preparing marketing plans for marketing agency (new

stakeholder) in the Travel App system.

As a result of adopting the stakeholders list [218], a number of hostile stakeholders

were also identified, such as hackers in Personal Investment Management System,

Virtual Art Viewer and Travel App systems (see Table 6.2). In the Personal Invest-

ment Management System, a hacker’s goal is to gain investors’ financial information

and use it for frauds or blackmailing. An opposite positive goal (to the investor) is
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Table 6.4: Excerpt of Equality Requirements

Subject system Stakeholder Variability Goal Services/function
Health Watchers Citizen Religion Get religious verifica-

tion (e.g., on kosher,
halal food) (N)

Provide religious verification (N)

Smart Garden Gardner (E) Age (elders) (N) Simple and easy to use
application (N)
Improve readability
(N)

View help function and
tutorials (N)
View help instructions ’how to
install and fix’ information
displayed as textual, audio
and video instructions (N)
Customize display font/Select
font size (N)

Virtual Art
Viewer

Viewer (E) Technical liter-
acy level (Novice
user) (E)

Usability (E) Help function with short tutorial
guide on how the AV can be used
(E)

Artist (N) - Maintain relationship
with the public (N)

Access to viewers comments on
(his/her) paintings (N)
Note: This will lead to an
additional service to viewer which
is add comments to paintings.
(Completeness of requirements)

Travel App
Traveller (E)

Language (E) Multi-lingual support
(E, NF)

Provide language customiza-
tion (at least English, Turkish,
Finnish, and Italian because of
replication partners) (E, NF)

Age (child) (N) Safely move around
the area (N)

Auto-delay the movement infor-
mation posting for child account
(N)

Religion (N) Plan religious travel
(N)

Filter religious locations/events
(N)

Help desk, train-
ers (N)

- Mass training with
less effort and time
(N)

On screen hints/tips (N)
Online help (N)
Online tutorials (N)
in different formats such
as text, video, audio, speech,
language [traveller variability]

Marketing
agency (N)

- Prepare marketing
planning (N) Involve
travellers in future
marketing plans (N)

View busiest route reports (N)
View active travellers (more post,
likes) (N)

Personal
Investment

User (E) Technology used
(E)

Use the provided
services regardless of
technology used (N)

Run on UNIX and Windows
based Platform (E, in descrip-
tion)

Thief/hacker
(N)

- Get financial informa-
tion of the user, can
be used for later black-
mailing or acquisition
(N)

Encryption to avoid security
breach. (N, put more emphasis
on the importance of security goal
of a user)

Investors fami-
ly/friend (N)

- Maintain social rela-
tionships (N)

Usage time alarms/notification
(N)
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to secure their financial information. These two opposite goals will lead to the same

service of encryption (see Table 6.4).

This implies that equality is also about protecting the goals of the legit-

imate stakeholders.

Questioning the goals (indirectly) affected by the use of the software provided the

goal of maintaining social relationships in the Personal Investment Management

system (see Table 6.4). This goal was identified as important to the investors fami-

ly/friend. They will not be using the system (directly), however they will be affected

by the long usage of the system by their family member (i.e. investor). This goal

introduced a new service of displaying usage time alarms or notifications to the

investor about the time spent on the software.

Stakeholders have diverse goals. Hence, it is apparent that it will be necessary to

select the goals to be satisfied through the software in a fair manner (as suggested

in Chapters 4).

Here, equality is achieved through considering all stakeholders groups

and for each group, the most agreed on goals (direct or indirect) are to

be implemented in the software (fair selection) as it is not practical to

implement all the goals due to time and cost.

The seventh point of the guidelines required determining a set of services to support

the previously identified goals.

Due to the diverse language and physical (dis)abilities considered, services such

as customising language settings (HW, TA, AV, AGM) and providing voice-based

and braille interfaces may be necessary e.g. HW and TA [166]. Such services are

necessary to ensure that variability aspects will not disadvantage the diverse set

of users in achieving the (agreed upon) goals they expect to accomplish through
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the software [166]. Furthermore, we noticed that a variability of one stakeholder

can affect the services related to another group of stakeholders. For instance, in

the Travel App, the trainers’ service of providing online tutorials is refined by the

variability of the travellers language. In this case, the online tutorial is refined

to include tutorials in different languages (see Table 6.4). This emphasises the

importance of re-examining and amending services in relation to variability factors

(point 9 of the guidelines).

Besides, we observed that a service can introduce another service. In the Virtual

Art Viewer, a service to allow artists (stakeholder) to view comments about their

paintings was identified (see Table 6.4). These comments are supposed to be gen-

erated by viewers (stakeholders). Prior to this, allowing viewers to add comments

about pieces of art was not part of the identified requirements. Organising services

and functions in this format helps in identifying missing and related services. This

allows requirements engineers to check requirements completeness. Requirements

patterns helps in identifying missing requirements [33] (see Appendix A.3).

Here, equality is achieved by allowing all stakeholders to access and use

the service(s) required to achieved the previously agreed on goals.

The next step of the elicitation method is to write equality requirements. Here, we

used the tabular format of the pattern (Table 4.6 to represent equality requirements

(see Table 6.4).

The elicitation method using the equality pattern was done manually by the re-

searcher. In future, a software requirements tool is to be developed to facilitate

the use of the elicitation method and pattern. The tool shall allow maintaining so-

cial sustainability patterns (catalogue that will evolve from further researches) and

requirements. For that the tool will display the social sustainability catalogue to
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the requirements engineers and they will be able to select the value patterns ap-

plicable to the project under investigation. Requirements engineers will be allowed

to add different projects and associate them to the applicable patterns. Based on

the selected pattern, the tool will display the pattern information. This can be for

example by providing different tabs for the different pattern elements (e.g. appli-

cability, discussion, content, template(s), etc.). For the template element, the tool

can prompt the engineers with the specific elements of requirements temples and

asks them to fill the required information. Then the tool will generate requirements

statements. The tool shall be able to track requirements and allow modifications.

The tool shall also allow engineers to view previously identified social requirements

and when applicable, re-assign them to another project. This will facilitate reusabil-

ity of requirements. The tool can also prepare reports on which social pattern is

applied most or least to help identifying the usefulness of the patterns. Having a tool

to support social sustainability patterns and requirements elicitation can increase

the rate of adopting the patterns and methods in RE practices [49].

6.3 Experts Survey Results

The results in this section address the question RQ2 : Are the identified requirements

relevant to equality and in turn social sustainability? (Please refer to Appendix C

for the full questionnaire used in this study.)

Five experts in requirements engineering and systems analysis were invited to eval-

uate the identified equality requirements survey for the Smart Garden system. Con-

venience and purposive sampling [243, 244] were used. The feedback included the

relevance of requirements to equality using a scale with the following options (Di-

rectly and highly relevant, Definitely relevant, Probably relevant, Possibly relevant

- likely of indirect relevance, Possibly not relevant, Probably not relevant, Definitely
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not relevant). In addition, experts were asked to justify and explain why a require-

ment is being considered as related or not being related to equality. The frequencies

of statements ranking are dipected in the diverging stacked bar [245] (see Figure

6.1). Qualitative analysis [169] of the reasons behind categorising requirements as

relevant or not relevant to equality was adopted. Furthermore, experts were asked

to address any missing equality requirements that they thought may be relevant.

6.3.1 Statements Relevant to Equality

Generally speaking, all the identified requirements were related to equality for at

least one reviewer. The only requirement that was rated as being not relevant by

four of the reviewers was (number 31 in Appendix C) about allowing the “planting

authority” (using the smart garden system) to prepare reports on plants to be re-

moved or added per garden or area. We note that our poor choice of term in this

statement is the key reason for this, as the term “plantation” has a very specific

meaning of a large farm for growing crops. For the smart garden context a term

“plot” would have been appropriate.

As shown in Figure 6.1, statements 21-28, statements 12-16, statements 9-10, and

statements 2 and 3 were found to be decisively relevant to equality by all experts.

Statements 28 and 27 are related to equipment suppliers. Statement 28 is concerned

about potential supplier that we have used this as a variability factor and statement

27 is about current suppliers. Statements 26-21 are concerned about gardeners with

different variability factors i.e. information media, age, hardware and language.

We observe that the statements that address features/functions that allow diverse

stakeholders of the software to utilise the software are highly considered relevant

to equality. This indicates that equality is perceived to be achieved by equitable

benefits from the software.
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Figure 6.1: Smart Garden Statements Evaluation/Ranking

6.3.2 Relevant Requirements to Equality

According to the experts’ points of view, the most frequent justification for ranking

a requirements as relevant to equality is to allow participation and knowledge

management . The knowledge management category is an aggregation of sub-

categories; i.e. update (according to changing circumstances or due to variations

in water needs according to plant(s) type, location, etc.), share, improve general

knowledge, equal access to information and reduce gaps among users (Table 6.5).

Inclusion, accessibility and usability were grouped under participation and em-

powerment [246, 247] (Table 6.6). In addition, experts evaluated requirements

that imply or suggest that different stakeholders needs and interests are taken into

consideration as relevant to equality (see Table 6.5). Privacy as protected need was
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also thought of as justification for relating a statement to equality (see Table 6.5).

Experts have also justified relating requirements to equality if the requirement is

important to groups of stakeholders other than the main group; i.e. the gardener

(see Table 6.6 for examples of Relevant to several stakeholders). Statements under

this category are 9, 12, 13, 16, 22, 25. Experts have also rated statements relevant to

equality when they relate it to regional equality (1 respondent justified S1, 29, 30,

31). Here, regional equality is to consider all regions/areas in public plans (see Table

6.6). Additionally, requirements that illustrate public benefits are also rated as rele-

vant to equality (see Table 6.6 for examples). Requirements that allow adaptation

to external changes (R7: allowing the gardener to set an auto watering function

and R8 allowing the gardener to cancel the auto watering function) are considered

relevant as well. Additionally, requirements ensuring equality in standards’ ap-

plication (such as in requirement 32: the SG should allow the plantation authority

to view garden/plant information to ensure standards are followed) are considered

relevant.

Experts feedback showed that decision on which requirements are related or not

related to equality is not clear cut. Discrepancies in relevancy to equality evalu-

ation could be attributed to subjectivity about equality concerns. For example,

requirement 18, about keeping information private was reported as being related by

3 experts but was considered not to be relevant by 2 experts. Therefore, the decision

on which requirement is contributing to equality will vary according to the applica-

tion domain needs, stakeholders preferences, project budget and schedule, etc. As

this survey was experimental, different views on what could be relevant depended

on how each expert understood and defined the software system. Similar variations

will exist in real situations, however, stakeholders views would then the deciding

factor (negotiation step of elicitation method Figure 5.1).
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6.3.3 Non-Relevant Requirements to Equality

Experts have identified requirements as being irrelevant to equality when they are

only important to one group of stakeholders. For example a respondent rated state-

ments (R4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11) as irrelevant and justified it by stating: “I consider this

to be a key task of the gardener, where no other stakeholder group has an interest

in” and another one stated that R4 is irrelevant because “not [] all stakeholders are

concerned of such service”. This justification category is similar to what is suggested

by the relevant category of being important if groups of stakeholders other than the

main group benefit/use the feature Table 6.6. However, we argue that this is not

the case. In our view, as long as we are allowing all stakeholders to accomplish their

desired goals than this is equality. Else, the equality of opportunity to all is not

supported.

Irrelevant categories are summarised in Table 6.7.

By associating requirements to equality, the experts’ feedback has marked the possi-

ble conflicts between equality and other values such as privacy, security and freedom.

R28, R29, R30 to one of the experts were rated as not relevant because they sound

“ against personal freedom . . . why should these authorities be allowed to do

that?”. Another expert rated R14 as relevant but noted that it is: “a very tricky

requirement. On the one hand we have the privacy needs of the gardener, on the

other hand we have stakeholders such as the nursery or also the general public which

would need the data to achieve their goals”. A respondent rated R18 as not relevant

to equality as it could raise data security issues by stating: “all stakeholders shall

not be involved for the SG [smart garden] data security”. This infers the importance

of balancing social sustainability values as well as other sustainability aspects.
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6.3.4 Missing Requirements of Equality

Only one expert have stated that:

“Equality among software stakeholders” seems to be very different from

equality between users or the general public. For example, while the

system tries to close a knowledge gap between experienced gardeners

and novices, the system is not concerned with the economic success of

watering supply manufacturers.

However, in this study, the aim is to achieve equality through software requirements

in terms of software functionalities and features. In addition, suppliers were part

of the requirements in statements 28 and 27. The “watering supply manufacturers”

mentioned by the expert is similar to the one we listed. Statements 28 and 27 actually

stated that market demand estimations and market feasibility reports needed by the

suppliers shall be facilitated by the smart garden system. Those type of functions

will help achieving economic goals of the suppliers.

6.4 Common Equality Requirements

We noted that variability factors have resulted in common requirements among

different software applications (as detailed in Table 6.8) though the examples are

of software from different domains. However, templates can support identification

of unique goals and services as seen with the factor of religion described in Section

6.2.4.
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Table 6.8: Emerging Equality Requirements

Variability Common services

Technology used (HW, TA, CP, PIMS,

AGM, SG)

Compatible software for hardware and

operating systems

Disability (HW, TA, AV) Different information display format,

Braille interface

Language (HW, TA, AV, AGM, SG) Multilingual interface

Information media (HW, TA) Speech synthesizer

Technical literacy and knowledge

(PIMS, AV)

Keyboard shortcut functions, help

function and tutorials

Age (TA, HW, SG) Modified functions to suit age differ-

ences, suitable information details for

different ages

Religion (HW, TA) Added/modified functions to suit reli-

gious differences, acceptable and not of-

fending information

Gender (HW) Suitable information without offending

any gender

We observed that many of the equality requirements are routinely used in RE prac-

tice without explicit recognition that they relate to equality concerns. For example,

many requirements derived from stakeholder variability are normally related to ac-

cessibility (e.g., service availability as text, braille, speech, sound reproduction etc.),

compatibility (e.g., hardware/ operating system variability) and user interface (e.g.,

colour scheme customisation). Similarly, gender and religion related requirements

are also often classified as non-functional requirements [210, 248] that can affect
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the acceptability of software [248]. Additionally, equality requirements were found

within the already described requirements.

The results of the experts’ evaluation suggest that the equality requirements elici-

tation method is useful for identifying equality requirements.

According to results in Sections 6.2.4, 6.3, we can infer that the pattern and elici-

tation method are reusable and applicable to several types of software applications.

Additionally, they are applicable to software aimed at the general public (AV, TA,

HW, SM) and to confined users (PIMS, AGM, CP). Similarly, the last column of

Table 6.1 shows that pattern and the elicitation method are applicable to different

software applications serving different domains.

Looking at the experts responses and justifications on relevant and irrelevant re-

quirements to equality (Section 6.3), we can say that to them, equality is about

accommodating different stakeholders in the software system. This is done by serv-

ing their needs from the system and to do so, their differences are to be respected

and the software should be flexible and allow them to get what they want. Although

the equality value pattern was not part of the survey and they don’t know how the

requirements were identified, their justifications came to the same point.

6.5 Application in Agile Software Engineering

This study is a independent study by Monica Bahl [234] built on the equality value

pattern and templates. In [234], a requirement management tool was designed based

on a requirements management framework that supports social sustainability. The

framework was an integration between an agile requirements management process

[249], and the social sustainability value pattern and templates suggested by this

research.
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The agile framework originally consisted of several steps [249] that were maintained

and accompanied with social sustainability activities (mapped from our value pat-

tern) [234]. For example, the first step in the agile framework is to define the

project objectives. Adding social sustainability activity to this step, the framework

suggested that at this stage sustainability dimentions and related values are to be

identified. Here, equality is defined as a related value that needs to be supported.

In the next step, the framework suggested mapping and making the equality sub-

values applicable to the project. This step encourages requirements professionals

to think about what are the possible equality related requirements that needs to

be implemented. Another step is definition of personas (role profiles). Here, the

equality with stakeholders variability value Figure 4.1 influences identification of

more specific and variable category/roles of stakeholders (e.g. female buyer insted

of only concidering general buyers). This leads to identifieying specific needs that

could have been neglected. This was then implemented in a tool [234].

The tool allows adding sustainability dimensions, values and relate it to software

requirements. As for now, the tool allows practitioners to include the social dimen-

sion through the equality and its sub-values that are included as part of the tool

and can be viewed by the practitioner. The tool lists equality and its sub-values.

The tool allow practitioners to assign related values to the project. Then tool asks

the practitioner to identify stakeholders and relate them to the value/sub-value. It

allows linking stakeholders to roles (influenced by the equality value pattern). The

tool also allows relating the identified stakeholders to elicited requirements. It also

allows relating requirements to indicators (those are inspired by the equality value

pattern Figure 4.1 which is displayed in the tool). For example, indicators could be

gender equality, income equality and equal distribution of resources). The tool also

allows assigning priorities to requirements. For more details, please see [234].

The integrated agile framework was then evaluated via an online questionnaire [234].
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6.5.1 Study Design

The study was conducted to evaluate the usefulness of having equality pattern in

sustainability requirements elicitation 3. 12 respondents participated in the study

and they were asked first to identify equality requirements without having the equal-

ity pattern and templates4. Then, they were asked to use the equality pattern and

templates in identifying requirements. Then they were asked to evaluate their ex-

perience with the equality patterns and templates. They were asked to report the

usefulness of the pattern and templates in identifying equality objectives, stakehold-

ers and requirements. They were also asked the effect of the pattern and templates

on the requirements identification process (i.e. changes the process or improves the

process or makes it more difficult or makes it easier). The study was conducted as

an online questionnaire.

6.5.2 Study Results

The results in this section address the research question:

RQ3 : Is the equality pattern usable with current RE practices?

The majority (58.3%) of the respondents were software engineers or business ana-

lysts. The rest were having other IT backgrounds such as Information, data, process,

project management and others. The respondents were divided in their knowledge

of software engineering into strong (25%), good (33.3%), medium (25%) and low

(16.7%). Half of the respondents were with Masters degree and half of them were

aged 41-60. The feedback confirmed that the equality value pattern and templates

(incorporated into the framework) are a reflection of real equality requirements that

are valued by IT practitioners [234]. This was derived by analysing the respondents

3This study is conducted by Monica Bahl as an MSc thesis
4The equality pattern used in this study represented the early results of our research. This did

not include the elicitation method as described in Chapter 5 nor the usage guidelines.
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answers to a question about equality objectives before and after using the template

[234].

Additionally, the templates are found to be useful for identifying broader stakehold-

ers lists that does not exclude less important stakeholders [234]. The study concluded

despite the limited evaluation: “[w]e have shown that the meta model provided for

the [e]quality core value of social sustainability can be successfully integrated with

an agile process.” [234] The author also added that:

All respondents answered positively. Most of them gave the reason that

the templates gave new ideas and added broader aspects than what they

would have thought of themselves . . . Two of the respondents stated

that the templates “made the process more complete” . . . According

to one respondent, the templates “provided a framework for the answers

without constraining the ideas”.

There were only two critical comments. One respondent alerted us to the

fact, which we acknowledge, that though such templates “can be useful

as inspiration, there did lie a danger that they would trigger people

to repeat these instead of coming up with their own ideas”. Another

reminded “the values and cultures of the community cannot be easily

captured due to the diverse nature, and is thus difficult to automate”.

That too is true, however, the purpose of the templates is not to automate

the requirements process but to facilitate it in its focus on sustainability,

in this case Equality, values. We believe the positive responses to this

question indicate that the templates do help in serving this purpose.
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6.6 Threats to Validity

Its worth noting that the described threats to validity are related to the researcher

work only (excluding the study in Section 6.5). The limited results of the equality

requirements elicitation method in agile methods is a limitation of our research.

6.6.1 Conclusion Validity

A possible threat to validity arises from the fact that the application of the equality

requirements elicitation method on requirements documentation is conducted solely

by the researcher which may cause errors. Thus, a second reviewer randomly sam-

pled and cross-validated the application and the results ensuring that the drawn

conclusions are effective and adequate. In addition, conclusion validity is increased

by involving other software practitioners to apply and use the equality pattern and

requirements templates (detailed in Chapter 8.)

6.6.2 External Validity

In the application of the equality requirements elicitation method to requirements

documentations, the sampled requirements documentations were created by inde-

pendent entities and we selected them to reduce the researcher bias (influence) on

the results. Yet, threats are inevitable. As discussed in Section 6.2.1, the results of

the study applies to English documentations.

In the experts survey, the respondents representation is limited to the small respon-

dents group as they have voluntarily chosen to participate in the study. To mitigate
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the threat, the experts invited to take part in the survey were from different aca-

demic and industrial institutions around the world to ensure the inclusion of different

opinions and views.

6.7 Summary

In this study, the equality elicitation method usage is demonstrated through seven

case examples. The application reveals the usefulness of the method in the process

of eliciting equality requirements. This is also confirmed by experts evaluation of

the identified requirements of one example and their relevance to equality. Although

results are limited, the use of the value pattern in agile development was discussed

showing that the value pattern is usable alongside other RE practices.
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Table 6.5: Equality relevant requirements categorisation (1)

Categorisation References
Related to equality

Participation and Empowerment 74
Accessibility 38
Inclusion 34
Usability 4
Examples:
“Gardeners may have different interests and capacities to manage the garden,
which need to be accommodated. Plus functionality should be available
to gardeners with different digital literacies and physical abilities”
“Auto-watering allows gardens to be watered, independent of the physical abilities of the gardeners”
“If automated, functionality allows stakeholders with different physical abilities to
check the soil moisture, without obligatorily and directly interacting with the garden”
“Functionality should help gardeners to meet their goals, whatever they are”
“Gardeners should have access to the application in a language they feel comfortable with”
“Elder gardeners, who might have less digital literacy,
should be able to understand and use the application as anyone else”
“not all people can get mobile devices and not all of
the are comfortable to work on PC” and “Usability and inclusion of elderlies”.
Knowledge management 49
Equal access to information 3
Improve knowledge 8
Knowledge sharing 29
Reduce knowledge gap 5
Update knowledge 1
Examples:
“all stakeholders shall be aware of such information”
“[a]ll gardeners should have the option to benefit from the gardening knowledge”
“potential gardeners should have access to the gardening knowledge in order to become
a gardener if desired, independently of their previous knowledge, experience, or physical ability”
“it might be allowed for the knowledge sharing”
“because of different level of knowledge”
“These usage features are what makes users closer to educated gardeners”
“User might not have expertise in that”.
Different stakeholders goals and needs 12
Examples:
“It could be relevant in the sense that estimation of demand
should should attend the need of different stakeholder”
“Does “plant nursery” include all the people which have an interest
in the seasonal plantation history?
If so, we are fine. However, if there are stakeholders which are not
considered this might lead to inequality”
“it allows supplier to have future prediction for their business benefits”
“Gardeners may have different interests and capacities to manage the garden,
which need to be accommodated. Plus functionality
should be available to gardeners with different digital literacies and physical abilities”
“Functionality should help gardeners to meet their goals, whatever they are.”
“Gardeners should be able to access the application
in the medium they feel more comfortable with.”
Privacy 13
Examples:
“Critical because of potential privacy needs”
“Protection is needed for equality”.
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Table 6.6: Equality relevant requirements categorisation (2)

Categorisation References
Related to equality

Relevant to several stakeholders 6
Examples:
“What about the nursery, this feature could be relevant from them as well?”
“ So I wonder why only gardeners should have that option,
what about the plant nursery people?”
“Highly critical that only elder[l]y garderns should have a help fu[n]ction.
Why not young gardeners.”
Regional equality 4
Examples:
“because it considers regional equality to different parties”
“it could be relevant in the sense that all areas should be equally considered for public plans, and
recommendations should be applicable independently of the gardeners’ social status
or other influential characteristics.”
Public benefits 3
Examples:
“it allows them to have future prediction for the public benefit of following standards”
“it allows them to have measurements for water consumptions for the public benefit”.

Accommodate external changes 2
Examples:
“The type of weather is not same in different countries and even within the same countries
it vary between area so the system should allow them to change the parameters accordingly”
“because of changing in environment.”
Equality in following standards 1

Table 6.7: Equality irrelevant requirements categorisation

Categorisation References
Not-Related to equality

No reason provided 8
Only needed by one group of stakehold-
ers

7

No clear link to equality 6
Privacy and personal freedom 5
Not related to equal treatment 2
Security 1
Usability 1
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Software Users Equality Survey

Previous chapters have demonstrated social sustainability value pattern and require-

ments identification templates. Chapter 6 illustrated the application of the elicita-

tion method and value pattern in deriving equality requirements. This chapter

studies how equality and its related requirements (from the previous chapter) are

perceived and valued by software users.1

In order to understand software users’ attitudes towards the equality requirements

suggested by this study, a web-based survey was used to allow us to reach different

groups of software users across the world in a relatively short period of time [251].

The guidelines in Van Selm and Jankowski [251] and Kitchenham and Pfleeger [243]

were followed in this study.

7.1 Objective

The objectives of this study are:

1This study is accepted at the 6th International Conference on ICT for Sustainability in 2019
[250]
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(i) To define a ranking of requirements important to equality, as perceived by the

general software user community;

(ii) To observe possible agreement among the user community on equality in soft-

ware

(iii) To investigate the effects of demographic factors on perceptions of equality.

7.2 Study Method

A cross-sectional [243] survey was conducted. As we were interested in general soft-

ware users’ perspectives with varying demographic factors, we chose to utilise an

online survey [251] format which was distributed widely through different commu-

nities and lists. The data were collected via a web survey tool named BOS2.

The respondents were presented with a set of 21 requirements statements (Q1) and

where asked to evaluate each statement’s importance in supporting equality. The

statements are general statements that are applicable to different software systems.

This was done in order to avoid user familiarity problems with a specific piece of

software. The statements are based on the requirements identified as a result of so-

cial sustainability value pattern and templates application, as explained in Chapter

6, that present similar solutions for different software. Table 7.1 shows the list of the

statements. Each participant was asked to rate the importance of a requirements

statement for supporting equality.

Participants evaluated each statement using a Likert scale ranging from ‘Not at all

important to software equality’, to ‘Neither important nor unimportant’, ‘Slightly

important to software equality’, ‘Important to software equality’, ‘Very important to

software equality’. Because this is an importance scale, we did not aim to produce

2https://www.onlinesurveys.ac.uk
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balanced levels. Knowing that a statement is not important to equality is more

relevant than knowing the degree or depth of unimportance. In the case of unim-

portance, the direction is what we are looking for and not the depth. On the other

hand, knowing the degree of importance can help requirements engineers to priori-

tise equality requirements and decide which should be included in the first release

and which to be kept for later releases taking into consideration resource availability

(e.g. time, money, skills, etc.). In this case, “discrimination . . . between the

positive scale positions” is important [252].

Statements 1, 4, 5, 17 do not relate to equality; they were used as red herrings

to identify how well the respondents distinguish the notions of equality from other

requirements. These statements relate to security (S1), performance (S4), robustness

(5) and availability (S17).

Statement 9 (ability to accommodate new types of users is important for supporting

equality) was initially introduced as a non-equality (scalability) requirement but,

after re-examination it was agreed that this statement supports equality by allowing

new types of users to benefit from the software. This is also a concern in sustain-

ability (i.e. current and future generations sustainability).

Its worth noting that we are not claiming that the listed statements are the complete

equality requirements but as what we have observed from application of the equality

value pattern in Chapter 6, those are the common ones and they are applicable to

different software. We can have more specific equality requirements depending on

the application domain and the case under investigation.

The respondents were also presented with two questions (Q2-3) to understand what

concerns drive the notion of equality for software systems among the respondents:

from profit, to usability, functionality, and user priorities. While question 2 asked

them to make a choice for the key equality-conducive goals, question 3 asked which
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user groups should be supported. Goals and users here arise from the different defi-

nitions of equality (as discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.4) as well as the application

of the equality value pattern in Chapter 6. In future, questions 2 and 3 can be

updated to reflect the goals and roles deriving from the proposed models in Figures

5.2 and 5.3 (Chapter 5).
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Table 7.1: Requirements Statements

Requirements Statement

S1: User authentication is important for supporting equality

S2: Usability of software to users from different age ranges is important to support equality

S3: Suitability of software to users from different age ranges is important to support equality

S4: Short response time to user enquiry is important for supporting equality

S5: Short recovery time after system failure is important for supporting equality

S6: Suitability of software to users from different genders is important to support equality

S7: Considering direct stakeholders’ goals behind using a software is important to support equality

S8: Fairly selecting which goals will be implemented in the software is important for supporting

equality

S9: Ability to accommodate new types of users is important for supporting equality

S10: Multilingual interface is important for supporting equality

S11: Different information presentation formats (e.g., audio, video, text) is important for supporting

equality

S12: Compatibility of software application with different operating systems is important for sup-

porting equality

S13: Compatibility of software application with different hardware devices is important for support-

ing equality.

S14: Availability of softwares usage guidance (e.g., help, tutorials, and tips) considering users with

no/little prior knowledge of this software is important for supporting equality

S15: Availability of software’s shortcuts to accomplish tasks for experts and fast learners is important

for supporting equality

S16: Availability of software application on different web and mobile platforms is important for

supporting equality

S17: Availability for use 24 hours per day, 365 days per year is important for supporting equality

S18: Allowing stakeholders to equally access software services to achieve their goals is important for

supporting equality

S19: Suitability of software for users from different religious beliefs is important for supporting

equality

S20: Accepting information from different media (e.g., voice, text, braille) is important for supporting

equality

S21: Considering indirect stakeholder goals that are affected by the software is important for sup-

porting equality
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7.2.1 Survey Design

Due to the fact that social sustainability (i.e. equality) requirements were derived

from the value pattern and templates suggested by this research study, it was nec-

essary to construct a new survey and not use an excisting one in the requirements

engineering domain [243].

The respondents were allowed to save their partial response and return to complete

the survey at a later date through the ‘Finish later’ link.

7.2.1.1 Population and Sampling

The availability of the questionnaire was advertised through invitation messages

posted in LinkedIn, Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, ResearchGate and WhatsApp to

ensure that a wide range of respondents were able to access the web questionnaire.

This is known as unrestricted sampling [251]. Additionally, invitation emails

were sent to the PhD students and staff list in the Informatics Department at the

University of Leicester and through academic colleagues in other countries such as

(the USA, Brazil and Germany). Invitations were also sent to academic colleagues

in the Omani colleges and universities via randomly selected staff members’ emails

available online, asking them to distribute the participation request locally. This

was done to encourage various background representation. In both approaches,

convenience sampling [243] was used. Moreover, snowball sampling [243] was

also utilised by asking respondents in the invitation letters to forward the survey

onto whoever they thought may be interested in participating in the survey.

7.2.1.2 Questionnaire Form

The survey comprised four pages as explained below.
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A An information sheet and consent page. This page introduces the par-

ticipants to the research, its objectives and completion time. Additionally, the

page asks the participants to confirm their age as well as requesting their con-

sent to voluntarily participate by clicking on the ‘Agree’ option. Failing to do

so results in the participant being redirected to a screening out message. This

feature was used to ensure that all participants are aged 18 years or above and

also to obtain the participants’ consent electronically.

B An equality and software page. This page encompasses the main equality

questions. It starts with equality and stakeholder definitions. This is followed

by:

(a) Question 1: In this question, participants are requested to evaluate 21

requirements statements as described above in Section 7.2. Participants

assess each statement and decide its level of importance in supporting

equality among software stakeholders.

(b) Question 2: This question presents several goals to the participants and

requires them to evaluate and select goals that support equality.

(c) Question 3: Presents a small scenario involving online shopping software

with different types of stakeholders; each with different goals. The par-

ticipants were asked to decide on the stakeholder goals they would select

to support equality.

C Background information. In this section, participants provide their gender,

age, religion, education and employment details. They were also asked to

provide their level of proficiency in using software. This page was partially

adapted from a survey by Osho et al. [253].

D The end page is an automatically generated page created by BOS. The page

is a simple thank you note.
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7.2.1.3 Pilot Test

To pilot the study, PhD students and two academics were invited to complete the

survey and provide input for its improvement. They were requested to provide their

feedback and comments. Participants were asked to provide notes regarding the

layout, the wordings, the clarity and understandability of questions and instructions

as well as the length and relevance of the questions and instructions.

The feedback flagged a number of concerns that lead to changes to the wordings of

the information sheet, corrections of the grammatical mistakes and the demographic

(background) information page was moved from the beginning to the end of the

survey.

The survey was opened on 26th December 2016 and closed on 23rd February 2017.

There were 164 responses, of which 155 were complete and valid.

7.2.2 Data Analysis

The data coding used in this study is explained in Appendix D. The data were

quantitatively analysed using frequency analysis and inferential analysis.

A Frequency analysis is used to summarise and describe the sample using tables

and charts [254] such as Table 7.2 and Figures 7.1 and 7.2. This was also

used to analyse the requirements statements frequency (see Table 7.3 for an

example).

B Inferential analysis is used to test the hypothesis of the study [254]. Given that

all variables for statements ranking in Q1, respondents’ background (questions

4 to 9) and equality goals (questions Q2-3) are categorical (i.e., nominal and
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ordinal [255]), a chi-squared test would normally be performed [254] to ex-

amine the relationships. However, in some cases, when a crosstabulation of

variables was created, the data contained a high percentage (more than 20%)

of cells with fewer than 5 counts. Consequently, the Fisher’s exact test [255]

is preferred to the chi-square. Additionally, because the compared variables

are with more than 2 categorical levels (e.g., employment status has 4 options:

employed, student, unemployed and retired), the Fisher-Freeman-Halton Test3

was performed. Furthermore, the Monte Carlo Exact test was utilised (where

needed) as an alternative to Fisher’s test to resolve the issues of hight-memory

intensity posed by the exact tests [256].

7.3 Results

The following sections present the the results of the survey. First, the respondents are

profiled based on their demographic information. Then the above stated objectives

in Section 7.1 are addressed.

7.3.1 Respondents’ Profile

Table 7.2 summarises the respondents profile. It list respondents background factors,

levels of the factor, number of responses as well as valid response percentage for each

factor.

The respondent’s sample was nearly even in terms of gender with slightly more re-

sponses from female participants (by 1.2%), as illustrated in Table 7.2. The the

largest group of respondents were aged 35 to 44 years (36.8%), followed by partici-

pants aged 25 to 34 years (25.8%) with only one aged over 65 (see Table 7.2).

3http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21479647
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Most respondents were Muslim (Figure 7.1). This could be a result of the more

direct invitations to Omani participants as discussed in Section 7.2.1.1. Christians

and Hindus were the next two largest religious groups (see Figure 7.1).

The respondents’ education level is depicted in Table 7.2 and in Figure 7.2. There

were no unschooled respondents and the majority had a postgraduate education

(70.3%) with 34.2% holding a PhD and 36.1% holding a Masters degree. In addition,

only 1.9% of the respondents were novice software users and the majority (45.8%)

described themselves as having advance proficiency (see Figure 7.3). This shows

that the sample is leaning towards highly educated software users. This in itself is

not entirely surprising because the topic of the survey (software and equality) as

well as the method of data collection already presumes some minimum education

and technological literacy levels.

Furthermore, the majority of the participants (115 respondents, 74.2%) were em-

ployed, while students comprised 23.2% of the respondents. There were no retired

respondents (see Table 7.2).

Figure 7.1: Respondents Religion, N = 154
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Table 7.2: Respondents Profile

Background No (Valid %)

Gender
Male 76 (49.4)
Female 78 (50.6)

Age

18 to 24 years 21 (13.5)
25 to 34 years 40 (25.8)
35 to 44 years 57 (36.8)
45 to 54 years 29 (18.7)
55 to 64 years 7 (4.5)
Age 65 or older 1 (0.6)

Religion

Christianity 29 (18.8)
Islam 84 (54.5)
Hinduism 18 (11.7)
Buddhism 1 (0.6)
Other 13 (8.4)
Prefer Not to Say 9 (5.8)

Highest level of education

PhD (or equivalent) 53 (34.2)
Masters Degree (or equiva-
lent)

56 (36.1)

Undergraduate (or equiva-
lent)

24 (15.5)

A college degree (diploma
and equivalent)

21 (13.5)

High school degree or less 1 (0.6)

Employment

Employed 115 (74.2)
Student 36 (23.2)
Unemployed 4 (2.6)
Retired 0 (0)

Software use proficiency

Novice 3 (1.9)
Intermediate 28 (18.1)
Advanced 71 (45.8)
Expert 53 (34.2)

7.3.2 Frequency of Equality Statements

The frequency of statements ranking is summarised in Table 7.3. This table lists

the frequencies of responses on the 21 statements. Responses range from ‘Not at

all important to software equality’ ‘NAI’, to ‘Neither important nor unimportant’

‘NINU’, ‘Slightly important to software equality’ ‘SI’, ‘Important to software equal-

ity’ ‘IE’, ‘Very important to software equality’ ‘VIE’. To depict the ranking of the
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Figure 7.2: Respondents Highest Education, N = 155

Figure 7.3: Respondents Software Usage Proficiency, N = 155

requirements statements based on the frequencies, we utilised diverging stacked bar

[245] (see Figure 7.4).

As the figure shows, S10: multilingual interface is the most highly rated statement

in terms of its importance. This is followed by S14: software’s usage guidance. The

third most highly rated statement is S11: different information presentation formats

(e.g., audio, video, text) followed by S20: different input support formats and S3:

support for users across various ages. These statements also have low irrelevance

and indecision. This indicates that there is an agreement (albeit not unanimous)

among the respondents that these statements are closely related to equality.
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Table 7.3: Statements Frequencies

Statement NAI NINU SI IE VIE
S1* (sec) 18 (11.6%) 26 (16.8%) 18 (11.6%) 45 (29.0%) 48 (31.0%)
S2 8 (5.2%) 10 (6.5%) 22 (14.2%) 58 (37.4%) 57 (36.8%)
S3-1 4 (2.6%) 11 (7.1%) 25 (16.2%) 53 (34.4%) 61 (39.6%)
S4* (per.) 6 (10.3%) 29 (18.7%) 32 (20.6%) 41 (26.5%) 37 (23.9%)
S5-1*
(rob.)

20 (13.0%) 21 (13.6%) 26 (16.9%) 39 (25.3%) 48 (31.2%)

S6-1 9 (5.8%) 11 (7.1%) 20 (13.0%) 53 (34.4%) 61 (39.6%)
S7 11 (7.1%) 13 (8.4%) 31 (20.0%) 55 (35.5%) 45 (29.0%)
S8-2 6 (3.9%) 14 (9.2%) 22 (14.4%) 64 (41.8%) 47 (30.7%)
S9 2 (1.3%) 15 (9.7%) 18 (11.6%) 61 (39.4%) 59 (38.1%)
S10-2 3 (2.0%) 5 (3.3%) 19 (12.4%) 55 (35.9%) 71 (46.4%)
S11 4 (2.6%) 7 (4.5%) 19 (12.3%) 53 (34.2%) 72 (46.5%)
S12 6 (3.9%) 12 (7.7%) 25 (16.1%) 53 (34.2%) 59 (38.1%)
S13 6 (3.9%) 13 (8.4%) 23 (14.8%) 56 (36.1%) 57 (36.8%)
S14 6 (3.9%) 5 (3.2%) 18 (11.6%) 53 (34.2%) 73 (47.1%)
S15 9 (5.8%) 16 (10.3%) 33 (21.3%) 60 (38.7%) 37 (23.9%)
S16 6 (3.9%) 10 (6.5%) 26 (16.8%) 53 (34.2%) 60 (38.7%)
S17* (av.) 12 (7.7%) 18 (11.6%) 32 (20.6%) 47 (30.3%) 46 (29.7%)
S18 4 (2.6%) 12 (7.7%) 27 (17.4%) 51 (32.9%) 61 (39.4%)
S19-3 5 (3.3%) 13 (8.6%) 18 (11.8%) 50 (32.9%) 66 (43.4%)
S20 5 (3.2% ) 10 (6.5%) 26 (16.8%) 57 (36.8%) 57 (36.8%)
S21 5 (3.2%) 20 (12.9%) 39 (25.2%) 65 (41.9%) 26 (16.8%)

Note: * marks statements that are not directly related to equality; S1 relates to
security (sec), S4 relates to performance (per.), S5 relates to robustness (rob.), and

S17 on availability (av.)

Of the equality statements, the lowest-ranked was S21 (considering indirect stake-

holder goals that are affected by the software) and S15 (availability of software’s

shortcuts). This could be explained by the fact that the key focus of software

is normally placed on direct software users, with indirect stakeholders considered

thereafter. Clearly, the long-term cumulative effects of a software system could

dramatically affect indirect stakeholders. For example, the long-term use of Ama-

zon.com by a large number of individuals has gradually undermined many physical

book shops and their customers. Normally, software users first of all focus on the

direct effect of their immediate interaction with the software system (e.g. the ability

to obtain the desired book at a lower price). This tension between the priorities of
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Figure 7.4: Statements Ranking

direct and indirect stakeholders is, indeed, one of the characteristics of social sus-

tainability concerns. S15 might have been rated least important because of the extra

service supporting experienced users is more thought of as a usability requirement

[257]. It might be that the extra support is viewed as a privilege only given to expert

users. However, having extra features to be used by experts does not hinder novice

users and they are still allowed to use the software as they wish (see Table 7.3 for

further details).

Considering the topic ranking among the equality-related statements (except S15),

we observed that statements supporting user interaction with the software and con-

sidering users variability are ranked highest. The statements that supports stake-

holders’ goals are at the bottom of the list (S7 and S21).

Although the respondents also rated the non-equality statements as being important

to equality, the four statements are ranked as the least relevant to equality and
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the most doubted (i.e. neither important nor unimportant). The lowest ranked

statements (S5, S1, S4) are those related to robustness, security and performance.

S17 concerns software availability and it might be thought of as supporting equality

providing access at any time for the users’ convenience without restrictions.

Despite these discrepancies, the overall ranking of the statements indicates that there

is a general agreement among the survey respondents regarding the statements that

relate to equality as well as those that do not relate (or only weakly relate) to

equality.

7.3.3 Frequency of Equality Goals

Figures 7.5 and 7.6 display the results to questions 2 and 3. The results indicate

that the respondents are fairly equally distributed in prioritising support for different

groups goals and not only one group; provision of same but equal functionality to

all users (without distinction); and simple usability of software as the key drivers

for enabling equality through software.

For Q2, the largest group of respondents (37.7%) said that in order to support

equality, the most prioritised goals for each group should be integrated into software.

In Q3, 72.4% of this respondents group consistently noted that the goals of different

stakeholder groups should be implemented to support equality. This suggests they

understand that equality is achieved by looking at the different stakeholder groups

and finding the best way to allow them to achieve their goals through the system.

This will also include identifying variability factors among each group and finding

the best way to accommodate those differences. Thus, this group of respondents

considers equality to be the equitable support of various goals of the different user

groups for a given software system.
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Another large group of respondents (31.8%) for Q2 said that to them the best way

to enable equality through software is by providing the same functionality at same

level to all user groups. For Q3, the majority (69.4%) of this respondent group also

stated that the goals of different stakeholder groups should be supported.Thus, this

group considers equality to be the delivery of the same service at the same level to

all user groups for a given software system.

The third largest group of respondents (27.9%) for Q2 stated that the provision of

the best usable interface is the key driver for equality. In response to Q3:

• 50.0% of respondents in this sub-group indicated that the goals of all user

groups should be implemented. Thus, this sub-group think of equality as the

usability of the software interface (i.e. effective, efficient, and satisfying design

[258]).

• 7.1% of respondents from this sub-group indicated the specialist (disadvan-

taged) user groups as the ones who should be especially supported via the

software system to enable equality. Thus, this sub-group regards equality in

terms of accessibility (focus on disability) because “many accessibility require-

ments also improve usability for everyone” [258].

Furthermore, a small group of respondents (2.6%) considered profit maximisation to

be a key direction to enable equality in Q2, and for Q3, half of this sub-group chose

prioritising requirements for the “gold user” group (i.e., those who buy expensive

packages of service for a given software) as the key in achieving equality, while the

other half preferred to support all user groups.

In summary, while (as found from the responses to Q3 responses) the vast majority

of respondents (64.7%) think that the goals of all user groups should be supported,

perceptions of how equality should be delivered with the software system are varied;
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just over one third of survey respondents noted the need to support the goals that

each user groups prioritises; another third focused on equal service levels to all -

whichever service that may be and to whomever it is delivered; and the other (slightly

less than a third) portion of respondents underlined the usability of software as being

key to its support for equality.

Figure 7.5: Question 2 frequencies, N = 154

Figure 7.6: Question 3 frequencies, N = 153
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7.3.4 Impacts of Background Factors

To study what impact background factors may have on perceptions of equality, we

consider if and how the demographic factors affect both the rating of equality-related

statements and the equality goal priorities (i.e., responses to Q2 and Q3). In this

part, inferential statistics as described in Section 7.2.2 were utilised.

We start our study of the demographic factors’ impact by formulating a null hy-

pothesis is that the background variables (Q4-9) and equality statements and goals

(Q1- Q3) variables are independent, with the alternative hypothesis that they are

dependant:

• H0 : Background variables and equality statements rating and goals variables

are not related.

• Ha : Background variables and equality statements rating and goals variables

are related.

By studying the results of the tests (chi-squared or exact), a decision about rejecting

the null hypothesis is required. To reject the null hypothesis, the test’s p-value should

be less than 0.05.

Tables 7.4 and 7.6 depict the results of the inferential analysis. The tables illustrate

the results of the factors affecting statements rating and goal priorities listing exact

tests scores and p-values.

7.3.4.1 Impact on Statements Rating

Analysis for the role of the background factors on the rating of the statements not-

related to equality (i.e. S1, 4, 5, 17) shows that the rating of statements 1 and 17 is
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not affected by the background factors of the respondents (see Table 7.4). However,

we observe a relationship between the religion of the respondents and their rating

of the statements for S4 (response time) and S5 (recovery time); p-value = 0.047 for

S4 which is under 0.05, and p-value = 0.008, for S5 which is under 0.01).

Many Muslim participants (31.0%) rated statement 4 as being very important to

equality. Many Christian (24.1% ) and Hindu (44.4%) participants also found it to

be important to equality, and a large number of those with other beliefs (38.5%)

rated this statement as being slightly important to software equality. Finally,

many of the respondents who did not disclose their religious beliefs (44.4%) rated

the statement as being neither important nor unimportant.

For statement 5, many Christian (34.5%) and Muslim (36.1%) participants found it

to be very important and many Hindu participants (38.9%) also rated it as being

important to equality. Participants with other religious backgrounds scored a

tie between neither important nor unimportant and slightly important to

software equality with 23.1%. While 33.3% of those who preferred not to disclose

their religion rated statement 5 as being not important.

We observe that both of these statements are related to time, and previous research

has demonstrated that there is a correlation between time valuation and cultural

factors [259, 260]. Thus, it is likely that this relationship is a demonstration of such

a cultural, time-related influence.

In the equality-related statements, we noticed that gender affects the rating of S14:

availability of software’s usage guidance (e.g., help, tutorials, and tips) considering

users with no/little prior knowledge of this software. While the majority of female

respondents (57.7%) rated this statements as being very important, 35.5% of

male respondents rated the statement as being very important and (39.5%) as

important. Related studies, such as [261], have demonstrated that males generally
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tend to seek less help than females, which could also explain differences in the

perceived importance of help-related statements.

Table 7.4: Statements and Influencing Background Factors

Requirements Statement Background Factor

S1 (sec) None

S2
Religion: FET= 31.141, p=.020*

Software usage proficiency FET=31.869, p=.001*

S3
Age FET=28.867, p=.049*

Education FET=24.608, p=.048*

Software usage proficiency FET=24.058, p=0.007

S4 (per.) Religion FET=28.367, p=.047*

S5 (rob.) Religion FET=33.670, p=.008*

S6
Age FET=30.254, p=.028*

Employment FET=17.828, p=0.007

Software usage proficiency FET=19.916, p=0.034

S7 None

S8 Religion FET=28.347, p=.050*

S9
Age FET=30.270, p=.036*

Education FET=28.462, p=014*

S10 None

S11 None

S12 Religion FET=32.520, p=.012*

S13 None

S14 Gender FET=11.211, p=0.018

S15 None

S16 None

S17 (av.) None

S18
Age FET=34.159, p=.008*

Religion FET=38.008, p=.001*

Education FET=24.866, p=.048*

Employment FET=15.242, p= 0.026

Software usage proficiency FET=21.800, p= 0.017

S19 Religion FET=28.918, p=.042*

S20 Religion FET=32.538, p=.013*

S21 Religion FET=33.154, p= .010*

Note: FET = Fisher’s exact test

* Monte Carlo estimates using 10000 sampled tables was used
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The results presented in Table 7.4 indicate that:

• Age affects the rating of S3, S6, S9 and S18 which is motivated by the fact

that people from different age groups have different preferences (as shown in

[262]).

• Religion affects the rating of S2, S8, S12, S18, S19, S20 and S21.

• Education affects the rating of S3, S9 and S18

• Employment status affects the rating of S6 (software suitable for different

genders) and S18 (equal access to service to achieve goals).

• Software usage proficiency affects the rating of S2, S3 (software suitable for

different ages), S6 (software suitable for different genders) and S18 (equal

access to service to achieve goals).

Thus, we observe that there is an overall agreement across the world and user com-

munities regarding the relevance of specific statements for equality, which makes it

possible to develop and use generic equality requirements and templates. Despite

this, each community/group has also its specific preferences, which is to say that

the templates/requirements must be adapted for each user community.

7.3.4.2 Impacts on Equality Goals

To examine the relationships between the respondents’ backgrounds (Q4-9) and the

equality goals (questions Q2-3), chi-square statistics were meant to be performed

[254]. However, due to the high percentage of cells with fewer than five counts,
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Fisher’s exact test [263] was performed. Additionally, because the variables com-

pared have more than two categorical levels, in SPSS the equivalent test is called

the Fisher-Freeman-Halton Test4. The hypothesis is:

• H0 : Background variables and equality goals variables are independent (unre-

lated)

• Ha : Background variables and equality goals variables are dependent

The only indicated relationship was between software usage proficiency and the goals

in question 3, as depicted in Table 7.6. In this case, the null hypothesis is rejected

and the respondents’ selection of goals to be implemented in the software is related

to the respondents’ proficiency using the software. Table 7.5 shows that half of the

novice respondents selected ‘all of them’ goals and the other half selected the gold

user goals. The majority of intermediate, advanced and expert users selected the

‘all of them’ goals with 37.0%, 70.4% and 71.7% respectively.

7.4 Discussion

In this chapter we presented a survey-based study regarding the perceptions that

software users have of equality. We investigated if the wider community of software

users has generally agreed upon equality goals, and the equality requirements ranking

that should be supported via software. We also looked at whether users’ background

characteristics affect their perceptions.

The respondents to our survey demonstrated a clear and nearly equal split in their

perception of equality goals: roughly a third of them considers equality in terms of

equal distribution (same functionality to all). Another third perceive it in terms of

4http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21479647
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Table 7.5: Q3 and Respondents Software Usage Proficiency

Q3 options Novice
(n= 2)

Intermediate
(n=27)

Advanced
(n=71)

Expert
(n=53)

The normal
users’ goals

0 (0.0%) 5 (18.5%) 6 (8.5%) 3 (5.7%)

The gold users’
goals

1 (50.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (1.4%) 1 (1.9%)

The special
users’ goals

0 (0.0%) 3 (11.1%) 4 ( 5.6%) 4 (7.5%)

None of them 0 (0.0%) 1 (3.7%) 1 (1.4%) 0 ( 0.0%)
The normal and
special users’
goals

0 (0.0%) 5 (18.5%) 6 (8.5% ) 7 (13.2%)

The normal and
gold users’ goals

0 (0.0%) 2 (7.4%) 1 (1.4%) 0 (0.0%)

The special and
gold users’ goals

0 (0.0%) 1 (3.7%) 2 (2.8%) 0 (0.0%)

All of them 1 (50.0%) 10 (37.0%) 50 (70.4%) 38 (71.7%)

unequal equality, whereby each group needs to be treated differently by supporting

their own priorities and needs to achieve their own goals. Finally, the last third

perceives software equality in terms of a narrower scope of accessibility requirements.

While all of these topics form part of the present equality discourse, this nearly

equal split of priorities was somewhat unexpected. Furthermore, the majority of

respondents also indicated that in order to be conducive for equality, a software

system should support a wide variety of its user groups.

For software engineering professionals this means that in order to engineer a software

system that is perceived to be conducive to the equality characteristic of social

sustainability, that system must:

• Provide usability and accessibility support to all its user groups.

• Support unequal equality, i.e., to ensure that more support is provided to those

with greater need; more rewards are provided to those who contribute more
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Table 7.6: Equality Goals and Background Factors

Background fac-
tor

Equality
Goal

Results Interpretation

Gender
Q2 FET=1.577, p=0.677 No relation
Q3 FET=5.451, p=0.651 No relation

Age
Q2 FET=14.992,

p=0.479
No relation

Q3 FET=41.617*,
p=0.280

No relation

Religion
Q2 FET=15.314,

p=0.435
No relation

Q3 FET=29.912,
p=0.951

No relation

Education
Q2 FET=10.566,

p=0.655
No relation

Q3 FET=37.014,
p=0.157

No relation

Employment
Q2 FET=4.290, p=0.666 No relation
Q3 FET=14.511,

p=0.431
No relation

Software
proficiency

Q2 FET=10.474,
p=0.286

No relation

Q3 FET=31.563,
p=0.048

There is relation

Note: FET = Fisher’s exact test
* Monte Carlo estimates using 10000 sampled tables was used

(i.e., groups are positively differentiated with respect to the goals they want

to achieve and support that they need),

• However, equal equality is also observed, whereby despite the differentiated

stakeholder goals, all access to resources and services is perceived to be equal

and fair.

This, clearly is not an easy task to accomplish but if either are is not upheld, at

least one third of the potential user community is likely to be disappointed.
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Furthermore, we observe that although there is no unanimous agreement on which

requirement statements are most important for equality, there is a general conver-

gence of views suggesting that user diversity support requirements are paramount,

followed by differentiated goal support requirements.

There is also generic convergence amongst the software users around the notions

that are not relevant to equality, though demographic factors (i.e. religion) affect

these perceptions significantly.

7.5 Threats to Validity

7.5.1 Internal Validity

The study design has a large role to play in ensuring that the results correctly convey

the information contained in the study data. In this respect, the internal validity of

this study could be threatened if the statements in Q1 and goals in Q2 are poorly

related to the equality concern. Although this threat cannot be fully eliminated, we

have mitigated it by ensuring that the equality statements and goals are represen-

tative and are closely related to concerns expressed in requirements specifications

from several independently defined software system requirements documents.

Although we discussed in Section 7.2 the reasons of having an unbalanced scale, we

acknowledge that this could raise a threat to validity as it might have miss-leaded

responses.

We have also used an English language survey that has been filled in by partici-

pants from other countries who are unlikely to be native English speakers. Thus,

it is possible that some respondents may have interpreted some of the statements

differently to how they were intended. Be that as it may, English is the most widely
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used language in academic research and publications, and the participants would

have had access to translation support (e.g., via paper and online dictionaries, and

translators). We believe this was a reasonable choice to make. In addition, we car-

ried out a pilot for the data collection process to improve both the clarity of the

questions and statements as well as the structure.

Another possible threat is related to the respondents’ maturation [264] because

the time factor can adversely affect responses if respondents are tired or bored.

To mitigate this threat, the ‘Finish later’ link was used to allow respondents to

continue answering the survey at their leisure without having to finish the survey in

one sitting.

7.5.2 External Validity

A potential threat to external validity is related to the respondents being representa-

tive of the population [264], which would have been influenced by such factors as the

sampling methods used [264] (see Section 7.2.1.1). To ensure that the respondents

were representative of different countries, religions, and ages, we posted the request

internationally and across various age-groups.

However, because we used distribution methods (e.g., LinkedIn, Research Gate, etc.)

accessible to us, it is likely that some populations with very different views were not

reached. Indeed, we have reported that the respondents are rather over-educated

compared to the expected average set of software users, as the request for partici-

pation was widely posted using university lists and personal requests to university

academics.
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Moreover, due to the distribution and data collection format used, it was not possible

to calculate the response rate. Our respondents are those who volunteered to par-

ticipant due to some personal interest; clearly not all who received the participation

request have completed the survey.

Thus, we must note that the generality of the results presented in this chapter relate

to a sub-section of well educated, English speaking, and technologically literate

software users.

7.5.3 Conclusion Validity

A possible threat is related to the reliability of the measures that are affected by poor

question wording or a suboptimal survey layout [264]. This threat was mitigated by

the pilot test as discussed in Section 7.2.1.3.

7.6 Summary

This chapter has presented an empirical study conducted for the current research.

Software users participated in the study with 155 valid responses being received.

This study aimed to perceive users’ perspectives of equality in relation to software

applications.

The results indicated that there is no general agreement on which requirements are

most important to equality. There is a general agreement that diversity supporting

requirements are more important to equality followed by differentiated goals support

requirements.
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Think Aloud Activity

Chapter 4 presented the equality value pattern and the templates associated with

the value pattern. The templates are to equip requirements engineers and systems

analysts in the process of identifying equality requirements.

In this chapter, the focus is on exploring the process used by requirements engineers

in deriving equality requirements and understanding how equality value patterns

and templates are adopted in this process.

The participants were asked to use the think aloud protocol (also known as verbal

protocol analysis) [265]. With this protocol the participants would continuously

verbally comment aloud on the task they are handling, stating what they were doing,

the reasons behind their decisions, their opinions and why [265]. This protocol

has been widely used for system design and evaluation [266], engineering design

processes [267], usability testing [268–270] and requirements analysis [271]. It is

well suited for the current task to explore whether requirements professionals found

the equality templates useful, as well as to establish how the use of these templates

would influence (either positively or negatively) the elicitation process.
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This chapter presents the think aloud activity design and analysis conducted for this

research1.

To evaluate the use and utility of the equality requirements templates, we designed

a study whereby two groups of experts undertook the equality requirements identi-

fication task for a given requirements brief. In one group, participants carried out

the task without having equality templates, while the other group was given the

templates and asked to use them during requirements elicitation.

The study is designed with two research questions:

RQ1: What do requirements engineers perceive equality to be?

RQ2: Do the equality templates facilitate equality requirements elicita-

tion?

8.1 Study Design

In this study, equality requirements identification is compared between two groups of

participants. In one group, participants carried out the task without having equality

templates while the other group were given the templates and asked to use them

during requirements identification.

8.1.1 Subjects

The subjects were purposively selected [244] as requirements engineering experts

and information systems analysts. They represent the intended equality templates

1This study was presented at the 5th International Conference on ICT for Sustainability in 2018
[272]
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users. The templates were expected to assist them with the identification of equality

requirements as well as formulating these requirements for specification documents.

Thirteen participants (6 female and 7 male) were recruited within the age range

of 25 - 54 years old. Of these, 8 were academics and 5 were industry practition-

ers. The participants self-specified their experience levels as ‘expert’ (2 practition-

ers), ‘advanced’ (4 academics and 1 practitioner), ‘intermediate’ (4 academics and

2 practitioners). The participants come from different backgrounds (Oman, India,

Philippines, the UK and Austria).

The participants were allocated into two groups with the best skills and gender bal-

ance possible (see Table 8.1). Those in Group 1 undertook the activity without using

the equality templates, whereas those in Group 2 used the equality templates. Partici-

pants attempted the activity each at a time since the author was the only facilitator.

As the equality value pattern and templates are new in the field, we decided that

more number of participants should be in Group 2 to evaluate the usefulness of the

equality pattern. In addition, each group undertook the activity only once, this is

to reduce the reactive measurement threat [273]. Reactive measurement threat can

result from subjects being “aware of the fact of the experiment” [273] and this can

occur from repeating the think aloud activity.

For the purpose of readability, the participants are referred to as NoTe-Px (for par-

ticipant x in ‘no template’ group) or Te-Px (for participant x in the ‘with template’

group).
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Table 8.1: Think aloud participants

Proficiency Domain Group 1 Group 2

Advance Academic 2 2

Intermediate Academic 1 3

Intermediate Industrial 1 1

Advance Industrial 1 0

Expert Industrial 0 2

Total 5 8

8.1.2 Pilot study

The study was piloted with 4 female software engineers, two of whom were ‘advanced’

postgraduates in Software Engineering and two were current intermediately-skilled in

requirements PhD students. The pilot study was conducted to validate the structure

of the think aloud protocol and the set task in preparation for the full study.

The pilot study flagged up several changes to the study design:

1) Simplify the examples provided in the template

2) Use colour coding in the templates to make it simple for participants to follow

and track the examples

3) Use the value pattern diagram as extra material.

Upon consideration of the pilot results, the full evaluation study was conducted.
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8.1.3 Procedure

The task set before the study participants was to undertake equality requirements

elicitation for a given requirements brief. The requirements brief pertained to a

smart garden design [241] (refer to Chapter 6).

All participants were given a copy of the information sheet including an overview

of the activity and its rationale, as well as the materials for the actual task which

included: (i) a form to collect demographic information of the participants; (ii)

an instructions sheet detailing precisely what exactly the participants should do

(i.e. requirements elicitation for equality concern); and (iii) a stakeholders list. In

addition, the Group 2 participants were furnished with the the equality value pattern

and its requirements representation templates, which they were asked to use for the

elicitation activity (see Appendix E).

As the participants started on the requirements elicitation task, their verbal com-

mentary (with their prior consent) was recorded for further analysis. A brief follow-

up interview was conducted upon the task completion.

The study design allowed for up to 30 minutes on the think aloud activity and up

to 30 minutes for the follow-up interview. The actual time of each participant’s

engagement ranged from 30 to 48 minutes. The study was mainly conducted in the

English language. However, two participants wished to carry out the verbal com-

mentary in Arabic (their mother tongue). This was acceptable because it helped to

remove communication barriers for the participants and made them more comfort-

able with the activity [274]. Since the author is proficient in Arabic, she translated

and transcribed the commentary upon completion.

The activity was run as a relaxed interactive think aloud [269]: at times the re-

searcher could minimise her intervention to acknowledgement tokens (e.g., ‘yes’,
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‘ok’ ) in response to the participants’ seeking confirmation (e.g., NoTe-P1: “You

understand what I’m saying?” Researcher: “Yes.”). On occasion, the researcher

had to remind the participant to continue verbalising (e.g., telling Te-P3 “Can you

please keep talking”). Task continuation interventions [269] were used to encourage

participants to continue identifying equality requirements (e.g., “What else do you

think?” and “Anything to add?”). With some participants (Te-P6 and NoTe-P4),

intervention was used to reduce their anxiety and help them through the activity

[275, 276].

8.1.4 Data Analysis

The verbal protocol transcripts were analysed. The analysis was conducted using

qualitative text analysis [169]. This was also used by verbal protocol studies in

[262, 277–279]. We used directed qualitative content analysis [171] (also known as

deductive content analysis by Mayring [280]). This approach is used to support and

extend the existing theory. In the current study, the approach is used to provide

evidence that notions depicted in the template (discussed in Chapter 4) are consid-

ered to be either useful or unhelpful for equality requirements. In addition, we are

interested in the relationship between equality template use and the requirements

elicitation process; specifically: How do the templates support or impede the elici-

tation process? Do the requirements identified with the templates differ in any way

from those identified without the templates?

Thus, text analysis was initiated with a set of pre-defined codes, where the category

codes represented the key notions supported by the template (i.e., stakeholders, vari-

ability, goals, services). The pre-defined categories that emerged from the equality

value pattern are:
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A Stakeholders: refers to “anyone with an interest in, or an effect on,” the soft-

ware is considered as a stakeholder [281].

B Variability: refers to the differences between stakeholders that can cause in-

equality (also discussed in Chapter 4).

C Goals: refers to what a stakeholder wants to achieve from the software (also

discussed in Chapter 4).

D Services: refers to the service or features that will allow stakeholders to achieve

their goals (also discussed in Chapter 4).

Additionally, new codes were defined during the coding process to add classifications

to the verbalised requirements (e.g., system development, price affordability, inclu-

sion, etc.). This is known as inductive category development [280] where categories/-

codes are derived from the data under investigation. Here, there is no hypothesis or

theory testing instead, codes are interpretation of the data [282].

The code categories and examples of coded text are listed in Table 8.2. The addi-

tional codes (other than those pre-defined) are defined as follows:

A Accessibility: data coded under this category meets the definition and guide-

lines of accessibility provided in the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines

(WCAG)2. This includes, for example, alternative input/output medium, al-

ternatives to textual information, readable content and easy navigation.

B Price affordability: data coded under this category refers to the affordability

of the software or the affordability of products sold through the software.

C Inclusion: data coded under this category refers to the aim of including stake-

holders from different locations, with different languages from different nations

2http://www.w3.org/TR/2008/REC-WCAG20-20081211/
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and other variability factors as defined on the web accessibility initiative page

3.

D Usability: data coded under this category include references to features helping

to produce effective, efficient, and satisfying software 3. In addition, Nielsen

usability heuristics4 formed this category. This includes, for example, error

prevention, aesthetics, real-world feel and simplicity.

E Functional requirements: this code refers to the definition provided in Ap-

pendix A. It describes software functions as well as the inputs to those func-

tions. This includes, for example, water consumption calculations, watering

alerts, inputs and outputs.

F Non-Functional requirements: this code refers to the definition provided in

Appendix A such as hardware, software requirements and constraints.

G System development: this code refers to the software project development

process such as planning, analysis, testing and programming.

H Knowledge management: data under this category refer to knowledge creation

or sharing among software stakeholders.

The final analysis results are reported in Section 8.2 below.

3https://www.w3.org/WAI/intro/usable
4https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/
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Table 8.2: Additional Category Codes

Code
Group 1 Group 2

No Part. Refs. No Part. Refs.
Accessibility 4 17 7 35

Examples:

“some voice recognition technology”
“you can Braille I mean the even
I am blind I can use the system”
“The colours are important
so the stakeholders can understand”
“the image depict the level”

“should be able to operate the system”
“icons which are easily recognizable”
“can still use the mouse”
“add some sounds”
“read the functions for them
or get them the message as voice”
“ access the history in a faster way.
also we can do it as swipe”
“gain access, to the core functionality”

Price affordabil-
ity

3 8 3 7

Examples:
“providing on affordable device at affordable cost”
“people capable to buy”

“should . . . not offer only the expensive plants to buy but should
may be also offer cheap things”
“will be of cheaper price”

Inclusion 2 16 6 13

Examples:

“take input from different
geographical region”
“the people those who are from
slum areas or wherever they
can come on free basis and they can
be able to use this system”

“have a different languages considered in
the system”
“ I am in Oman so the buttons should be
in Arabic”

Usability 4 51 8 37

Examples:

“very user friendly”
“they don’t waste time”
“image depict the level”
“it will be attractive and easy to use”
“2–3 colours not more than that”

“user friendly”
“easier for me to use it”
“it should make time of showering
the plants in a reasonable time”
“to use drop-down menus to
make it easy to solve the mistakes done while typing”
“instructions are important”
“explicit tutorial available either
inside the application or alongside the application”
“we can do all this from one button like instead of having 20 pages
I put them all in one”
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Table 8.3: Additional Category Codes (Continued)

Code
Group 1 Group 2

No Part. Refs. No Part. Refs.
Functional Requirements 3 29 7 28

Examples:

“need to input how many seedlings are there”
“What level of water should create
an alarm to the sensor”
“view the details of his garden”
“(in registration window) will be the details of user name,
user ID, email, password, confirmation password,
ok and cancel buttons.

“the level of the water and also the time element and how long
it should be on this level”
“display the report to the user or the history”
“acquire or load profiles and watering details”
“I should be able to indicate the different kinds of support I expect”
“automatically sprinkling the plants”
“alerts that a certain location is facing some problems”
“inform him that this certain plant
is either over watered or needs to be watered”

Non-Functional Requirements 4 24 7 48

Examples:

“it should be compact . . . (module)”
“sprinklers are also attached to the system”
“I can go for hybrid application”
“(water faucet/valve), there should be a
device other than the sensor”

“mobile application”,“proper UPS”,“ get permission”
“should be a policy about how
much water it can be used for this for this kind of application”
“backup server”, “it is wireless”, “the user to only view the
people in the same area”

Knowledge Management - - 3 11

Examples:

“provide instruction on how to use the application”
“has to know how to do this thing”
“have advice, the user might not be gardener and does not know, so the system informs me that the type of soil I
have needs 20% watering ”
“it can be useful the users view each other experience and experiments,
someone can send me a post”

System Development 4 19 8 23

Examples:

“team of people from different places”
“will manually compute also if the actual water
level is the same as the expected
water level that is generated by this formula”
“users are also part of the development”
“obtain feedback from the stakeholder”

“If there’s a language barrier so, the analyst should also having the
. . . tools to communicate with the one who will use the system”
“check if the software is meeting the original requirements”
“interaction design model”
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8.2 Results and Discussion

8.2.1 Stakeholders

Although both groups received the stakeholder list, participants with equality tem-

plates were more specific when identifying the stakeholders (see Table 8.4). This

was expected because the equality template gives instructions to relate stakeholders

to various areas of equality requirements. This direct stakeholder identification and

relation to requirements within the template is also the reason for the larger number

of stakeholders verbalised by the participants from the template-using group (Group

2) than that in the group with no template to use (Group 1), with 156 references to

stakeholders vs 39 respectively.

8.2.2 Variability

As shown in Table 8.5, the group with the template (Group 2) verbalised more

variability factors (121) than the group with no template (58).

Both groups related equality requirements to education, age, language, disability

and income. Although disability was not listed in the template, both groups used

it. This might be due to the equality definition provided in the activity materials

and due to its commonality in daily life issues.

The group with the template identified additional factors including race, culture,

the technology used, knowledge and memorisation capacity. Memorisation capacity

was not listed in the template.

Participants Te-P8 and NoTe-P5 verbalised a new variability dimension (previously

not considered in the template): the lifestyle of the intended users (fast/busy). This

suggests that the template is flexible and does not restrict how participants think.
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One participant (NoTe-P2) from Group 1 did not define any human variability fac-

tor and did not specify any inclusion, accessibility or usability requirements. This

suggests that there is a possible relationship between variability value and the iden-

tification of those requirements.

Participants in both groups thought of variability factors not only in terms of stake-

holders but also in terms of the plant growth. These variability factors vary based

on the plants in the garden and this will affect the calculations and functions per-

formed by the software. For example, NoTe-P2 identified that sunlight, plant age

and fertilisers all affect the amount of water that will be calculated by the smart

garden and Te-P2 identified the soil type and the location of the garden.

Due to the verbalisation of variability factors within the group without the equality

template, it is clear that equality is related to considering diverse people and allow-

ing them to benefit from the system. This conforms to the equality value pattern

suggested by this research.
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Table 8.4: Stakeholders Elicited Per-Group

Group 1 Group 2.

People, users, team member, local sup-

port team, people of (Oman, UK or

India), owner (land, garden), [seeds,

plantation] analyst, department/min-

istry of health, consumers [garden

produce], society, supplier, gardener,

”somebody who will monitor every-

day”, ”people those who are from slum

areas”, Government, society as indirect

stakeholders, ”people who are specially

monitoring the plants, monitoring the

watering in our plants”, experts, devel-

oper, public compound farmers

Sponsor, consultant, team of operators,

Maintenance and operations, we have

the people for the sowing and main-

taining the garden, procurement de-

partment, supplier, help desk, buyers,

gardener, flies and insects [as hostile

stakeholders], environmentalist, min-

istry of agriculture, agriculturist, con-

sumer, citizens, legal authority, design-

ers, landscaper, programmer, tester,

customer, user, people living within the

area of the garden, ministry of environ-

ment, consumer, regulator, producers,

marketplace, purchaser, owner of home

garden, private gardener hired by the

owner, maintenance companies, house-

keeping companies, household, require-

ments analyst

No of reference = 39 No of reference = 156
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Table 8.5: Variability Elicited Per-Group

Group 1: No Template Used Group 2: Equality Template

Used.

new or existing customers, garden

features (size, plant types, num-

ber of trees)

Knowledge (technological or gar-

dening), disability (mental capac-

ity), memorisation capacity, race

and cultural background.

Common: education, location, language, age, technology

used, position, disability (vision, deaf, blind), income status,

lifestyle, e.g. “don’t have time to read”,

“you are a single Mom, and you have a full

time job and a really full plate”

No of reference = 58 No of reference = 121

8.2.3 Goals

Table 8.6 depicts the goals identified by each group. Table 8.7 depicts the functions,

features or services identified by each group. The goals, functions and services

overlap with the other categories reported in Section 8.2.4. This is expected because

we have structure the equality requirement to include stakeholders, variability, goals

and functions, features and services.
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8.2.4 Equality Requirements

8.2.4.1 Common Equality Requirements

Both groups identified a number of common groups of equality requirements, includ-

ing:

• Accessibility: e.g. visual representation of information (“[the application should

mention the quantity of water and the image depicting the level]” by NoTe-

P5); easy navigation (“[access the history in a faster way. Also we can do it

as a swipe]” by Te-P6), readability (“ we have to make sure that the text is

readable” by Te-P4).

• Affordable price: the more affordable software is, the wider its user segment

(e.g., “providing [software] on affordable device at [an] affordable cost for com-

mon people . . . will promote equality” by NoTe-P3; “cheaper price so that

the households could use this” by Te-P5; and “the system itself should not be

too expensive” by Te-P7). Participant Te-P7 also noted that in case of making

commercial exchanges through the software, the exchanged products should

be diversified to make the exchange affordable to users. The participant men-

tioned “the system should . . . not offer only the expensive plants to buy

but should maybe also offer cheap things for people that don’t have that much

income”.

• Inclusion across geographic locations (e.g. “for instance, I am in Oman so

the buttons should be in Arabic” by Te-P5) and languages (e.g. “we must

have different languages considered in the system” by Te-P4; and “We can

change the language [to] Arabic or English” by NoTe-P1). This also includes

preventing exclusion of diversified users communities by facilitating the use of

the software. For example, Te-P6 suggested having multiple versions of the
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smart garden software so that users who “[need the full features of the software

. . . can use the highly priced sensors . . . and if lesser features [are needed]

then use sensors costing less]”.

Participants also noted the importance of having a flexible system than can be

customised to the different gardening practices. Te-P4 noted that “we will have

to consider the race, cultur[al] background when it comes to certain plants, .

. . In some countries, they have different preferred times to harvest plants;

some can prefer to harvest before [they are] totally ripe so we have to consider

[this]. The system should have measurements of the plant customised for the

country it is being planted in, not all countries”. A similar idea was suggested

by Te-P8: “the application needs to be flexible when it comes to typical plant

requirements in most specific regions”.

• Usability requirements identified by both groups relate to simplicity, error

reduction and efficiency. For example, “to have a very explicit tutorial available

either inside the application or alongside the application that demonstrates

step-by-step what people need to do to set up their environment” was suggested

by Te-P8; “[use drop-down menus to make it easy to solve the mistakes done

while typing]” by Te-P6; and “[simple, easy to use, not complicated, not a lot

of steps, 5 steps are maximum or 5 clicks even]” by NoTe-P5. Usability was

found to be a relevant requirement to environmentally sustainable software

[283]. This confirms the overlapping between sustainability dimensions [284].

• Representative user involvement into software development was noted as a key

avenue that helps to ensure equality (e.g., Te-P5 suggested the use of an in-

teraction design model since it is only by “involving the . . . intended users of

these application[s]” where “the users are . . . the centre of the development”

that equality would be assured. Similarly, NoTe-P3 stated that “you are going
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to be selecting the end user representation for agile rapid application or what-

ever it is. You have to go for some gender equality or some professional equality

then the equality will appear in [the] software as well”. In addition, partic-

ipant Te-P7 noted that involving representative stakeholders is important to

spot equality issues: “during the requirement identification phase, you need to

include stakeholders that are potentially discriminated and need to analyse the

system with respect to this”. Similar directions for ensuring equality through

design models and methods are discussed in related literature on participatory

design techniques [22, 285].

• Platform compatibility was also noted as a supportive requirement to equality

in both groups. Te-P4 noted: “it is going to be compatible to be installed

on all . . . operating system[s]”. Te-P8 mentioned that “not [to] target the

happy few with the most up-to-date operating system but effectively making

sure that almost anyone can use it”. NoTe-P3 stated: “I can go for android, I

can go for iOS development, I can go for hybrid application”.

Furthermore, group 2 identified a few group-specific requirements, as discussed be-

low.

8.2.4.2 Equality Requirements With Template

In this group three more requirement categories considered to be relevant to equality

were identified:

• Availability was noted by Te-P1 (who suggested using hardware components

that ensure application availability: “UPS because it has to work 24/7”) and

Te-P5 (who noted that the application needs to be available for use at any

time: “I can just use the application . . . at any time and wherever I am”).
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• Knowledge creation and management category was noted by three partici-

pants. Te-P6 noted that equality will mean providing “[instructions on how to

use the application]” and allowing gardeners to share their gardening experi-

ence through the software where “[the users view each other’s experience and

experiments]”. Te-P2 and Te-P3 suggested that consumers of garden products

need to be aware of the smart garden system to know how the produce was

grown.

• Suitability of the materials used in the software for the user’s community back-

ground (e.g. race, beliefs, culture, etc.). This was noted by Te-P7 who sug-

gested that images displayed within the software should not offend user com-

munity features: “it’s very important to for example [to] see pictures of women

that are the same race as they have” and they explained that “the figures and

picture that . . . [are displayed in the software] should not contain material

that discriminates race or gender and religion for example”. Te-P6 also noted

a similar idea by saying that the software should be built in a way that re-

spects the user’s community background:“[a picture is not suitable for us but

for other communities it is ok. There are several things similar to the pictures

that can affect the use of the software]”.

8.2.5 Participants’ Viewpoints On Equality

8.2.5.1 Equality as a Maximum Number of Users

Participant NoTe-P1 viewed equality requirements as having the maximum possible

number of users. This led to identifying possible usage barriers and requirements

that eliminate such barriers, so that the software application can reach the widest

possible market (e.g. “anybody can buy and use it”; “many people can use it”).
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NoTe-P1 considers as barriers what in this research is referred to as stakeholder

variability factors (e.g., age, language, geographic location, etc.).

Furthermore, NoTe-P1 viewed supporting equality as a gradual process of addressing

the needs of humans: from individuals, to communities, then regions and so on ( e.g.,

“look at the individuals only but when you broaden it you will come to regions or

countries”).This also necessitated diverse development teams, e.g. “people are there

[i.e., in a team] from different geographies”, and “local support is needed” because

local support teams contributes to equality by better representing local needs and

requirements.

Participant NoTe-P5 views equality as allowing all types of gardeners to benefit from

the application (e.g. “develop a system that can help them all”) by reducing water

consumption (e.g.“allowing them to use the system based on either the number of

trees or the area/size of garden”). The participant started by identifying different

types of users and thinking about what each type would need to have in the applica-

tion. She then sketched a user interface, helping herself to elicit requirements that

would relate to interface decisions. Noting that the users “don’t have time to read

the information” and software use manuals, she suggested representing information

and interfaces as game icons: “like the Super Mario game, it shows the water, the

water coloured in blue, trees in green in the application. . . . Consumption status

indicator with colours: red, orange, yellow and green”.

Similarly, Te-P6 used the template to find and anticipate problems that could be

faced by users and define requirements to solve them (e.g., “[we can see that language

can be a barrier to using the system. The template gives us the functions that the

system should have in addition to the goals]”). Te-P6 thinks that the purpose of

the template is: “[to make it easier for the developer to know the requirements of

an application. He can find what . . . the problems currently faced by a user are

and what the suggested solutions and goals are]”.
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Participant Te-P8 also viewed equality as an “equal number of users or to reach a

fair number of users . . . support as much of the market as possible”.

8.2.5.2 Equality as a Shared Responsibility for Software Project

Participant Te-P1 defined equality as allowing all stakeholders to share responsibility

for making the software development project a success. This could be achieved

by undertaking responsibilities and duties in the project: “So here, everyone has

equal responsibility”, “ it is not one person who is running [the project]. All the

stakeholders . . . mentioned here are part of this, equally involved in this”.

Participant Te-P5 held the same view, with the slight difference that the users are

to be considered the central players and engage in “interaction design”.

Consequently, the template was primarily used to identify stakeholders who need

to be part of the project, whether they represent individuals, departments or other

systems.

8.2.5.3 Equality as Indirect Stakeholder Support

Participant NoTe-P3 considered indirect stakeholders to be the main focus of equal-

ity, so this category of stakeholders should not be neglected (e.g “for each and every

system, certain social stakeholders or certain indirect stakeholders from [a] social

aspect have to be added”). Negative stakeholders too must be given a consideration

or else the “equality perspective will be in question”. However, NoTe-P3 thinks

that when software is developed for internal use in a specific company then, as a

developer, one should not “bother much about the equality of the society and all

those factors”. This is because such a system supposedly does not have either any

societal impact or any indirect stakeholders. This is clearly an oversimplified view
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on equality, blinded to the diversity of the software system’s stakeholders within the

company (whether direct or indirect).

NoTe-P3 further relates equality to non-functional requirements such as affordability

and clarity (e.g. “ clarity . . . is [a] fundamental requirement for equality. If clarity

aspects [are] not there then inequality will come” because the software developers

will interpret the requirements on their own, potentially neglecting equality and

societal concerns).

8.2.5.4 System Functions vs. Equality

Participant NoTe-P4 stated that there is no relationship between equality and the

smart garden. This is because she regards equality to be narrowly defined as eco-

nomic equality, which is supported by dedicated applications that monitor and report

on economic differences between people. The other avenue through which software

relate to equality, according to NoTe-P4, is when applications are specifically tar-

geted at people with special needs and the deprived, e.g., for creating job opportuni-

ties (e.g. “if I am a disabled person . . . and you give me the software that is really

related to me giving me an opportunity to work”). However, in any other contexts,

NoTe-P4 emphasised the difficulty of relating the concept of equality to software

requirements. Only after viewing the templates as part of the follow-up interview

did the participant started to grasp the possible connection between equality and

the software. For example, the participant said: “the equal life knowledge to all the

house owners because we are giving the video that how to plant you are giving the

opportunities for them to take care of the plants”.

Participant Te-P7 was of the same opinion. However, she was able to get require-

ments that support different users through the user interface being suitable for the

differences. The participant noted that “I can not really imagine anything in such
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an application that would discriminate [against] somebody really apart from like

the system or user interface being so difficult or not suitable for old people. So, the

system itself, with respect to its functionality, I think its neutral”.

8.2.5.5 System Functions and Stakeholder Selection

Participant Te-P2 worked by using the template to gather what goals/tasks the

current system is to complete. This system “as-it-is” [286] review is a usual starting

point in requirements analysis, whereby the identified tasks are transformed into the

requirements statements for the software system. Te-P2 proceeded to consider:

• Stakeholders as part of the system analysis team;

• Variability factors as selection criteria for the representative stakeholders to

be included in the analysis of the system (e.g.“they have that right knowledge

in the gardening . . . the knowledge, education and the technology use and

a location should be indicated here . . . [as well as] the age.”). A similar

point was suggested by Te-P7 that to ensure equality, different stakeholders

with variability factors should be involved by stating: “during the requirement

identification phase, you need to include stakeholders that are potentially dis-

criminated”).

• Variability factors as selection criteria for testers to be involved in the testing

stage of the software (“the knowledge of the tester, [he/she] should be . . .

familiar with the technology to use on the garden but definitely he should also

[be] knowledgeable . . . in the garden[ing] because the IT who is knowledgeable

of gadget[s] and the person who will test the amount of water placed on the

garden is in the garden. So both of them should team up”).
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8.2.5.6 Equality as an Implied Concern

Participant Te-P3 viewed equality as part of accessibility and usability: “Normally

we sum it up in one requirement like ‘user friendly’ . . . [b]ut when we talk

of user friendly, inherently we are talking of equality because regardless of age, of

gender or . . . the skill of the person” they should be able to use the system.

Thus, equality is not an isolated requirement but “it’s implied” as part of several

other usability-related requirements. To this participant, the templates served as a

reminder: “Normally we tend to omit some . . . variability but using your template

it will keep on reminding us that this factor will also be important in the system

that you are trying to produce”.

Similarly, participant NoTe-P2 considers equality to be an aspect embedded in soft-

ware engineering principles, stating that equality is similar to the principles followed

by engineers, where an engineer must consider the impact of their product “for so-

ciety, for the customers, . . . with regards to, for example, privacy or patents or

IP” which are notions considered as part of the professionalism and ethics. The par-

ticipant notes that although “equality is there already” within professionalism and

ethics, “to make it as one whole concept or one whole section of the requirement, this

[is] my first time”. To NoTe-P2, equality should be considered not only with respect

to humans and “society as a whole” but also with respect to other creatures who

may be stakeholders in the system as well. Thus, for the smart gardening system

she notes the need to consider the rights of the plants.

Participant Te-P3 stated: “Think this is the first time that you have explicitly men-

tioned about equality requirements but as I’ve said, it’s there already”. Participant

Te-P7 stated: “I think accessibility requirement[s] are a subset of equality”.
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8.2.5.7 Equality as Stakeholders’ Goal Support

Participant Te-P4 used the template to identify stakeholders and analyse how the

system could support their goals through software functions and features. She noted

that variability can help refine a software service (e.g. in discussing how an applica-

tion alters the user, she starts with smart phone users, then notes that “Some people

use the cell phones only for texting and talking so maybe this person[’s] education

or technology background doesn’t help in using . . . software applications. So . .

. [the] system can send him a text message if it’s needed”. She then observed that

the age variability will require larger print fits for older people and blind users will

need to be supported by voice messages.

8.2.6 Equality Requirements Identification Process

By analysing the process that the two groups of requirements engineers used to iden-

tify equality requirements, we note that, irrespective of the template use, both groups

looked at the variability factors and considered their effect on software functions and

features, as well as at satisfying the stakeholders’ goals through a software system.

Thus, it is clear that stakeholders, variability, functions/features/services

and goals are relevant contributors to the equality requirements and are

commonly used by the requirements analysts.

At the same time, we observe that the equality elicitation process can start

with any of the named factors and the sequence can vary depending on

the analyst’s perceptions, preferences and convenience.

Where the analysts were asked to use the templates, they tailored the template

to their understanding of equality. For example:
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• Using stakeholder variability characteristics as possible obstacles in reaching as

many users as possible, and defining requirements to resolve these ‘obstacles’;

• Using the template in combination with the stakeholder list (taken form the

Onion model), whereby some participants alternated between stakeholder se-

lection and goal/function definition, where goals were defined and refined into

functions for each stakeholder (e.g., Te-P3, Te-P4), filling in the template row

by row, while others started by identifying all possible stakeholders and then

reviewing all variabilities related to one stakeholder, i.e., aiming to fill the

template in a more of a vertical manner (column by column fashion, as per

Te-P5);

• Goal and function were not used on all occasions (e.g., Te-P2), especially when

the participants were working on the understanding the current functions of the

intended software domain (i.e., gardening). At this point, analysis’s focused

on stakeholders and what information they hold. More specific goals and

functions for the software system would follow on form this. In some cases

goals come before and in some cases after functions (e.g. Te-P4, Te-P6).

8.2.7 Template Utility

Overall, Group 2 participants commented that the template was useful for identi-

fying equality requirements. Participants commented that the template is simple

(Te-P4, Te-P6), clear (Te-P3, Te-P4), well organised (Te-P6), and sufficiently de-

tailed (Te-P2). Participant Te-P6 noted that the template would be useful for system

analysts to “extract” user requirements. Participant Te-P8 noted that the templates

“look very familiar and yet they elicit some new thought”.

Participants Te-P3 and Te-P4 commented that the templates serve as good reminder

of what should be considered by the analyst with regards to equality; e.g. Te-P3
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stated that: “Normally we tend to omit some . . . variability, . . . the template

will keep on reminding us that this factor will also be important in the system”, and

Te-P4 said: “It helped me a lot; I was returning each time to it”. According to Te-

P3 and Te-P8, the most useful part of the template in stimulating and recognising

equality issues is the variability value. Te-P3 stated that “normally when we talk

of requirements we sometimes don’t specify the variability . . . the distinguishing

thing that I noticed about this [template] is the variables . . . you consider”.

Similarly, participant Te-P8 recognised that variability (in the template) is the most

important part that helps to spot equality issues: “it is definitely the variability . .

. that will determine the range you have to provide in order to give all these people

an equal experience or if not equal, at least equivalent”. In addition, participant Te-

P8 noted that “by using these kinds of templates, you actually make it much more

clear what you have to think about so I think the templates really help in focusing

the discussion which is really what you need for software development”. Moreover,

participant Te-P7 mentioned that the template helps in relating and identifying

which stakeholders need to take part at the requirements analysis and elicitation

phase of RE by noting that: “the link to the stakeholders could be something that

is interesting because it could like ask these stakeholders or ask them for further

information”.

Furthermore, participant Te-P8 found the template to be useful because it “pushes

me out of my comfort zone of assuming that I completely understand my user which

I think is the biggest difference; the biggest danger in all software development”.

A participant from Group 1 (who was not given the template during the experiment)

had shown a level of misunderstanding about equality and its relation to software

requirements. Participant NoTe-P4 stated that there is no relationship between

equality and the smart garden application because to her equality is being “treated
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as human beings”. This could be a common issue due to practitioners’ lack of knowl-

edge about social sustainability that might make it difficult to relate sustainability

concepts to software requirements as the study in [10] reported. However, templates

can remove this difficulty as participant Te-P8 stated: “you would ask ok, What are

the equality concerns here? For example, I think in abstract people would not really

identify these kinds of things, maybe because in your head, it always makes sense,

right? But by using these kinds of templates, you actually make it much more clear

what you have to think about”. Te-P7 had a similar idea: “I think the smart garden

thing is such a neutral I would say gender, race, religion, whatever neutral system”.

Yet, she was able to continue the task and elicited equality requirements.

NoTe-P2 and NoTe-P1 thought that equality is often implied as part of other re-

quirements (e.g. NoTe-P1 stated: “when you say portability, equality may not come

in the first phase but when you dig [deeper], equality is there”). NoTe-P2 further

stated that the present study was the first time that she had seen the notion of

equality as “whole concept or one whole section of the requirement”. This indicates

that software developers may omit equality concerns because they do not see the link

between equality and software requirements. They may also part-specify equality

because it relates to other concerns, but fail to consider the notion as a whole.

Participant Te-P8 identified requirements using user stories. The generated user

stories were checked against the equality template to derive equality requirements.

The participant stated that: “I will update my requirement specification for my user

interface to effectively be . . . very easy to add any language in”. The participant

also added that after using the template, he will look for possible ways to reach a

wider market by “making the application as light weight as possible. So, in other

words, not [to] target the happy few with the most up-to-date operating system but

effectively making sure that almost anyone can use it, and in addition, also try to

see if it’s possible within reason to have an interface that can be accessed another
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way, effectively making it easier for people to access and not necessarily have a fancy

smart phone to do it”. In addition, the participant added that due to users’ variable

educational level, a function of configuring the garden and its details was extended

to an “auto detect” of garden setup. The same requirement was also extended to

include an “explicit tutorial available either inside the application or alongside the

application that demonstrates step-by-step what people need to do to set up their

environment”. Here, we see that the equality template is useful for deriving more

detailed as well as missing useful equality requirements.

Likewise, participant Te-P7 used the template to check if a requirement supports

equality. The participants said that “if the system also support[s] for example . . .

buying something through the system then it should not only contain very expensive

things and the system itself should not be too expensive”. When asked why is this

an equality requirement, the participant replied: “because you have this different

income as an example [provided in the template] then I would say it could be such

a[n equality] requirement, yeah”.

This shows that the equality template can be integrated as part of the usual and fa-

miliar requirements engineering practice without the need for having special experts

in social sustainability. It also shows that there is no need for special social sustain-

ability sessions or meetings as it can be incorporated into the currently used practice.

This will contribute to project time efficiency as more aspects are integrated (equal-

ity) within the same available time with no need for specialised/dedicated meetings

for social concerns. This suggests template efficiency.

All of this demonstrates the following key areas of the present template utility:

• The template tackles the issue of conceptual misunderstanding of equality by

depicting a direct and clear association between the equality concept and soft-

ware requirements;
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• The template consolidates the notion of equality into a coherent structure

rather than leaving it as implied across several other concerns;

• The template acts as a visual reminder of the variability dimensions that

should be considered for all stakeholder types to assure equality;

• The template can be used as a tool for checking requirements coverage of equal-

ity requirements.

• One of the uses of the equality template is during brainstorming activities

(as a technique used for requirements elicitation [287, 288]) with single or

multiple participants. Suggestions from participants such as Te-P8 (“I would

take the features what we have discussed and set up an environment and create

a prototype” and “I think the templates really help in focusing the discussion

which is really what you need for software development”); and Te-P5 (“So for

this template . . . it would be better if you will use also the cloud to gather

the requirement . . . to gather . . . feedback from the users . . . So I

think a link with this format would make life easy for you as a researcher”)

shaped such ideas. Participant Te-P5’s suggestion implies a possible use of the

equality template in collaborative requirements gathering.

• A possible benefit of using the template is that it will help to ease commu-

nication with higher management because it makes clear assumptions about

equality and shows where are the areas that needs the management support

and they are out of the control of the developer. As participant Te-P8 noted:

“Essentially it is more of a concern that you want to be able to communicate

to higher management . . . Your template will help in identifying this”.

In a way, this use of the template will also contribute to social sustainability

as an organisational sustainability factor. Organisational sustainability was

defined as a sub-dimension of social sustainability [289]. One of the aims of
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organisational sustainability is to maintain communications between stake-

holders.

• An inherited (from templates) use of equality template is its usage in docu-

menting equality requirements as it provides a structure for writhing the re-

quirements.

8.2.8 Other Avenues for Equality Support

During the follow-up interview, the participants were asked how they would suggest

improving equality consideration in software engineering. Some of the suggestions

provided are outlined below:

• Equality metrics should be used from the early stages of development. These

metrics should ideally be “already embedded in the methodology” (NoTe-P3).

This is because the metrics that require measurement and monitoring without

integration into the originally used methodology will involve other tasks and

will not be well received by the developers. Groher and Weinreich reported

that the lack of such measuring tools contributes to sustainability challenges

in software development [290].

• Equality standards could be defined by the professional bodies in SE “like, for

example, when we have the principle with the ACM standard so we can have

that as guideline” (NoTe-P2).

• Equality concerns could be taught as part of the software engineering cur-

riculum, ensuring that the students (who are future practitioners) are familiar

with equality concerns and solutions, thus integrating these into their own

developed products (NoTe-P2).
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• Equality criteria checklists can be created to validate that the equality concern

is adequately handled in the given requirements (NoTe-P4).

• Governments could legislate to require consideration of equality in all software

products (NoTe-P2, NoTe-P4, Te-P7). To the best of our knowledge, there

is no specific guidelines/regulation that impose equality on software require-

ments. Except for the general equality laws that can also be applicable to

software development environment (e.g. gender equality in involving software

engineers, male/female, not specific to software functional/non-functional re-

quirements) discussed in Chapter 3 Section 3.4.1, we did not come across

equality supporting guidelines/regulations for software requirements. This was

also revealed during this study as none of the participants referred to software

equality laws that they are already aware of.

• Guidelines on scoping would be useful, as pointed in the feedback from partic-

ipant Te-P8. The participant stated that it “would be really great [ ] to have [

] some form of guidance on how to deal with these kind of concerns that kind

of jump over the boundary of software development and so, it is very easy to

get lost in the process where you are trying to please everyone” (Te-P8).

We observe that all of the provided suggestions are complementary to the use of a

template, and could be integrated with the template use process.

8.3 Threats to Validity

8.3.1 External Validity

A possible threat to external validity is related to sample size which can affect

the generalisability of the findings. However, this is a common practice in think
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aloud [271]. Nielsen estimated the sufficient number of participants in a think aloud

activity to be 4±1 [291]. Other studies have used small sample sizes in think aloud

experiments [292] with 5 participants in each group.

As the coding of the activity result was conducted by the author, inter-rater relia-

bility test [126] is not possible to be computed which raises a threat to validity. To

mitigate this threat, clear definitions of codes were maintained to ensure consistency

as well as utilisation of a mixture of coding strategies i.e. deductive and inductive

categories development (also discussed in Section 8.1.4). In addition, a second coder

(supervisor) occasionally cross-checked and validated the coding and the inferences.

Another threat arises from the allocation of participants into groups. The two groups

were formed to represent a balanced grouping of gender, experience and background.

The participants’ reported experience was used instead of an experimentally vali-

dated level of individual expertise. This raises the possibility that more skilled

participants are grouped together in one of the groups. However and based on the

participants feedback, the importance and effectiveness of the template was evident.

Another possible threat arises from the software case provided (i.e. smart garden).

The case is a simplification of a real-world case with limited resources to the partic-

ipants to allow activity completion within the allocated time. To restrict this effect,

the participants were advised to use assumptions to cover gaps and complete any

missing information. In addition, the software case used may limit generalisabil-

ity. Nonetheless, the reported equality requirements are common in the domain and

applicable to different software applications.

A possible threat could be related to the participants’ knowledge of the technique

used (think aloud). We did not specify prior to the task that participants should

have prior knowledge in this area. Among the participants, only one was found to
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be familiar with this type of activity (Te-P5). We tried to mitigate this problem

by sending the information sheet (explaining that we are using think aloud) before

meeting the participants but this threat can not be totally avoided.

A possible threat arose from the sample selection because they were from author’s

personal contacts. Thus, the findings may not be generalisable. We have tried to

mitigate this threat by selecting people from various backgrounds and countries. It

is also important to note that although they are known to us, we have no personal

relationships or shared interests with them.

8.3.2 Conclusion Validity

Because this study included two groups, a possible threat results from the implemen-

tation of the activity. As much as possible, the implementation was standardised

and the provided materials and minimum timings were followed. In addition, the

follow-up interview was a semi-structured interview and an interview guide was used.

8.3.3 Internal Validity

By conducting the pilot test as described in Section 8.1.2, a possible threat related

to the instrumentation (i.e. the materials used in the activity) was mitigated.

8.4 Summary

This chapter has presented an evaluation of the equality template. The evaluation

was undertaken by experts who participated in a think aloud activity. We set out

to investigate two research questions: What do requirements engineers perceive as

equality?; Do the equality templates facilitate the equality requirements elicitation?
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For the first question we found that experts perceive equality in terms of accessibility,

price affordability, inclusion and accommodation of users with differences, usability,

user involvement and representation in the software development process.

For the second question, the templates helped to bring the otherwise distributed and

implicit notion of equality into explicit view. They serve as a reminder to address

different variability notions that otherwise could be omitted or forgotten. Most

importantly, the templates tackled the conceptual misunderstanding that equality

is not relevant to some applications. Moreover, the template can be used as a

guideline to be used during different phases of software development.
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Table 8.6: Goals Elicited Per-Group

Group 1: No Template Used Group 2: Equality Template Used.

“bilingual part has to be implemented”
“for everybody use”
“should be very user friendly”
“to sell it abroad on different places”
“market it in different regions”
“Age should not be a barrier.
Both lower side as a well as the aged
people upper, higher side”
“able to buy this product”
“assess how many seedlings will be
planted”
“safety of the public”
“analyse the land area”
“ best growth for the plants”
“can redirect it to others”
“So it shouldn’t be fixed”
“able to use the system in the
same way”
“affordable”
“equality in your requirement analysis”
“respond to everybody in the
same manner”
“beautiful and simple not
very crowded”
“users to be equal in use of the water”
“control the amounts”
“attractive”
“not complicated”
“they will be familiar with what kind

of system are there”̀‘user participation”
“gender equality”
“to satisfy most of the customers,
stakeholders”
“eyes will not get damaged”

“equally involved in this”
“I want our water level to
be maintained”
“will not manually tender it”
“lessen physically the job of
the gardener
to water”
“should be able to operate the system”
“can still use the system”
“monitor and check”
“ text is readable”
“same benefits”
“be suitable to the countries who will
use this software”
“anyone can understand”
“to provide a more accurate
amount of water”
“lessening the efforts exerted by the
. . . maintenance or housekeeping
people”
“easy to solve the mistakes done
while typing”
“decide to water the plant or no”
“allow people to communicate with
each other”
“allow sharing their experience”
“usable for different kinds of people”
“people . . . speaking different
languages should be supported”
“treats people with less money equal”
“it should also work for people that
are new”
“modifying their settings”
“application needs to be flexible”
“more efficiently use water”
“avoiding an unnecessarily expensive
contract with a single provider”
“getting dedicated water and support
for my particular garden configuration”

No of reference = 149 No of reference = 168
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Table 8.7: Functions/Features Elicited Per-Group

Group 1: No Template Used Group 2: Equality Template Used.
“change the language Arabic or English”
“pictorial representation”
“List of values”
“smart application or mobile”
list of plants to be displayed
“local support”
“input from different geographical region”
“installed on a mobile”
“select first a model area the area”
“have to calculate . . . number of seeds”
“find out the level of water that is being consumed”
“color navigation”
“registration”
“click on ok or cancel”
“to upload the picture”
“view the details of his garden”
“calculate and display the saved water quantity”
“2–3 colours not more”
“he can print it”
“log out”
“input how many seedlings are there”
“reaches this line then the system will be alarmed”
“there is calculation in average water per seed”
“calculating for the enough amount of water”
“voice recognition technology”
“User name, password”
“date has to be included similar to bank
statements”
“can get an email”
“Consumption status indicator with colours
(red, orange, yellow, green)”
“also with charts”
“will display numbers”
“(in registration window) will be the details of
user name, user ID, email, password, confirmation
password, ok and cancel buttons”

“proper UPS”
“timer is kept, its sprinkling time”
“schedule of providing water to the plants”
“the type of soil”
“measure the amount of water level in the bid”
“failsafe mechanism”
“trigger”
“select location of the devices”
“alerts that a certain location is facing
some problems”
“receive an alert”
“sound you can add some sounds”
“get them the message as voice”
“have a different languages considered in
the system”
“get summary of . . . information”
“amount of water it will sprinkler”
“open or to switch the applications”
“buttons should be in Arabic”
“set the sensor”
“display the report to the user or the history”
“drop-down menus”
“instructions and advice”
“pictures should not be something that discriminates”
“switch languages”
“acquire or load profiles and watering details”
“phone in based help desk, is it online chat,
is it an engineer coming to your house”
“input the details of my garden”
“display that says please give me the details
of your garden, so say initials start-up of the
system or on the main menu configure your garden”
“explicit tutorial available either inside the application
or alongside the application”
“a video or it could be onscreen hints”

No of reference = 118 No of reference = 120
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Conclusion and Future Work

Social sustainability is often defined as the ability of a society to maintain its “so-

cial capital” which creates the “basic framework for society”, including “cohesion

of community for mutual benefit, connectedness between groups of people, . . .

standards of . . . ethics . . . , rules, laws, and information” [40]. It lowers the

cost of working together and facilitates cooperation; e.g., “trust lowers transaction

costs” [40].

As software engineers, we foster continuous and deep integration of the software

systems into this very ‘basic framework for society’, yet, as previously discussed in

this thesis, presently there is a serious lack of a generic and reusable methodology

that enables systematic analysis and integration of social sustainability requirements

into the requirements engineering process.

Furthermore, this is exacerbated within the software engineering community by the

lack of understanding as to what social sustainability means and how it could be

related to specific software projects. Thus, the main aim of this thesis is to derive

such a methodology.
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Given that the present software engineering scene has a wide variety of engineer-

ing practices (e.g., from waterfall to agile development), we find it imperative that

any proposed methodology should be both compatible with the current engineering

processes, easily integrated with such practices, and be equally accessible to both

novice and experienced requirements engineers. To this end, we set out the following

objectives:

1. Conceptual:

• Develop a methodology that enables requirements engineers to integrate

(otherwise implicit) social sustainability requirements into software sys-

tems specification.

• Ensure that the methodology is applicable to various social sustainability

aspects.

2. Technical:

• Ensure that the developed methodology can be integrated with the (most)

current RE processes (e.g. from waterfall to agile development) without

imposing any restrictions.

• Ensure that the requirements related to social sustainability are reusable

yet customisable within different projects/contexts.

• Ensure that the developed methodology is amenable for use by both

novice and experienced practitioners.

In the following, we discuss how these objectives have been addressed.
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9.1 Objectives Re-visited

Integrate Social Sustainability Concerns into Software Systems Specifi-

cation.

In order to integrate social sustainability into software engineering processes, we

had to first present the abstract notion of social sustainability in such terms and

structures that requirements engineers would be able to relate to. Then we had

to provide the mechanisms through which the engineers could act upon the said

structures.

In a bid to elicit the structures that underpin social sustainability, we undertook a

systematic analysis of the social sustainability literature (as detailed in Chapter 2).

By looking at what indicators and metrics are reported to be relevant to the notion

of social sustainability, we identified 12 distinct and explicit topics, all of which have

been discussed as contributing to social sustainability. However, each one of these

topics (e.g., health, equality, security, education, etc.) constitutes a large domain on

its own.

We find that: social sustainability constitutes a number of distinct domains. In order

for a socio-technical system to holistically address social sustainability, requirements

for each of its constituent domains must be addressed, along with the conflicts and

inconsistencies that may arise between them.

We further observed that the structure of social sustainability concerns that emerged

from our systematic literature review is closely aligned with the notions of societal

values (as discussed in Chapter 3).

Thus, we find that: The notion of ‘social sustainability’ is formed around and driven

by the societal values.
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As previous work [143, 145, 148] has observed that many social values are universal

across various societies (though often adapted to a specific context), we postulate

that so will be social sustainability concerns and their respective operationalisations

in requirements.

Given the large set and scope of each of the social sustainability constituent topics,

we chose to develop a methodology for the operationalisation of each of these value-

centred constituent concerns. Given that equality is both a key contributor to social

sustainability (through its notions of fairness, justice, and equity) and also a rather

poorly addressed topic in current requirements research, we opted to use it as the

demonstrative domain for further analysis.

As a side note, we acknowledge that this methodology would be to some degree

incomplete as the interdependencies and conflicts between requirements that belong

to different topics are not addressed here. Yet, these conflicts and dependencies

are not different from conflicts and dependencies between any other requirements.

Therefore, we refer the dependency and conflict analysis issues to the established

RE techniques (e.g. [204, 293, 294]).

Thus, we turned to the equality-related literature and used qualitative content anal-

ysis techniques to understand the sub-values of equality and their interrelationships

(as detailed in Chapter 4).

This resulted in the development of an equality value pattern: a pattern into which

the varied perceptions of equality coalesce, as per the reviewed literature.

In order to make this pattern directly usable by the requirements engineers, we

operationalised it through simple questions into a template (as detailed in Chapter

4).
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We also proposed a requirements elicitation method using the value pattern. The

method is complemented with usage guidelines as detailed in Chapter 5.

We knowledge that limitation of inter-rater reliability as the analysis and coding

was done by the author. This is a limitation.

Upon application of the equality value pattern and templates (using the elicitation

method) to seven example requirements specifications (developed by others prior to

this work), we identified a set of reusable requirements that support equality (as

presented in Section 6.2). A small group of expert requirements engineers com-

mented upon the results for equality requirements derived using these templates for

a specific study and found these results to be useful (as discussed in Section 6.3) and

the pattern and templates to be usable (as per the think aloud activity discussed in

Chapter 8).

Thus, we have presented a methodology (exemplified upon the equality concern)

through which all of the constituents of social sustainability could be mapped into

patterns and templates that can be operationalised.

However, while the values have been acknowledged to be universal [143, 145, 148], we

still needed to validate that the requirements we derived through our value pattern

analysis were also applicable across communities and cultures. Thus, the common

equality requirements derived through the equality pattern were evaluated by soft-

ware users from several countries, cultures and religions via an online survey (as

discussed in Chapter 7). The survey participants demonstrated a generic agreement

that the derived requirements were indeed relevant and conducive to the equal-

ity in software. Moreover, there was overall agreement (across religious and cultural

boundaries) regarding the ranking and relevance of the requirements, although some

differences were observed across the various demographic groups.
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Thus, we conclude that the proposed pattern, templates and their respective require-

ments are generalisable and reusable across contexts and communities, although var-

ious aspects of these requirements would need to be customised across different com-

munities.

Indeed, taking a more fragmented view of equality, we note that other researchers

have reported on generic guidelines for handling issues that contribute to equality

(e.g. education in [295] or treating accessibility and usability characteristics [219]).

Methodology Applicability to Various Social Sustainability Aspects

Finally, although the instantiation of the proposed technique is only conducted with

respect to equality, the methodological steps used for are equally reusable for other

sub-concerns of social sustainability. Thus, the same analysis and operationalisation

approach could be used to address each of the other remaining areas.

Integration with RE Processes

While the use of the proposed pattern, templates and requirements does not pro-

scribe any specific development practices, it can be applied in processes where RE

is clearly defined (e.g., in waterfall or spiral development) because it simply aug-

ments the requirements elicitation and analysis. However, we wished to evaluate

the usability of the patterns and templates within less structured requirement pro-

cesses. Therefore, a study into the use of the pattern within the agile setting was

performed (as discussed in Section 6.5). However, the limited results of the equality

requirements elicitation method in agile methods is a limitation of our research.

Furthermore, discussions with a requirements engineering expert (presented in Sec-

tion 8.2.7, participant Te-P8), highlighted his opinion on the utility of using tem-

plates to check user stories coverage for equality requirements within an agile setting.
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Thus, we conclude that it is both possible and useful to integrate the pattern and

templates use within the development processes (such as agile) where requirements

engineering is not a clear-cut stage.

Reusability of Templates and Patterns

Given that equality requirements are derived through application of the pattern and

templates, it is not surprising that many of them are repeated and, therefore can be

reused in various domains (as was discussed in Chapter 6).

Additionally, RE experts (as detailed in Section 8.2.7) discussed the (re-)usability of

the templates to check for user stories coverage of equality requirements, as well as in

brainstorming for requirements elicitation, and collaborative requirements gathering.

Equality Pattern and Templates and Requirements Engineers Expertise’

level

We demonstrated that the equality value and templates were used by practitioners

with different RE expertise during a think aloud activity for requirements elicitation

(presented in Chapter 8). The equality template helped to provide a clear and

direct path for operationalising equality value into a set of software requirements.

In addition, the templates worked as visual reminders of what is to be considered

to ensure equality. Furthermore, the templates were used as checking tools for

requirements coverage.

9.2 Conclusion

In conclusion, this thesis draws the attention of the RE community to the notion

of the social sustainability concern and demonstrates that it is possible to opera-

tionalise and integrate it (through its constituent sub-domains) into the requirements

engineering proper.
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In fact, fragments of social sustainability are already tackled in the RE (such as us-

ability, accessibility, etc.), without realising their contribution to the holistic notion

of social sustainability.

In this thesis we argue that social sustainability in software should be approached

as the requirements driven by the amalgamation of many common and shared soci-

etal values of the software user and developer communities. Thus, integrating social

sustainability into software is necessary if the software is to relate to and be ac-

cepted by its user communities. The proposed methodology for the integration of

social sustainability into software (as exemplified by the case of equality) includes

understanding social sustainability values and their manifestation through software

requirements. The approach (depicted in Figure 9.1) leads to the identification of

equality value patterns and their operationalisation in templates.

The obtained templates for the case of equality were evaluated by practitioners and

the resulting requirements were evaluated by software users. From these evaluations,

we observe that the use of the templates alleviates the problem of vagueness that

comes with the notion of social sustainability in general, and also its specific sub-

parts (e.g. equality), thus hindering the integration of their requirements into the

software system specifications.

Moreover, with the value patterns and templates, there is sufficient scope to tailor the

values (i.e. equality) and their respective requirements to the specific community and

software context, allowing us to use the “preconceived values and a context-specific

description of value . . . as complementary to one another” [296].
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9.3 Future Research Directions

While this thesis has taken the first step towards de-mystifying the notion of social

sustainability for the integration of its requirements into the software specification,

we are still a long way away from realising full integration of the holistic social

sustainability support. Some issues to be addressed to towards this while building

on the present work include:

1. Treatment of other topics within social sustainability

As demonstrated in Figure 2.3, social sustainability constitutes at least 12

independent topics, of which equality is only one. The current research oper-

ationalises the equality topic of social sustainability. The other topics are yet

to be addressed and although we are confident that the methodology of value-

pattern derivation, followed by their operationalisation through templates will

deliver requirements that support each of the identified social sustainability

topics, this work is remains to be done.

2. Review of inter-value/quality dependencies

Once the requirements for individual areas of social sustainability are treated,

as per point (1) above, it would inevitably be necessary to consider the inter-

value/quality dependencies, conflicts and synergies. Again, we have noted

previously that the established conflict identification and analysis techniques

in RE could suffice to address these issues but this remains to be confirmed

and carried out. Only when these issues are addressed, it will be possible to

provide a comprehensive view of social sustainability in relation to software

requirements.

3. Practical applicability

Having presented the requirements that emerge from a single topic (out of
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at least 12) for social sustainability, we observe that the share volume of the

relevant requirements is likely to be overwhelming. An open challenge to be

addressed in this respect is: how can the multitude of social sustainability

requirements be integrated into each software system in a practically feasible

way (i.e. within the time and cost constraints of given, often small, projects)?

It is possible that (parts of) such requirements may be supported by reusable

frameworks but this is an open topic in sustainability research.

4. Applicability of the proposed pattern and templates in agile methods

Having said that the study in Section 6.5 have limited results, we would like to

evaluate the use of the value patterns and elicitation methods (starting with

equality) within agile methodologies.

5. Industrial and broader evaluation

We would like to evaluate the use of the value patterns (starting with that for

equality, as presented in this work) within the end-to-end software develop-

ment projects. We have already identified a number of areas where the pattern

and templates, as well as the related requirements can be utilised.

For example, while the pattern and templates are directly designed for re-

quirements elicitation and refinement, they could also be used during testing

activities [33] and requirements coverage assessment.

They are also noted to be of value for brainstorming activities and even pos-

sibly even for legal compliance checks (e.g. equality legislation relating to

non-discrimination of the protected characteristics).

At present, the collection of a corpus of studies in which the templates are

applied and the identification of their further uses remains a matter for future

research studies.
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Figure 9.1: Social sustainability integration approach
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Background Concepts

A.1 Software Requirements Engineering

Requirements engineering (RE) is the process of requirements elicitation, require-

ments modelling and analysis, requirements communication, requirements agree-

ment and evolution [44]. It starts with preparation where the objectives of the

software are identified [33]. Then, requirements are gathered or elicited from people

using interviews for example, from documentations and/or from the existing system

[33]. Then requirements are documented in requirements specifications document,

reviewed and updated [33].

A study involveing 228 companies operating in 10 countries found that incomplete

and/or hidden requirements are problems in RE that are relevant to project failure

[30]. The problem can also affect customer satisfaction and product acceptance [30].

Moreover, it was reported that lack of experience and the weak qualifications of the

RE team are among the common causes of RE problems. Techniques that support

identification of implicit requirements related to social and personal well being can
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thus improve social/individual effect of software systems and improve satisfaction of

their user communities.

Liu, Li and Peng reported the results of a survey conducted in China involving

RE practitioners [31]. The survey reported that the third-most common require-

ments elicitation technique used is by referring to similar existing systems [31]. This

provides an insight into the importance of having reusable requirements and require-

ments elicitation techniques that can be tailored to fit different software systems.

Furthermore, the study reported the common causes of RE failure. One reason is

the lack of domain expertise of RE practitioner [31].

Software requirements describe what a software needs to do [33]. It is a “measurable

objective” to be satisfied by the software [33]. During requirements elicitation, the

system boundaries (where the system fits) are identified as well as the stakeholders

and goals [44].

Goals represents the objectives that a software needs to satisfy. One important

role of goal modelling in requirements engineering is to address future objectives

and identify how to operationalise them into system components (functional, non-

functional) [297]. Operationalisation is the transformational process of abstract and

intangible concepts and properties into measurable specifications that satisfy them

[212, 298]. This is achieved in several ways. Letier, and van Lamsweerde suggested

a formal approach based on KAOS [298]. KAOS is a formal goal modelling language

used for requirements identification [299]. Others have incorporated goals with use

cases [300, 301]. Scenarios were also used in operationalising goals such as in [302].
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A.2 Stakeholder identification

Requirements originate from stakeholders [36]. Robertson and Robertson define

stakeholders as entities interested in a software or that exert an influence on it [36].

Defining the right stakeholders of a software is an essential task during RE. This is

because stakeholders provide their opinions about what the software should do or

look like. Their role is an important role and requirements engineers work closely

with stakeholders to identify software requirements [41]. Studies have suggested

several methods for stakeholders identification such as [303, 304].

Alexander suggested a taxonomy of stakeholders called the onion model [218]. The

model has four circles representing the different stakeholders with their different

roles. The inner circle represents the product. The next circle includes the product

circle as well as the system that incorporates different operators (normal, operational

and maintenance). Next is the containing system that adds to the previous view

the human beneficiaries even those who are not part of the operations. The wider

environment circle adds to the previous stakeholders who could represent negative

and hostile roles, political and financial roles, developer, consultant and supplier

roles.

In this thesis, we used this taxonomy because it provides a wider and comprehensive

view of stakeholders.

A.3 Requirements Reuse, Patterns and Templates

Until the 1990s, software systems were developed from scratch and the concept of

reuse was not common [41]. Creating software without taking advantage of the avail-

able knowledge can be a waste of efforts [36, 41]. Reusing different components in
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software development projects allows faster software development and better qual-

ity to be achieved because the components are already being tested and have been

proved to be useful [41].

Requirements reuse is facilitated by requirements patterns [36]. Patterns were de-

fined by Darimont et al. as reusable models that raises efficency in RE [305]. A

requirements pattern is used as guidance in specifying a requiremnt [33]. A require-

ments pattern presents a model for logical grouping of requirements that can be

adaptad to fit different software systems [36]. Domain independent patterns (i.e.,

grouping of requirements that are not related to the core notions of a specific appli-

cation domain, such as patterns related to security, transaction handling, etc.) are

more abstract than the domain specific patterns (e.g., groupings of requirements that

detail needs and wishes specific to a single application domain, such as work process

of the train signalling system, or workings of the student assignment marking, etc.)

to allow reusability accross domains [36] and they are instantiated (mapped into

detailed requirements [37]) when being reused [305].

In addition, requirements patterns facilitate comparisons between requirements of

the same type among different software as well as enhancing requirements readability

[33]. Furthermore, requirements patterns make writing requirements and spotting

missing requirements (by comparing against the pattern) easier [33].

Requirements patterns are presented using templates to ensure consistency [36, 41]

and reuseability [36]. Requirements templates are used to represent requirements in

a structured textual format [41] as well as other possible forms such as modelling

notations [34]. To show alternatives in decisions and actions in requirements, tables

can be used with the templates [41].

Using templates helps organisations to reduce efforts spent on discovering, organ-

ising and communicating requirements [36]. According to Smith and Lai [306], a
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requirements template presents a reference model that helps in pointing the required

information as well as proposes the structure of representing the requirements [306].

Templates also assist in generating adequate requirements documentations [306].

In a survey conducted by Palomares, Franch and Quer, software practitioners and

academics reported that requirements reuse is achieved by filling pre-difiend require-

ments templates and using a requirements patterns catalogue [307]. Although less

widely used then such reuse techniques as copy/paste [307], patterns provide a clear

path for requirements re-use. It is also reported that using patterns helps to im-

prove requirements uniformity as well as reducing the time spent on requirements

elicitation [307].

A.4 Pattern Development

Based on [32–35, 37] pattern development is commonly acknowledged to comprise

the following steps:

A Documents are analysed to identify the recurring problem or challenge in the

area/domain. They can be from individual’s own experiences, software arte-

facts, software specification, articles, other practitioners experiences, standards

etc.

B Analysing the documentations leads to building a consistent and comprehen-

sive understanding of the problem and the solutions to it.

C Pattern representation involves organising and documenting the pattern to

allow it to be re-used. This is done by templates.

D Pattern review is a process of testing the clarity and usablity of the pattern.

This can be achieved by collecting feedback from experts and users such as
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software designers, engineers and other pattern writers. The feedback will lead

to improvements.

E Pattern application is the step of applying a pattern to solve a problem.

According to Withall [33], requirements patterns can be used when defining re-

quirements. Indications of what should be said, how and what issues should be

considered are supplied by templates [33]. In addition, patterns can be used after

the requirements being identified and written, in the process of reviewing the qual-

ity of the requirements, during requirement implementation to provide an extensive

understanding of a requirement’s intention and during requirements testing [33].

A.5 Requirements Negotiation

Requirements negotiation is an essential step in RE due to the different stakeholders

(with different goals, needs and requirements) involved in a software system that

potentially causes conflict [308]. There are a number of techniques that support

negotiation such as Game theory [294], [293], and WinWin [204].

Game theory models includes player as decision makers [294]. Each player has a set

of strategies [294]. Choosing a strategy results in set of outcomes [294]. With each

outcome, payoffs are presented to a player [294]. A player uses his knowledge about

other players payoffs to decide which strategy to take [294].

Easterbrook presented a negotiation model that is built on viewpoints [293]. View-

points represents conflicts as perspectives originating from person(s) [293]. The

model start with conflict exploration to understand the conflict and creates a map

of the conflicts [293]. Then, a generative stage takes place where possible resolutions
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are investigated [293]. The final stage is the evaluation [293]. During this stage, pos-

sible resolutions are related to the conflict map and to each other [293]. This will

allow choosing the best resolution [293].

The WinWin requirements negotiation approach involves stakeholders in negotiating

to reach a consensus on a “mutually satisfactory or winwin set of requirements” [204].

This assures to stakeholders that they will get what they have agreed to rather than

them all getting what they want [204]. The WinWin approach follows a collaborative

resolution strategy in which the concerns of all stakeholders are to be satisfied by

finding alternatives to conflicting issues [308].

The WinWin approach has four artefacts [205]. First is the Win condition in which

stakeholders identify their goals and concerns about the new software. If a condition

does not conflict with other stakeholders’ conditions, then it will be considered as

an agreement. If it does conflict with others, it will be documented as an issue.

Options artefact documents alternatives provided by stakeholders to resolve issues.

Agreements record agreed on options and win conditions. In addition, requirements

workshops, group media and groupware tools are also suggested as methods for ne-

gotiating requirements [309]. Within the negotiation phase, requirements priorities

need to be discovered using, for example, sorting, voting, market surveys and matrix

techniques [309].

A.6 Sustainability and Software

Sustainable development is defined by the report of the World Commission on En-

vironment and Development [310] as “ development that meets the needs of the

present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
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needs”. The five dimensions of sustainability in relation to software are as follows

[9, 311]:

• Individual sustainability is related to preserving human capital via for exam-

ple education, health, skills etc [311]. It involves individual freedom, human

dignity, fulfilment, ability to thrive,ability to exercise rights, and to develop

freely [9].

• Social sustainability is related to maintaining good relationships between in-

dividuals in society to maintain the community’s solidarity and services.

• Economic sustainability is related to preserving capital and added value.

• Environmental sustainability is related to preserving natural resources through,

for example, waste management and energy consumption.

• Technical sustainability is concerned with maintaining and evolving “artificial

systems (such as software) over time” [9].

Penzenstadler et al. remarked that “sustainable software is energy-efficient, min-

imi[s]es the environmental impact of the processes it supports, and has a positive

impact on social and/or economic sustainability” [312]. Calero and Piattini [313]

defined sustainable software as:

software whose direct and indirect negative impacts on economy, society,

human beings, and the environment resulting from development, deploy-

ment, and usage of the software is minimal and/or has a positive effect

on sustainable development.

De Souza and colleagues defines a sustainable software as the software that is used

now and in the future with reusable components [314]. In additon, they noted that

creating a community of users and developers ensures the software continuity [314].
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Assessing the effects of ICT on sustainability is achieved by assessing three levels

of effects [315]. First order effects relate to the opportunities resulting from the

existence of ICT and the process of making it [315, 316]. Second order effects are

related to the impacts and opportunities of the ongoing use of ICT such as changes in

the way of doing things “and what were capable of ”[315–317]. Third order effects

are related to the opportunities or impacts of the large and ongoing application

(medium-and long-term usage) of the outcomes [315, 316] such as “energy demand,

mass surveillance, etc.” [317]. According to the Karlskrona Sustainability Manifesto

[317], ICT impacts and opportunities are to be evaluated not only by focusing on the

direct effects (first order) but also the indirect (second order) and systemic (third

order) effects.

Mahaux, Heymans and Saval remarked on the need to support the process of sus-

tainability RE [67]. Penzenstadler et al. noted the need for ‘domain-independent’

guidelines to provide support to sustainability within the software engineering do-

main [318].

In a recent survey-based study by Condori-Fernandez, and Lago [319], the contri-

bution that software quality (e.g. usability, security, maintainability, etc.) require-

ments makes to sustainability was investigated. The software quality requirements

were based on ISO/IEC 25010 [42]. Software and ICT practitioners with sustainabil-

ity expertise responded to the online survey. As part of the survey, social sustain-

ability was defined as the “ability to allow current and future generations to have

equal and equitable access to the social resources in a way that preserve[s] their

socio-cultural characteristics and achieve healthy and modern society” [320]. The

study investigated 8 quality requirements and their relation to social sustainabil-

ity. The quality requirements are: 1) freedom from risk, 2) effectiveness (accuracy

and completeness with which users achieve specified goals), 3) efficiency, 4) satis-

faction, 5) security, 6) usability, 7) accessibility and 8) compatibility. The study
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results suggests that usability, accessibility and compatibility contributes to social

sustainability.

Johann and Maalej [321] remarked on the importance of including social sustainabil-

ity (as defined in Chapter 1) in requirement engineering “as a basic non-functional

requirement”. The paper discussed examples of the social impacts of software such

as access to data and civic participation in the requirement engineering life cycle

which is known as social software engineering. Another example of the social im-

pacts of software is accessibility. The paper mentioned software that allows users

in rural areas with limited Internet access to receive market information via email

and SMS. The authors noted the need for clear characteristics that help to create a

uniform model of a social sustainable software.

Mahaux in [322] discussed how participation in requirements engineering supports

social sustainability by referring to studies from other disciplines. This is achieved

through empowering participants with distinct interests and allowing them to be

part of the requirements engineering process. Empowering is achieved by success-

ful participation in decision-making that, in turn, leads to project acceptance and

longevity. In successful participation, the collaborative environment has to be con-

figured in a way that mitigates the risk of a ruling strong opinions. In addition,

successful participation requires involving non-experts in discussions without ignor-

ing the important roles to be played by experts in maintaining the quality of the

resulting work from the discussion. Experts act as facilitators, consultants and val-

idators. The author also argued that involving the right stakeholders (which is a

common practice in RE) who care about sustainability concerns supports sustainable

software engineering.

Cabot et. al [68] proposed a modelling and integration method of environmental sus-

tainability in software and business decision-making. The method employed require-

ments modelling using the goal-oriented techniques (GORE) i.e. i*. In this method,
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sustainability is treated as a soft-goal that is supported by “domain-independent”

sub-goals of reduce, reuse and recycle. In turn, those sub-goals can be further decom-

posed into sub-goals. In the same spirit, we look for the patterns that relate to the

key concerns of social sustainability, without immediate focus on specific software

projects or domains.
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C.1 Survey Form

C.1.1 Page 1: Introduction

A smart garden application is designed with the goals of preserving water resources

consumed in home gardens. The software is to be connected to growing beds.

“During their growth period, vegetables receive much more water than needed and

this goes unquestioned because it does not harm the plants. However, using the

sprinklers versus manually watering a garden consumes water at a much greater

and unnecessarily faster rate.” The application is needed to “find the balance be-

tween water consumed while keeping the healthy nature of the plant. Smart garden

application will use sensors that are connected to a board “to measure the wa-

ter levels in growing beds and ultimately find a solution to reduce the amount

of water consumption while maintaining a nourished garden. Gardeners are ex-

pected to control irrigation through using the Smart garden application. Source
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(Collin, Kaitryn, Nancy, Nathan, Ryan, Resilient Smart Gardens, online: http:

//birgit.penzenstadler.de/teach/493a.html)

Definitions:

• Equality in software is related to treating stakeholders with variability (dis-

ability, language, gender, technology, etc.) equally to the other stakeholders.

In addition, it is related to fairly considering and selecting (direct, indirect)

stakeholders’ goals to be implemented in a software. We also relate equality

to the equal access to software services/functions and facilities that will assist

stakeholders in achieving their goals.

• Relevant to equality requirements represents a need that if satisfied, stake-

holders would feel being equally considered, benefited and served by a software

application.

• SG refer to Smart Garden application

The following page lists equality requirements identified for the SG application.

C.1.2 Page 2: Equality Requirements

R1. The SG should provide plant nursery with seasonal plantation history that will

be used to estimate seasonal demand.

R2. The SG should allow the gardener to create garden profile (Plants type, num-

ber, location) to manage their garden and reduce gardening efforts.

R3. The SG should allow the gardener to register plant (sensor, sprinkler, ideal

moisture level) to manage their garden and reduce gardening efforts.

R4. The SG should allow the gardener to water plants to manage their

garden and reduce gardening efforts.
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R5. The SG should allow the gardener to set watering alarms to manage

their garden and reduce gardening efforts.

R6. The SG should allow the gardener to cancel watering alarms to man-

age their garden and reduce gardening efforts.

R7. The SG should allow the gardener to Set auto watering function

(when, amount, plant) to manage their garden and reduce gardening ef-

forts.

R8. The SG should allow the gardener to cancel auto watering function

to manage their garden and reduce gardening efforts.

R9. The SG should allow the gardener to view garden history to manage

their garden and reduce gardening efforts.

R10. The SG should allow the gardener to test sensors and sprinkles to

manage their garden and reduce gardening efforts.

R11. The SG should allow the gardener to view environmental advice to

manage their garden and reduce gardening efforts.

R12. The SG should allow the gardener to check soil moisture to assess

plant need.

R13. The SG should allow the gardener to compare current soil condition

to ideal condition and take action (water, not to water).

R14. The SG should allow the gardener to select what garden informa-

tion to be public to be part of shared gardening knowledge.

R15. The SG should allow the gardener to view similar gardens re-

port (what plants, water consumption, etc.) as part of shared gardening

knowledge.

R16. The SG should allow the gardener to post garden enquiry as part

of shared gardening knowledge.

R17. The SG should allow the gardener to reply to garden enquiry as

part of shared gardening knowledge.
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R18. The SG should allow the gardener to select what garden informa-

tion to be private to protect gardener’s privacy.

R19. The SG should allow potential gardeners (current and in future) to

view neighbourhood’s gardens history to gain knowledge.

R20. The SG should allow potential gardeners (future) to view neigh-

bourhood’s gardens trends to gain knowledge.

R21. The SG should allow gardeners with different languages to select

preferred language to customize the application.

R22. The SG should provide elder gardeners with help function and tu-

torial to achieve an easy to use application.

R23. The SG should allow elder gardeners to choose a preferred font size

to be able to customize the application display that is suitable for them.

R24. The SG should allow gardeners with different mobile devices (iOS,

Android, etc.) to use the application (compatible versions).

R25. The SG should allow elder gardeners to view help instructions “how

to install and fix” to achieve an easy to use application.

R26. The “how to install and fix” information should be displayed as

textual, audio and video instructions to achieve an easy to use applica-

tion.

R27. The SG should provide the current equipment suppliers with gar-

dens and equipment information to be able to estimate future demand.

R28. The SG should allow potential equipment suppliers to view gardens

history to be able to prepare market feasibility report.

R29. The SG should allow pesticide control authority to view garden-

plant information (per area) to be able to plan public pesticide spraying

process.

R30. The SG should allow plantation authority to view garden-plant in-

formation to be able to manage plantation.
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R31. The SG should allow plantation authority to prepare reports on

plants to be removed/increased per garden or area to be able to manage

plantation.

R32. The SG should allow plantation authority to view garden-plant in-

formation to ensure plantation standards are followed.

R33. The SG should allow water and irrigation authority to view water

consumption reports to be able to monitor consumption.

R34. The SG should allow water and irrigation authority to send over-

watering note to gardeners as part of monitoring water consumption.

R35. The SG should allow environmental authority/charities to view wa-

ter consumption reports to be able to monitor consumption.

R36. The SG should allow environmental authority/charities to post en-

vironmental advice for home gardens to be able to share environmental

best practices.

R37. The SG should allow environmental authority/charities to reply to

garden enquiry with environmental concern as part of sharing environ-

mental best practices.

For statements 1-37, the responses were elicited via the following:

A In your opinion, how Relevant is the statement to equality?

# Directly and highly relevant # Definitely relevant # Probably relevant

# Possibly relevant - likely of indirect relevance # Possibly not relevant

# Probably not relevant # Definitely not relevant

B Why?

Missing Equality requirements

Do you think there are any missing requirements that support equality among soft-

ware stakeholders? Kindly explain.
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D.1 Invitation Letter

Dear [friends/colleagues/...etc]

Do you think equality should be supported through software applications? Please

spend 15 min. of your time to fill in this online survey

https://leicester.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/equality-and-software- survey

to help us learn what is relevant for equality in software applications.

Please do forward this link to anyone else who, you think, may be willing to partic-

ipate in this survey.

Kind Regards,

Maryam Al Hinai, Informatics PhD researcher at the University of Leicester, UK
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D.2 Survey Form

D.2.1 Page 1: Information sheet

Research title: Social Sustainability and Software: Case of Equality.

Researcher: Maryam Ali Al Hinai

Department: Informatics, University of Leicester, UK

Introduction:

The only pre-requisite for participating in this survey is familiarity (e.g., due to use)

with such applications as online shopping, social media applications (e.g. Facebook,

Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, LinkedIn, etc.), online banking, e-learning, or simi-

lar.

This survey aims to help requirements engineers to identify Equality requirements

for such software systems.

The survey will take 15 minutes to be completed.

Your confidentiality is assured. The provided answers will be used purely for this

PhD research only. No personally identifiable data will be recorded.

Please confirm that you volunteer to participate by selecting Agree option in the

consent form below.

For further enquiries, please contact:

Maryam Ali Al Hinai, Department of Informatics, University of Leicester, Leicester,

LE1 7RH, UK

Email 1: masah1@le.ac.uk

Email 2: rc256@leicester.ac.uk

Date: 01/10/2016

Consent

We appreciate your decision to participate in this questionnaire.
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We assure you that the information you contribute to this questionnaire is for re-

search purposes only and will not be shared with 3rd parties.

You can keep a copy of this consent form (print or screen shoot) for your records. By

selecting the Agree option, you confirm that you have read the information sheet

(above) and you voluntarily agree to participate. You also confirm that you are of

age 18 years or above. * Required

• Agree

• Disagree

D.2.2 Page 2: Equality and software

Definition

• Equality is related to providing all individuals in the society with equal life op-

portunities without discrimination because of their origin, beliefs, position, or

(dis-) abilities [Equality Human Rights Commission, GB]. To support equal-

ity through software, we believe that the goals of all directly or indirectly

affected stakeholders of a given software system should be fairly considered

when implementing that software. Furthermore, equal access to software ser-

vices necessary to realise the fairly selected goals needs to be provided.

• Direct stakeholders are stakeholders who will directly be affected (positively

or negatively) by the software direct use such as users.

• Indirect stakeholders are those who will indirectly be benefited or harmed by

the software.
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Q1: In your view, what is the importance of the following software features in

supporting equality?

Statement Not at all

important

to software

equality

Neither

important

nor unim-

portant

Slightly

important

to software

equality

Important

to software

equality

Very im-

portant to

software

equality

User authentication is important for supporting equality

Usability of software to users from different age ranges is important to support

equality

Suitability of software to users from different age ranges is important to support

equality

Short response time to user enquiry is important for supporting equality

Short recovery time after system failure is important for supporting equality

Suitability of software to users from different genders is important to support equal-

ity

Considering direct stakeholders’ goals behind using a software is important to sup-

port equality

Fairly selecting which goals will be implemented in the software is important for

supporting equality

Ability to accommodate new types of users is important for supporting equality

Multilingual interface is important for supporting equality

Different information presentation formats (e.g., audio, video, text) is important for

supporting equality

Compatibility of software application with different operating systems is important

for supporting equality

Compatibility of software application with different hardware devices is important

for supporting equality.

Availability of software’s usage guidance (e.g., help, tutorials, and tips) considering

users with no/little prior knowledge of this software is important for supporting

equality

Availability of software’s shortcuts to accomplish tasks for experts and fast learners

is important for supporting equality

Availability of software application on different web and mobile platforms is impor-

tant for supporting equality

Availability for use 24 hours per day, 365 days per year is important for supporting

equality

Allowing stakeholders to equally access software services to achieve their goals is

important for supporting equality

Suitability of software for users from different religious beliefs is important for sup-

porting equality

Accepting information from different media (e.g., voice, text, braille) is important

for supporting equality

Considering indirect stakeholder goals that are affected by the software is important

for supporting equality
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Q2: To support equality in a given software application, we should implement the

goals that

• Deliver the highest profit

• Provide best usable interface

• Provide same level of functionality to all user groups

• Implement the most prioritized goals for each user group

Q3: An online shopping software has several groups of users. Normal users are

regular users who use the software to perform basic shopping through the website.

Gold users are those who buy expensive products that generate high income for the

business. Special users are those who use the application with special request of

adjustment to their disabilities (colour blindness, hearing loss, etc.). Each group

of users have different goals to be implemented by the online shopping application.

To support equality through the online shopping application, which goals will you

select to be implemented in the application.

• The normal users’ goals

• The gold users’ goals

• The special users’ goals

• None of them

• The normal and special users’ goals

• The normal and gold users’ goals

• The special and gold users’ goals

• All of them
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D.2.3 Page 3: Background information

Q4: What is your gender?

• Male

• Female

Q5: What is your age?

• 18 to 24 years

• 25 to 34 years

• 35 to 44 years

• 45 to 54 years

• 55 to 64 years

• Age 65 or older

Q6: What is your religion?

• Christianity

• Islam

• Judaism

• Hinduism

• Buddhism

• Other
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• Prefer Not to Say

Q7: What is your highest level of education?

• Unschooled

• High school degree or less

• A college degree (diploma and equivalent)

• Undergraduate (BSC and equivalent)

• Masters Degree (MSc or equivalent)

• PhD (or equivalent)

Q8: What is your current employment status?

• Employed

• Student

• Retired

• Unemployed

Q9: How do you rate your level of software use proficiency (e.g., for online shopping,

social media use, internet browsing, etc.)?

• Novice (beginner: need frequent help to use most software applications)

• Intermediate (may need help occasionally with some)

• Advanced (need little or no help with most)

• Expert (provide help to others)
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D.2.4 Page 4: End

Thank you for your participation.

D.3 Data Coding

To analyse the survey responses, data has been coded as follows:

• Equality statements (Q1):

Not at all important to software equality (NAI) = 1, Neither important nor

unimportant NINU = 2, Slightly important to software equality (SI) = 3,

Important to software equality (IE) = 4, Very important to software equality

(VIE) = 5.

• Golas (Q2): Deliver the highest profit = 1, Provide best usable interface = 2,

Provide same level of functionality to all user groups = 3, Implement the most

prioritized goals for each user group = 4.

• Goals (Q3): The normal users goals = 1, The gold users goals = 2, The special

users goals = 3, None of them = 4, The normal and special users goals = 5,

The normal and gold users goals = 6, The special and gold users goals = 7.

• Gender (Q4): Female =1, Male = 2.

• Age (Q5): 18 to 24 years = 1, 25 to 34 years = 2, 35 to 44 years = 3, 45 to 54

years = 4, 55 to 64 years = 5, Age 65 or older = 6.

• Religion (Q6): Christianity = 1, Islam = 2, Judaism = 3, Hinduism = 4,

Buddhism = 5, Other = 6, Prefer Not to Say = 7.
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• Education (Q7): Unschooled = 1, High school degree or less = 2, A college

degree (diploma and equivalent) = 3, Undergraduate (BSC and equivalent) =

4, Masters Degree (MSc or equivalent) = 5, PhD (or equivalent) = 6.

• Employment status (Q8): Employed = 1, Student = 2, Retired =3, Unem-

ployed = 4.

• Software proficiency (Q9): Novice (beginner: need frequent help to use most

software applications) = 1, Intermediate (may need help occasionally with

some) = 2, Advanced (need little or no help with most) = 3, Expert (provide

help to others) = 4.
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Equality and Software Think

Aloud

E.1 Think Aloud Materials

E.1.1 Information sheet

Research title: Social Sustainability and Software: Case of Equality.

Researcher: Maryam Ali Al Hinai

Department: Informatics, University of Leicester, UK

Introduction:

This think aloud requirements elicitation aims to evaluate the templates suggested

in this research in facilitating identification of relevant equality requirements. The

overall aim is to support development of software which has no, or minimises nega-

tive impact on its users and the surrounding community, in terms of, for instance,

discrimination, cyber bullying, and similar social phenomena.

The task will take 30 minutes of requirements identification followed by an interview
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for 30 minutes.

Please note that both parts of the activity will be audio recorded.

Your confidentiality is assured. The provided answers will be used purely for this

PhD research.

Please confirm that you volunteer to participate by selecting signing the consent

form below.

For further enquiries, please contact:

Maryam Ali Al Hinai

Department of Informatics

University of Leicester

Leicester, LE1 7RH, UK

Email 1: masah1@le.ac.uk

Email 2: rc256@leicester.ac.uk

Date: 01/10/2016
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E.1.2 Consent Form

Please tick the appropriate boxes Yes No

Taking Part

I have read and understood the project information

sheet dated 1/10/2016.

I have been given the opportunity to ask questions about

the project.

I agree to take part in the project.

I understand that my taking part is voluntary; I can

withdraw from the study at any time and I do not have

to give any reasons for why I no longer want to take

part.

Use of the information I provide for this project only

I understand my personal details will not be revealed to

people outside the project.

I understand that my words may be quoted in publica-

tions, reports, web pages, and other research outputs.

Name of participant Signature Date

Researcher Signature Date

Project contact details for further information:

Maryam Ali Al Hinai

Department of Informatics

University of Leicester

Leicester, LE1 7RH, UK
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E.1.3 Background Information

A What is your age?

• 18 to 24 years

• 25 to 34 years

• 35 to 44 years

• 45 to 54 years

• 55 to 64 years

• Age 65 or older

B What is your gender?

• Male

• Female

C How do you rate your proficiency in software requirements identification?

• Novice (beginner)

• Intermediate

• Advanced

• Expert

D How extensive is your experience of working with Requirements?

• None

• Under 1 year

• 1-3 years

• 3-5 years

• 5-10 years
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• over 10 years

E What is your highest educational degree?

• Undergraduate (Bachelor)

• Postgraduate (Master)

• Postgraduate (Doctoral)

F Optional Email, please provide email if you dont mind us (potentially) con-

tacting you with clarification questions about your responses.
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E.1.4 Instructions

Definition:

Equality is related to providing all individuals in the society with equal life oppor-

tunities without discrimination because of their origin, beliefs, position, or (dis-)

abilities [Equality Human Rights Commission, GB]. To support equality through

software, we believe that the goals of all directly or indirectly affected stakeholders

of a given software system should be fairly considered when implementing that soft-

ware. Furthermore, equal access to software services necessary to realise the fairly

selected goals need to be provided.

Task: Your task is to identify software’s equality requirements for a Smart

Garden application. You are provided with a list of stakeholders in case you need

it.

Smart Garden description:

A smart garden application is designed with the goals of preserving water resources

consumed in home gardens. The software is to be connected to growing beds. “Dur-

ing their growth period, vegetables receive much more water than needed and this

goes unquestioned because it does not harm the plants. However, using the sprinklers

versus manually watering a garden consumes water at a much greater and unnec-

essarily faster rate. The application is needed to “find the balance between water

consumed while keeping the healthy nature of the plant. Smart garden application

will use sensors that are connected to a board “to measure the water levels in grow-

ing beds and ultimately find a solution to reduce the amount of water consumption

while maintaining a nourished garden. Gardeners are expected to control irrigation

through using the Smart garden application. Source (Resilient Smart Gardens, URL

http://birgit.penzenstadler.de/teach/493a.html,accessed4thNov.2017).
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Appendix D. Think Aloud Activity

A While doing the task, please verbalize your thoughts and let us know:

• What you are trying to do

• What are you looking for

• What you are thinking about

• What decisions you are making

• Do you feel stuck, confused, frustrate, surprised or impressed? Why?

We will use the cloud icon to remind you to express your thoughts. Remember

to keep talking.
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E.1.5 Stakeholders list

Stakeholders list: You can use the following list to help you identify the stakeholders

related to the described system.

Type of Stakeholder Description

Normal Operator Do routine commands, entering and monitoring output of product. Communicate with the maintenance operator

and operational support as well as functional beneficiaries (e.g. providing them with processed information, and

receiving instructions from them).

Maintenance Operator Product maintenance ( hardware, product faults)

Operational Support Help desk, trainers (help and training normal operators)

Functional Beneficiary This type benefits from the output/result created by the product. They contact the operators.

Interfacing System This represent other systems that interface with the product.

Purchaser Product manager on behalf of consumers or procurement.

Product Champion (aka Sponsor) The product champion is critical from before the start of a development, and remains important throughout.

The role does not necessarily or even desirably contribute to product requirements: it functions mainly at a

political rather than a technical level.

Negative Stakeholder Anything/one that can be harmed by the product (financially, physically, etc.) and they can harm the system.

E.g. householders living close to the route of a planned railway.

Hostile Agent (type of negative

stakeholders)

Any role that actively seeks to hinder or harm the development and operation of the System. ’Actively’ means

using some degree of intelligence and creativity to oppose the System. Examples include military enemies,

political and commercial spies, hackers, spammers, virus writers, thieves, fraudsters. Clearly the degree of harm

intended by such agents varies from complete destruction through malicious pleasure to unauthorised acquisition

of assets (with essentially unintended harm as a side-effect).

Political Beneficiary Any role in public office or private business that can benefit in terms of power, influence and prestige through

the success of the Product.

Financial Beneficiary This type gets financial gains from the product success.

Regulator Governmental or other regulators, e.g. ISO

Developer Develop the system or undertake maintenance role in maintenance contract.

Consultant From outside the development organization.

Supplier Responsible for components of the products.

Source (I. Alexander, “A Taxonomy of Stakeholders. Human Roles in System Development ”, 2005)
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Within next 30 minutes, please list as many equality requirements as you

find relevant to the Smart Garden system (please speak aloud expressing

your thoughts, and considerations throughout this task).

Equality Requirements:

You have come to the end of this research activity. Thank you for your

participation and if you need to contact us please do not hesitate.
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E.1.6 Equality Templates

	

Equality	templates:	 	

You	can	use	any	of	the	following	templates	to	write	the	requirements	statements.		

• “[stakeholder]	should	[verb]	[functions/services/resources]	to	accomplish	[goal]”.	 	

E.g.	[Legal	authority]	should	[be	able]	to	[post	legal	advice	for	home	gardens]	to	[share	legal	best	practices]		

• “[stakeholder]	with	[variability]	should	[verb]	[functions/services/resources]	to	accomplish	[goal]”.		 	

E.g.	[Citizen]	with	[different	language]	should	[be	allowed]	to	[select	preferred	language]	to	[customize	the	

health	inquiry	application]	

	

Stakeholder	
(1)	

Variability	
(Stakeholders’	gender,	
age,	language,	religion,	
position,	income	status,	
knowledge,	education,	
race,	technology	used,	

location	etc.)			
(2)	

Software	
functions/services/resources	

to	achieve	the	goal	
(3)	

Goal(s)	
(4)	

e.g.	Legal	authority	 -	 e.g.	post	legal	advice	for	
home	gardens	 e.g.	share	legal	best	practices	

e.g.	Citizen	 e.g.	Language	 e.g.	Select	preferred	
language	

e.g.	Customize	application	
language	
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E.1.7 Equality Value Pattern

Equality Value Pattern
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E.1.8 Follow up Interview guide

Follow up Interview guide (Group with No Template)

A Have a look at the two templates (will be provided). Do you think these

would have helped you during equality requirements elicitation? Why/Why

Not? How?

B How do you think the equality requirements elicitation could be supported?

Why are the given templates potentially useful or NOT useful?

Follow up Interview guide (Group with Template)

A Did they help/hinder you in identifying equality requirements? (simple/diffi-

cult, easy/difficult to use, time)

B What do you think is the purpose of these templates? Do they fulfil that

purpose? Why/Why not?

C What are the advantages/disadvantages of using these templates?

D How can the templates be improved?
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